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RETIREMENT, z bRK\AND LIFELONG. LEARNING

morralx, JUDY 17, .1978

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, D.C. .

The committee met, pursuant to notice?", at 10:10 a.m.,' in room
.6226 'Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Frank ChurCh, chairman,
presiding.

Present:. Senators Church, DeConcini, Domenici, and Percy.
Also present: William E. Oriol, staff director; David A. .Affeldt,.

chief counse. Garry V. Wenske, assistant counsel for operations;
Letitia Chambers, minority staff director; David A. Rust,\ minority
professional staff member; Alison Case, operations assistant; and
Theresa M.lorster, fiscalaseistant.

- .OPENING' STATEMENT BY SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, 1
. CHAIRMAN

, 'Senator Causes. Today,. theI.: &male CoMmittee on Aging begins
an examination of the man3r issues related to our three general themes:

4 .suhtitte to these hearings might well be: Should the United
Retirement, Work, , and-lifelong learning.

atep be dia eyed or even leartal over a process so often described..
as the "grayin, ' of our population? .. j

MAperson sfiswer to that qbestion is "no," as you might expect.
It would' be a sad day indeed for this Nation if .the older persons i

among us w,ere to be regarded as a drain, rather than' a rich reservoir J

of experience, wisdom and creative energy. But my answer would
also include a caveat-Lone which has citused the-se hearings to be
called-=e warning we must look deeply into issues which have
concerned' the Senate Committee on Aging fdr some time, but which

.... now take on new urgen . V .

Contributing to the. gency is the. debate over social security
finattfing and the deeps ing concern over the high cost of public and ,

. private pensions. Do e know. What we are committingifor future . t'l

retirement' income, an are we proceeding in the wisest way? It has
become common to,s sr, that the :United States has no retirement
pelitY. Federal, State, and local goiernments establish pension or
anilinty.,plans as if each one existed in a vacuum. Some private plans
are, loosOy, related,

each
public sleet& plans; others' are not; andcona- .

. plexity and misundOstanding abound'.
What is -all this."c sting us? Hew ,m.uch more can five afford? And-

WhO really benefi oni the current scheme of things? - .1

; , (1) t, -
4 ' 1 0

a
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Is there already a "pension elite" Who benefit from sevqral sources
of incomo-supportwhile those most in need of a genuine slipplemen
to social security income are the very ones 3/4oast likely to enjoy it

And-one-of-the ,most.-cruciaLquestions: How is inflation 'compound-
ing the cost of retirement as it is pracl,iced today?

NVe have chosen a broad title for those opening hearings and all
those wlch will follow. We ,want to examine retirement, Vork, and
lifelenAtaming in some detail, and we want -to show that each of
these tee broad subjects cannot stand alone, especially now.

RETIREMENT Pot's:iv ,

We. arq otncerned about retirement for miiny reasons, tlie Most
immediate of which is new legislation which deals a major blow at
traditional mandatory retirement .practices.

I am referring, of course, to the raising of the upper ago lirdit in the
Age '-Discrimination in Employment Act frpm age 65 to 70. This
v'ibtory, won't alter .ciirrerit habits and injustices overnight, .but it is
historically important because it helps to establish 4the principle of
keeping work options,.available throughout the lifespan. It also will

challenge employersand employeesto work cooperatively, Co make

the most of the new condition which will generally take .effect next

Januay. . sfit4
Retirement is also on our minds because of a swelling tide Of'concern

about the clear and
the

,trend toward earlier retirement. Does
this make sense ip the face of: increased longeVity; inflation's inroads

on retirement income; and the growing realization that. this 1'ation.-
now needs, will need even more in the future, the full use of the
talents and .kn,owledge of all those who Wish to work. for as long as
they care to work?, 14

.
EMPLOYMENT IsstrEs -

But what good does it do to delay or even ban retirement' if) em-
ployment opportunities for the older 'persons, are unsatisfactory or
even honmdstent? We have put "work" in the title of our. hearings
becduse for §lome years now the Senate Committee on Aging has
tried to .alert the '1Vafion to th© .fact that older workers are often
called "retired" when in fact they can't get a job to replace one they
hate lost or ..one that has been swept aside by technological change.

( We'have issued repOrts pointing out that so-called recovery foF the

general economy does not necessarily mean ir times for wo *Is in
the50's'and 60's who, enceuutpr a distinct lag in return to jobs with

insidious and far-reaching results: Denied work and often:,fAiscouraged
.td^the-poirit. of tnOt,even seeking it, the plddr worker, seizes upon the,

security.

possible'stistained 'assistance which of course is reduced social
iecurity. 'benefits at age 62; the social security trust fund glen must
pay out ..instead of receiving payroll taxes from those who want to
work, but can no longe_r itnd employment.

.
Our interest in ivork4in't . limited. to thoSe past age 50: We also

want to know what happen persons whose job skills become out -

noded at any , cre. An we' l take special interest in' experimental

works arrancrem ts, including, flexitime, which could 'change lunda-
mental' thlnkin bout the role and PtirposeOf 'working the. lifespan.
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And iii', vra come the , third', theme of' those , heari , lifelon
learning.- . ., . )1 ,.,; , ,' , ,

.;

:, . The 1971 White liouse Conference. on Aging called
e,right for all age groups, "contiiiiiout and liencef ir ohs of the

ways of enablipg older people to ham a, full and meanin ul lifeoand
as it meana of helping them tlemelop their potential as resource for
the betterment a iociety;".
.. Now that the end of mandatory retiretheftt is in sigh , isn't educa-
tional opportunity in later years even More importan , not only as
a moans of adapting to new, ,Work demands and maki g one's"self a.
continuingly valnable,emplo3ree, but also as a way-61 at usting to now
interests when work hours decrease or, at an gree& (pon date, end
entirely? . .

Many of the' issues which will come-before this co ttee at these
and futnrehedrings will be overshadowed .by cone rn about social.
security financing. My own personal, view- is that t e payroll tax is

Inrpbrtant as this issue is,, however, I hope that it ill not do ate
sL

; to4)igh, UK). regressive, and in need° of help fro other Orces.

enter stage. More important, it seems to me; are qLur goals for social
s rity in terms of adequat of bene4ts the.,conlibutions,it makes
to our society as well as its costs, and its relationshii4 to other programs
providing retirement. ricon3s, ekf

This committee is, of cOurs.tialso concerned ,about problems facing
the pilvate pension system; Wrtunatelyi the Senate Committee on
human Resources is: preparing for hearings, net month on amend-
,inexita 'to th Employee. -Retirement Income ecurity Act of 1974,
and )ve have ibeen.in close, touch with Chairman Williams on matters
of mutual co cern.

We are also aware that there are Rio fewer t an six federally author-
ized studies elated to social security, retirem t system, and national

' retirement pulicy. We have made coil-tact wit representatives of each
.

7 , .

and will fo w their progress closely. The same is true of the Federal
4,Coluibil, on 4ging, national organizations on aging, and other agencies.

Nelson Orikshank, counselor to. Presid t Carter on aging, hie

:crisis in th s Nation's retirement age po icy. Herman Brotman, demog-

sear h for what we want retirement, work, and lifelong learning

tion from arold Sheppard, whose tec nt book anticipates it eowing

, . puce ago contritiuted can y preparations for a hegrmg by

In short, we are casting a wide net for information and ideas and
-° 'perspectiv. . Only' in this way can we se k the 'most helpful answers

to be in t '13 cOuntry. We have been aided coaiderably by covsulta-

...Jrapher, a d former' aSsistast tO the U . Cominissioner on Aging, has

personal attention to our. hea.ings, studies, and findings.

sinifi il to

'' 'kill§ co 'Use.. To them and to ot ers who liftve helped, and who
-Will help thelutur ; we want to give our special thanks4 .

l Our b,frt .,,witte,ss,;,Secretary 9àhfano, is quoted in the latest
annual r ort by tbisomimttee as aymg in a recent speech:

We should remind ourselves 'that
. all Artier'

family's
And"

we disc

ans. When' medicare part
wings tgo.psy for college
e we must rem
the. erly in 2025, we

s pport for older Americans is
older citizen's hospital bill it p

on, or a new house,,Lor their o
ber, .are ourselvesand our c
discussing the high school seniors pi today.

ort for
that

retirement.
dren. When

,,
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That kind of pormiective, Mr. Secretary, will guide tis th?lighout
those hearings. .

Our ranking Republican member, Senator Domenici, is hero this
morning. I invite you to make whatever opening reinaris ydu would
like to make, Se tor.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR PETE V: DOiffENICI

Senator Dom lei. Thank you very mud', Mr. Chairman.
First,.I agree ,

ith you, Mr. Chairman, that the whole issue of the
changing times land the graying of America and the graying of the
world makes tha hearingirthat we are going to start today most im-
portant. I have ' rather detailed statement which analyzes the three
or four major ar as that I am sure we are going to cover.

Suffice it to any that the witnesses that we have will address a
varietyviriety of topi . Today, the Secretary will give us his suggestiOns on
how we might, prove the delivery of social services to provide for
opportunities to our aying population.

I do believe, at a kind of hedrings we are undertaking Are most
important hem se o tend to try to package and compartmentalize
the problems t at are coming down the line, and I belieye they Cross
the 'entire struc ure in-America. If we can provide some thinking and
thought proce as to who're we are going and. how those changes are
going to impac upon -what we must do and what, the private sector
must (I% what the educational system must do, and what the social
delivery syste must do, then I think' we will have contributed im-
mensely here in theie 3 days.

I ask_the oh irman to make my prepared statement a part of the
record. I welco lithe di§tinguished Secretary today.

Senator CHu ca. Thank you very much. Your full statement will
appear at this pointin the record as though fully read.

[The prepared statement of Senator Dom.enici follows:1

'PREPARE'D STATEN T OF SENATOR PETE V. 'DOMENICI

MrMarmon; the enactme t of the Age Discrimination in Employment
Amendments of 1978 reflects a umber of fundamental .changes in long-standing
sociatiand economic policies. hese far-reaching changesinecessitate a compre-
hensive reassessment; of our raditional policies in many areas. Longer life and
work Nowt pose a host of terrelated challenges. These challenges encompass
income maintena ce, adequ te housing, proper nutrition, safety in our homes and
on our streets, ed cation, s ial services, and so forth. During the next 3 days, our
witnesses will ad Tess a va tic of topics. Today, we will hear Secretary Calihino's
suggestions as to how we might improve the delivery of' social services to our
l'graying" pop ion. I .

Postponed retirement may have a si ificant impact upon our social security
pro am. Patch pork attempts by the Congress to ensure the continued viabilj.)y
of the program will not be effective in the long run. While the Social Security
Financing Amendments of,1977 may help to guarantee the immediate and medium-
range soundness pf the system, the long-term stability of the social security pro-
gram is still in .doubt. In the months and years 'aetiacg&re will assess the merits

,and,drawbacks of several possible solutions to the so curity fundinviilernma.
Universal social deo,urityieoverage and a rise in the eligibility age for social security
recipients' have been pro! osed. We also need to know how we can achieve a better
integration of private a eral pension plans with social security. Proposals
to address thesejissues have, or the most part, bnerated much debate and'con-.
troversy, Perhaps-Secretary Califano can provide. ue,, with a clearer and Aore
. definitive analysls of these social security problems aad proposals. 4.
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Ma lag medical costs Impact 01 all Americans, but older *deans living on

fixed incomes are hardest hit Abe inflationary rise in healtl care costs. If hos-
pita continue to rise Is estimated that a 1-day hospital stay could cost
ail MU IWO Ng 980. N tcisay, something must be done to bring medical
floats baekWithinlibiaffordable range for allArnerleans. While I realise that the

cpresent administration has °cremated itself to oontrollft-thoothealth ogre,
-we are still a trom 'a truly east-effectivahealth oars delivery system. A

the proportMn of or °Wrens doutlnues to rise, restraint in the area of medical
Otte will bgoome I stiflingly important. ''
elder Individuals will Moe the Nifty of long-term hospitalisation or Institu-t

Oe the incidence of Infirmtreads to inches° in later years, more and more

Lion in the years ahead. . These Ptospects are not pleasant ones for our
elderly to face. When possible, they prefer treateltent in familiar surroundings,
with friends and family members nearby.,Fortunately, the Congliess is beginning

I tp look into.thls matter, and man,. members now rebommend increased
health care service( as an alternativp to the sterility of institutional care. Le a-
tm I have introdubed, along with Senators Brooke and Pertly of this comm tee,
the Home Health Care Services Sill (S. 2009), will en le many elderly to obtain
the medioal services they need in' their own bombs. ope that v715..will see a dra-
matic, expansion of home health care service kin th coming yeare.....\

Very little ohangein the distribution of education has occurred in America
from 1900 to 1970. Work activity is primarily concentrated in the mid-life period,
while eduCation is stressed during the youthful years. We are witnessing a growing
emphasis on adult and continuing education programs, but more concentration
in this area fa needed. The Office of Lifelong Learning, established by the Higher
Education Amendments of 1978, is, an important attempt to extend educational

0v fulfillment to all generations. I commend the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare for its success in implementing this prft.ram, and would like to hen
from Secretary Califano about other present or future initiatives in the area
lifelong learning.

I understan that many Ftideral agencies have implemented some forcfi of
prerotirement couneeling. I am anxious to learn about the extent and effectiveness
of theee programil within the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Other innovative arrangements have been proposed, such as gradual and trial
tetirergent. I hope. Secretary Centeno will comment on the desirability and
works fifty Of proposals such as these:,

Mr. Chairman, another pertinent subject is the prospect of including employ-
' ment for the Elderly within a comprehensive welfase reform proposal. Present

proposals exeludeseniqrs from placement ip jobs*hich would be created if welfare
reform were implemented. Important questions which need to be addressed ate:
Can welfare reform open up new job oppoitunities for the elderly who want to
work? Can we have a truly comprehensive welfare reform pr am without fully
including older Americans? I will be interested to hear'bothlSecretary CaWano
and Dr. Sheppard speak to this issue. .

We are also fortunate to have with us today, Dr. Heroic' Sheppard, who is a
distinguished author and scholar and, I I ht note, a former staff director of this
cornmittee.As an industrial gerontologis r. Sheppard can give us a completely
different perspective on the forces which r t work in our society.Wr. Chairman,
I opened this statement by noting that tffe nactment of the Ago Discrimination

, in Employment Amendment of 1978 reflects a number of fundamental changes
In our social and economic structures. If wb are going to come to grips with
these forces, and"shape realistic poljcies that will meet the needs, of our people
in the years to come,, we must fully understand the changes that are occurring
in the American work place. What ere the attitudes of older workers toward
retirement? How do middle aged and older workers perceive the need for second
career training? What are the expectations and attitudes of younger workers
toward their job? Their employer? Retirement? Social secerityf Inflation?
Rectal services? Productivity? Taxes, and so forth?

I believe Dr. Sheppard is uniquely qualified to address these issues and I look*
forward to receiving his testimony and hearing his responses to questions posed
by the committee members.

In closing, Mr. Chairman let me state that I believe that our work in the area
of "retirement, work, *Rd lifelong learning" can, If carried to fruition, produce
valuable data not only Mo our cominittee, but for the entire Congress. Our ability
to look at the picture" regarding employment, retirement, and continuing
education should enable us to develop a hearing record that will benefit other
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' ootninittees, exeloutive agoi6fes, State. and local govennments, ai well m the
private sector. Ambrioa will meet and overcome these Challenges, which Is the
mark of a great'civilisation. Secretary Califano noted in his "Four Generations"
speech: "Our democracy has proven itself both oreative and .resIllent; capable
not only of surviving social' change, but of dealing with It Imaginatively and
generouely,"

,

We are fortunate indeed to live in a society resourceful enough to meet these
demanding responsibilities and challenges.

Senator Ciitincu. Senator DeConcini, do you have any opening
remarks you would like to make at this time?

Senator DICOONciNi. No, sin.,
Senator Ontiacrt. Very welt ,

Mr. Secretary, welcome to the committee. As our leadoff witness,

we arb very happy to have you. You may proceed as you wish.
,

STATEMENT OP 40N. JOSEPH A. CALrFANO,SECRETARY,:DEPART-

, MEET OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

.0 Secretary CALIPANO. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for a

\ 'perceptive opening statement.
Mr. Chairman, members of the Special Committee on Aging, I'm

, \ glad to be here and .grateful to you for inviting me to take part in
\ these important hearings.

Your inquiry, with its theme "retirement, work; and lifelong
\learning," takes on increasing urgency when we consider that the

% umber °f older. citizens in America is growing, Out the number of
ears spent in retirement is growing, and that because of advances

; health and nutrition, many older citimis are more vigorous and
yo thful than, their predecessors of a genration ago. Mr. Chairman,

. We on ill.e dawn of the first four-generation society in the history

of c vilization.
, -

B ayse we are a nation devoted to the fulfillmdjilt of the individual,

. we need to consider the aging of the American population with clear
eyes, a realistic'grasp of the facts, and a ,dettrmination to planR'as
pruden ly and thoughtfully as we know how, (ilk programs for enrich-

-1 thin is appropriate to begin with some facts about aging ining'the' viks of our older citizens. .
.

.

America. 'Sb Soda?, I want to describe 'briefly the dramatic aging of

the American population and, equally dram; tic, its impact on the .

Federal budget and our national economy. I want also to raise some
quettions that should boon the minds of all who shape the institutions
and programS of America: The Congress and the executive, State and

ffilocal ocials scholars and social planners, business and 'opinion
readers, and the American people.

The past four decades have seen a steady
large

in the number of
older citizens, a . demographWchange both large and striking. This
growthalong with recent trends such as inflation, slow growth, and
problems h'i health care deliverypresents some formidable challenges

., to, progazila serving the elderly.
,,

\ Foon DRAMATIC TRENDS
,

..Let me describe four dramatic and seemingly inevitable trends
about aging in Atxte1/4ianica:

First, life expec cy has increased' almost 10 years since 1940.
.

In 1940, the average life expectancy at birth was about 63% years
.

r
,

9.

10
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AL lower thana security's retiremekt ago of 65. Today, life oixpoot-
11! env is 80 for mon, 77, for women..Throo-quarters of the population

now roaches age 05; once thorn, they live, on the average, for another
18 years, to again. As wo contemplate the year 2050, wo are told that

life_expeetancy itainerease_4nily an4thenatr for men and 4 fic
women. And we must remember that biomedical. advances have cot
sistently rendered recant projections of life exj2e6tAney much too low.

Second, the postwar "baby boom" will reftear early in the 21st
contigry as a "senior' boom." In 1040, roughly, 7,percent of the total

popMbion was 65 or over; today, the proportion is 11 percent, more
than 24 Millibn people. After 2010, the elderly percentage will not just
ineoase, it will soar, as the childeron of the "baby boom" become the
adults of the "senior boom." By rho year 2030, nearly one on, live

. Americans-55 million citizens will be 65 or elder. And the tomposi-
Ulan of the older population is changing also. In 1940, only 30 percent
dililder citizens were 75 or older; by the year 2000, thiv will-comprise
45 percent of the elderlymore than 14 million people.

Third, ironically while people are living longer, they are retiring
earlier. Thirty Years ago, nearly one-half of all men 65" and over re-
Mained in the work force. Today, arming peiiple 65 and over, only
rmari in 5, and 1 woman in 12, are in the work force. There is no in-
dication that this tkend to earlier retiremehit will cease. This confronts
us with some serious questions concerning not only the cost of
providing retigement income, but the quality of life for many citizens
who may speffil 20 yeard or even longer in retirement.

Fourth,, the ratio of active workers to retired citizens will .change
dramatically over the futue;',From 6 to 1 today to only 3 to Iin 2030.
Thisratio is important hem's() it suggests how many active Workers
are av4lable to support programs for the elderly. We can estimate
this ratio by comparing the number of citizens 65 and over to those
20. tcr64. This is rather crude, since some persons over 65 are not
retired and many people. age 20 to 64 are not workers. But the his-

. torical changes in this ratio are extraordinary nonetheless: In 1940,
' there were 9 citizens ago 20 to 64 for every citizen 65 or over; today,

it is 6 to 1; by 2030, it will be only 3 to 1. 14:
Thesesfou demo graphic trends bawl. already had significant impact

on the Vederal budget. Programs for the elderly are claiming an in-,.

creasineshare of our resources.
This year, six major programs for which HEW has responsibility

old age insurance, survivors aml disability insurance, medicare,
medicaid, supplemental security income, and black lung benefits
will pay out more than $94 billion to persons 65 and over..Another $14
billion will be paid to this group under the civil service, railroad, and .
military retirement programs. Still another $4 billion will go to the
elderly under other iirograms providing housing subsidies, food stamps,
social and employment services;

PWRorTnro" BUDGET INCREASE

This acids up to $112 billion-5 percent of t4 gross national product
and 24 percent of the Federal budget for fise year 1978.

This is a Whopping increase. Real spending under these programs
in 1978 will be four times what it was 18 years ago, in 1960, when We
spent only 2.5 percent of GNP on programs for the elderly. And from
only 13 percent of the Federal 'budget in 1960, the percentage has
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nearly doubledhugely due t,g the onitetmont 0( such major pro-
grams as medicare and medicaid, real, benefit 'increases in Social
security, awl other program expansions.

These expendituremt, Mr. Chairman, large as they Are,' are expected
-tO grimyevenmore, ender the majnr 1)11,4111)nel have mentitmed
estimating benetitti only for recipients age 65 or older, we expect real
spending Lb more than tripleto. $360 billion by the) year 2010, just
a little over .30 years from now. Betiveen 1010 n11(1'025, whom the .
"baby boom" becomes the "senior boom ", real spenaing will (*ciliate
from more than $360 to around 435 Won. It will constittite.s.
more than 10 percent Of gross national product; more than 4t/percent
of total Wederal,putlaytto

Beyeond She impact on the Federal lnkdget, there are other slitiking
financial implications of dui aging of America. 'Last year, Congress,
enacted increases in payroll taxes that will insure the fiscalintegrity of
the social security system into the next, century, although as you on
this comfilittee know so well,:them4ehanges are hardly free of conch,-
vermy. But the integrity of employeuiension plans is open to seriouo

,

question.
In 1970, Federal pension plans had unfunded liabilities behv een

$243 and $425.billion.
Senator Cttultctl. 1)o Voderal pension plans refer to the civil service

"and the military. pensionZsystem?"
Secretary CALIFANO. es; they are the largest elements of that

number. Almost all of it, Mr. Chairmen.

MASSIVE UNDERFUNDING?

Senator CHURCH. You are telling icrthat they are massively under-
`funded?

Secretary CALIFANO. They, are massively underfunded. For State
and local pension plans, the estimate is between $,100 and $270 billion.
The estimate for private plans is roughly' $200, billion. Together,
these unfunded. liabilities may well exceed the m16011111 debt of more
than $600 billion. Ten oriliclargesi industrial corporations in America
have unkinded pension liabilities equal 10 a third or more of their net.
worth; seVen of .

them have unfunded liabilities which exceed the
aggregate market valueof the conuilon stock.

Senator Cuuncit..Mr. Secretary, ,if I may interrupt at this point,
I Would like to asik whether you ate going to tell us in your testimony
the reasonstthat in 1976 Federal pposton plans, State anti local pension
plans, and private pension plans, , including those of the largest
American Corporations, are all in the same condition; namely, being
underfunded to this astonishing degree?

Secretary CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, I do not know Cho swer
why. You note that I used he term in my testimony, unfundec .
that term because obviously they allvepresent conscious decisidns to
rely on.current income from whatever sources they are getting. I do
think those numbers raise very serious questions abont_the extent to
which this committee should look at the need for legislation in these
,areas ordsr.to provide the protection. I realice ERISA,was passed
by die 'Congress acouple years ago, bet I think, and I would urge,
that among the thinks this,cOmmittee looks at, it look at the extent to
which the protection may be ppeded in order to assure that-individuals

.12



hàaélyiri wrOiC..thojeiitiflindect Penalon.plans fOr 'their retirezhent
years will.mcedbe placing beir reliance with security.

nalOrZoiati4OtiakailclzthO mkairman 140*4'

iiatór. DbiENrCX.I Would 'you tell' m,
iit

IVIr. Secrett#Y, whif
,tours

6retos?CeLtar)..;P*ean. .t1efmidsireot there today to FAYi.theiliihiltieathat-thoses3Ltershavetc, .,

Dkiii*.kith..-.AfEt'Pf:today, or as of some future date'?
lark.,C4iitiriti:Aii:'of today, they incur a, certain amdunt of

abili441.114:the ItInds are not to pay, for :the 'liability: The
on the work force, but they will all retire 107°1%20-

earefrOtanOwi,:Thi.aisthe'eictont to which, that has not been funded.
:e social %ecurij ytern, by the actionstot. the Congress last, year,.
OweVer,oenW,Vq*al,-.the.:-Congress did "take the step of ,Previding

that theiilbe,s:Cwineoilie will be thercrover the next 25 years roughly
:44-pakitii:grelOYaiiilisegiarity liabilities that have been and will be in-4

7,:.-:"!','-:,.elirred5014,61Ut'period-:Of tune.

661:16;,q4.11;:aia'r31;11(2:ri"

note that there is a large spread those
iumbe

;'"inadequate, and most those numbers
41'uFff'iAlir.Arro. Part

numbers come from studies that were
that is because our. numbers, are so

done herein- the' Congress,. and some of them from studies that were
done MY.tlit'e8Ocial Security; Administration; but also the spread is be-
Cause we s till have a lot to learn about the extent of unfunded ,fia
bilitiee in both. the State and local governments,vernments, and in our large
eieVets: We don't keep statistics, and the numbers as well, 'as we
should those arpas.

Senator DomErncL,Thank y&u,.. Mr. Chairman.
Senator DiCorrenci;Mr..C%Mman.
Senator CHITliCEI: YeSfain.ator DeConcini.
Senator DECoNcINI: Wth regard to 4, nator Dom, enici's question,

:.. are you going to suggest, Mr. Secretary how you would arrive at a
formula that will fund "unfUnded":liabilities of priyi,te pension plans?

Secretary CALIFANO. NO; I do not suggest that, Senator. As you see
in my statement, I have gathered all the numbers as best we can gather
them from our .own sources and .studies, that have been done here on
the Hill, to lay them out before this committee I do not come today
with specific recommendations hi those areas or in other at'eas. .

Senator. Dngoisrczra. I am concerned, .Mr. Secretary, that your
testiroony. may -leave the impression among Americanworkers that
their pension funds are not funded, and are not going to be available.
through the balance of their lives. I hope you are in the position to
substantiate .yoUr information, because that is a,very threatening
prospect for an antoWOrker who is planni on his pension from the
United Auto Workers.P.pnsion Fund, for eAmple.

Secrotary..CA.iiFANo. Let me say, Senator, I do not believe that
among the pension funds I am mentioning is the United Auto Workers
Pension Fund;

Senato:DECormirrz..What`i .about some of the others?
Secretary CALIFANO. I will be happy to submit the support, for

:01,thOse..nunibers:to this committee. 'There are studies at HEW and
studies that have been.done by the labor com,mitteeshere in the Gong-

/.

3
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ress. 'AS I emphasize :'in the:Very next paragraph of My. Oepared

statement, cite those :numbers to,:alarm .people;for thet.are.
aubjecty to all the -haiards..ef,:eStimating, particularly, the State. and.
lOtal ,..nuinberS.:. and,. th:-.nuinbers with 'respect to private 'pension

plans, becs+usm we. otbeen collecting gtatistics -sYsteinatically

as .we should in thpse areas, ,

.., SenatailD2C.Oisioncx..1. waNd like to see this background material:'
,,Se.cre`baryCAut7JiriO.:I .do think, Senator, it is very important that

as' nationWe focus early.; on:these problems and what is .happeping
to.. Onr'CoUntzt;, beCiiiSe as a nation,- and as a people, we obviously
have..:Mr:Ubligation.' to 'fake .,Care ,of our 'people in their, older, years.

That* you, Mr.;Chairmen..
senator

Subs u to the. hearing; Secretary Califaie1;6.-:suppliid the ,fol

thrormationi . . '

ation "On unfunded pension liabilities is takei from a paper by Alicia H.
and Ann.M.-Connolly.1 The paper is cited in a footnote in a copy of. the

roofs of a chapter from the 3douse Taik Force on Pension Plans. The
eitimates, which Munnell and Connolly warn' against interpreting with mare
precision than they deserve, are in the !glowing table: .

Estiniales Civil Service, State-local, and military. unfunded 'pension liabilities
(iit billions) 2

Civil se e
,.

-.. Military ...

$164

195 .State-loc

Total.
The total unfunded pension liability, they claim, is an estimated $629. billion,:

a total of the Civil Service, State-local, and nkiiitary pensions.Munnelliand Con-

.noll y do not state:the dates for their figures, but other data in the- rticle lead

to the conclusion that they are referring .to 1975 figures for their mac aeons.

Secretary- CALIFANO. As I mentioned, these figures; I shoe d, empha

size, are subject to the hazards that afflict all estimates..I cite them -

not to alarm, simply. tOinform. What I have just deScribed is a shift

in the .age of our population; the. shift.in resources that has followed

iis both inevitable and natural. .

Indeed the presence in our society of a-growing elderlypopulation
is as much a blessing as a cause for. concern. It speaks to..the sudcess

we have had as a Nation in iinproving the health and well-being of all

our citizens, in making the advances of the medical..sciences more
broadly-available,' and m being able to respond to the changing needs

of citizens of all ages. It we are spending more on behfilf*of older,

Americana,%hat is only as-it should be. It is one mark of the respect

in which society holds the older generation.

TODAY'S YOUTH TEn FUTURE ELDERLY

..Nor is the effort we make on behalf of the elderly unrelated to our

own lives. The taxes that younger American workers pay .on what

they earn today. not.only assure theirnWil futures, they, make possible

.a betterjuture for all generations. With medicare paying for the medi-

cal needs of _elderly parents, the earixinfred the young en be used for

1 "Funding Government Pension's : State- Local, Civil Service, and Military" in Funding
Government Pensions : Issues and Implications for Financial Markets.

Ibid., pp. 73-74.

270
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education or the down payment on a home. We may, as family mem-
bers, choose to live with different generations under different roofs,,/
but we remain members of Our families wherever we' nay live; the
economic choices made by any one generation affect all generations.

Indeed,. as Senator Chnrcla noted, "the elderly are ourselvesand
our children. The commitments we make to the elderly of tomorrow
are no less thin the commitments which we all make -to ourselves.

As our poptlation 65 and older grows, the projtortion of dependent
children will decline. In 1960, 40 percent of roar population was und r
20. Today, the 'figure' is about 33 percent; by 2025, it will fall te
gercent..Although public programs for the "elderly are expensive,
some extentl5he reduced burden of caring for younger citizens can offset
rising expenses for the elderly..,

We are -a compassionate society. ,And a compassionate society
, .

faced with such facts must make sure it has the capacity to, meet
future obligations.

..,

How, shall we deal with the fiscal pressure that has been Building
upand Av,illr,continue to build upwithin our system caring for of
olddr 'citizens?

We must' "first ask some' difficult and seal;iii:0:questions: Questions
that go beyond immediate yiroblems and quick fixes, for it may be
that the old .assumptions upon which we have based our programs for
the agmg are no longer adequate. . .

Today, let me raise four such questions: Questions that must form
part of. our national agenda for the remaining years of this century

The t is this: 'HOW. o-adequate are' our definitions of "old .a
and "re irement"?' . ., ,

Wha , after all, is old age? In 1900, when only 4 percent of A ,. eri-
cans were 65. or over, 65 was clearly old. Tpday, the advance iealth

:and life ex ectancies may make 65a benchmark more orbit i , than
reliable. .. .

How TO DEFINE 6.6RETIRE3IENT" ?

0
: And hOw shall we define "retirement"?
;At present, we operate with two diStinct conceptions of retirement.
The first and more traditional one is support for workers who -have

reached old age and can no longer work. ..,

The second, more recent conception views retirement. as a .reward.
not necessarily related to old age, simply a reward for a certain period
of workl---typically 20 to 30 years. In the military,' for example;1 a ,
pension is available after only 20 years of service, regardlesS of age.
Workers in. the ,Federal civil service, and in many State and local /
governments,- can retire on full pension at age 55 with 30 years of ./. i
service. This second donceptiOn_of retirement is more expensive; it i'S'
born of the rich choies that affluence without inflation seemed to offer

. in past years. 7
. - /

.There are reasons to wonder aloud whether the trend toward even
earlier. retirement is a trend in. the right direction. A 1974 poll, for

. example, indicated that 4 million people 65 and over wanted to work, ,

but were not doing so. With ihereased life expectancy, ii9f roving.
health, and steady inbreases in ,t'he education level of the elderly, this
attitude could doubtless spread.

In 1940, the median educational attainment of perso ,60 and over i ,.
was 8 years; a .dozen years from now it will have rise years.
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.Although in 1977, only 18 percent of persons in the 6,5 to. 69 year age
,group had been to.college, the proportiowwillrise to 45 pepcent by the
year 2017.

.,It makes little sensesocial, economic, or Conunonsenlefor the
skills and talents of millions of healthy older citizens to be wasted.

Thus, if we rethink our retirement .policy, one place to' startis th
.;,existing incentives for early retirement. Social security is now avail,

able, on an actuarially 'reduced basis, at age 62. Many pension plans
provide benefits at that age or earlier with noireduction m benefits.
Indeed, in 1978, the Federal Government will pay. mor&-than' $19
billion dollars 'in retirement benefitils to persons under 65, Teduced
benefits under social Security. Some people .almostleer-cd' pelled to
retiK early. . . .

. r ,

INCENTIVE FOR INTER RETIREMENT

Perhaps
- /

, we ought , to consider different kinds of incentives; fofr
example,.like those provided in last year's social security niendmeiats
which increase a worker's retirement benefits by 3 percen each yearnf

'work past 65.
Or we might explore new kinds of work arrangeme.n s that might

accommodate greater numbers of olotWAmericanain t, e' work fOrce,
such as jkased retirement and increhed part -tii tvo k. One study.
suggested' that as many as four out of five workers VW, prefer t.
reduce their years of retirement and redistribute mar leisure in.th
Middle years of life, and this highlights the need7-fo mbfeflexiiil
career patterns.

Some have objected. -that moving toward later retir inent,Will me n
fewer jobs for younger workerS, an understandabl argument 'in a
time of high youth unemployment. But it is' an arg merit that lo es
Some force in a tiine of, steady economic growth; or, the job Mar et
tightens: We must remember that when older ci 'zens work;: t
create new-jobs, and that the job irrarket is not a c rifined space .
a.precisely liniited number of jobs. The jobs that lderly A.meri ans
might retain are not necessarily the same jobs, that youth' would eek.

We sliould approach the issue with caution. Any shift in retire cc ent
age must not come overnight; it cannot come b the sudden ct, off
any one person or institution. But; we should foeu national deb te, on
whetherand how.=-to effect a gradual change n our system of in-

, "centives and expectations concerning retirement.
Let me. suggest a second question for the futur : Should we r struc-

ture our existing, uncoordinated meclianisins, p vale and pu tlie, for-,
providing income, security th older .citizens?

The social security system dominates the tension lands pe not
simply in, size but in reliability. Unlike most 'e ployer-pension plans,
it covers almost the entire population. i It rovides more effective .

protection against inflation than pensionplan or savings. I is,quite
simply, probably the grandest .and most'suc essful social e eriment
of our aga. Without it, the number of; older Aniericans in

7incomes below the provefty line would rnhaVe ore than tr l9ed6-7 ititial

total of 10 million people.
*1. ,
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*en- tOday,'-'hOWelier,;;about...onequarter of . the, el rly are either .

.-pbor,:f* "near .pooe ''fthat.lis.,3hOr..incomes' are less thin 125 percent -.
:Ofi :11e..., yertyne;,:FOrmuiority elderly and women, living alone,
escape ro '. .,ert , has,beenthe.mostdiffieult: SoOe cannot become

..,:coinplical*about'. :61(161.1 ,,poor,...,but...neither e)aould Fe overlook
-..gi*. progress *a..ha.ye.mificie., ty.years.ago, more than. one person

' . '.'agli'rl$or...'sayer, Wag belo -the power line;. today, due in
ape:rt,''IOtioCialreecurit , the tion -h a en- to one in seven.

4.tor':,:.P4uRc4.,,,I1r. cretaryi, may ask, at- this point,'"Why ,----
*sp. Wdbeen.Maliblejdelimitiate poVeRef>altOgether? It is true that 1 .:

..vi.e .hafe-..:thiCle*Ogre.,s.s;:but there` are still large numbers of retired
' '':, people liYing:.:in ...:poverty; 'partictijailyi as ...aura. point out,:.. among

iiiinority.grOutie-andWoinen;.: -- ... ' - ... ':' . . ,.

-SociaLseenritriie'beeii inexistence for more than 40 years. It was 4..

tended '..t.6Tiiiyide..a retirement income-for our citizens sufficient to

..tried in various ways reach them. The whole effiir in the Congress

over ai. least the' necessities of life. But, as you ha testified, about
one-quarter -elderly,are eitharpobr or near poo . Now, we have

t.o...'establieb.-..a. 'SUPplemental security... income prOgram was. to reach;
ClOWn.:tO .thosdpeOple who are lying m poverty and getting so ,little .

..,:iia:'tlie,WayOf-retirenient. income.' -Yet,-Yet, we never seem to gilt thejob.
done.-Is there aWay? ...' .. .. . . . . ,-- .. .'Secretary ',QALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, in the context of. providing

L adequate funds or services, yes; there is a' way to provide them with
those funds aiiikaervices, but it would cost more.money. The supple,.
mental.' Securitfincome program, insofar as the Federal contribution.

....jg concerned, provides an amount of money'that is not sufficient to
raise' someone. out of poverty. ,The extent to' which people on supple-

... mental.security.Ancome are receiving that money,- on the basis of age
or abOve the povertY line, becomes a function of the extent to . which..

'. States Match thoie benefits and function where they live. in rural or .
urban areas. .. : .: ),

.

''I:rdean.We' can do it. If you just take social security alone, it ves ,

you .-a sense of how many people we can reach. In 1976, if we. ha not
halt the social security system, .60 percent of our senior citizens would.

;.' have.been.below the. poverty line in terms ortheir income, so it has, had-
..:: a phenoMenal impact, bUt it is a function of providing additionalfunde, ..

..: 'ans;rit.is.e. fUnetiOn of whether or not we are willing, to make the judg-
ment,:as a country. to. do that. : . .

Senator-CM:mon. But if we were to Modify. the supplemental-semi-.
rity.income program in such a way to bring everyone within the .Social
.security system to a level of retirement income that at least equaled
Of 're*ceeded the poverty line as defined by the Federal Governments
theit we Would pretty WeTheliminate poverty among the elderly in this
country, would we. not? .- . . .

...-. $ecretartPA/AFANO. Yes, .Mr. Chairman; we would, providua. g'at.

.the same time we do' have medicare and medicaid benefits...,-,
' ..'

ES
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Senator,Cuuucu. Yes, of coltse. that bun e of. he, e s plus) re-
tirement income supplemented 'to take cart of those w otherwise- .

live in poverty could eliminate this problem. You*speak of the cost of

it, but wouldn't. the cost at least' in part be. mitigated by the eliraina2

tion of the need to pay_. se people welfare andaother special, benefite.
Secretary CALIFANO, ores; -it would. Zo the extent that we picked

up what State, and lescagoverninents,,art noir doing, yes; that is cor-'

rect,' it would. There frught still be,,,that net 'cost, but you cannot take

the gross numbet 'You are absolutely right about that. 4 Is ..

Senator CiroacH. I wish that your Department-would furnish; this

committee with an-estimate of the costthat is, the' net st---taking
into consideration the splings that might be realizeq, o , 1, e welfare -,

e if we were to increase the suppleinental paym ,iently to. :-. tie

bring. everyone within the social-security system atOye. Wpov,erty

'line. WOuld'you do t
"Th Secretary CALIFAN6 -es, Mr. Chairman.

Senator CIIIIRC ; fi,* you.
[Subsequent to..

ing informationl
Under the SSI program, StriteFt spend approximately $1.5 billion each fisdal '

year in supplementation co ts. Raising he Federal SSI guarantee to the poverty

level would reduce State e penditures by about 70 percent. a.

The 1978 nonfarm.pove y line for ahead of household age 65 or older is $3,080.

Estimates of the nummu costthe cost for people already receiving SSIand
the maximum costtheicost for ever'one eligible to receive SSI paymentsif
the Federal SSI gu,aran ee for an individual were raised to the $3,080 amount
for the period July 1, 1 77., through June 30, 1978, are shown belbw;

Minimum estimate;
Program costs (Wien)

$8. 3

Beneficiaries (million)
4..2

Maximum estimate:
Program cdst:s illion5'.,

L. 12. 2

. Beneficiaries ( illion)_ ' 'e
-9:3j ..,

RAISING T E FEDEitAL SS GUARA,NTEE TO THE rOVERTY LINE ,.

Several questi ns arile in raising the Federal SSI guarantee to the poverty
level: (1) What ear should be used? and (2) which poverty line should be used?

First, the po erty line is published on a calendar year basis while the SSI

guarantee is c nged every July 1 and is in effect until. the. folloWing June 30th,

at the same t me, if one se cts, sa):, the 1977 po :ty line- then from July to°Because chap s in th erty line and the current SSI guarantee do not occur

December 19 7 people would have incomes tt the bverty 'line.; for the.next 6
incomes would be below the poverty line. On the other.hand, if one

e 1978 poVerty line, people's income would always be at: he poverty
a. However, for the 6 months July to December, their income. would

j

r
tiring, Secretary Califano supplied the follow-

maths thei
starts with
line er abo
be above t e poverty line.

Second, "the poverty line" can he numerous different levels. The levels differ

accordin to the age of the head of the household, the sex of the head of the

househol , family size, and noriftirmAttrat settings. Therefore, the poverty

selected ould affect the objec..(iVe of!elitnihating poverty for the SSI population.

If a ne SSI guarantee were established which would equal the poverty line for

an age heel of hotIsehold; then all disabled people would have incomes below

the p verty line; if the guarantee were equal to the pov,erty line for a nonaged

head of household,' then aged people would have incomes above their poverty

level

.18
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-, Finally, there is a differenCe IA the relationship between singles and couples.
'While the Federal SST guarantee for 0, ooupleis one and a half times the guarantee
to an'iiidivillual, the poverty line for a couple is less than 30 percent pose than ,.

t.luLpoverty line for an individual.. .

-tle estimated 1978 poverty line for aged heads of houscluil $3,080. Fri year.ror this'request, one option his been provided +a Federal rantee.egual to
i

The nonfarm' poverty line was used:since no one in a metropolitan area would be.
at or above poverty using either,lhe far' or thq,. average poverty level. For the

-same mato= the poverty line, f0 a male- headed household was tared. Also, it
guarantee" thSt rep/icgtes the pc&erty litn eefor individuals and coupleg was used.

I One final point sheruld be made.. Even a Federal guarantee equal to the
:poverty line, not' ill SSI:benefficiaries would appear in eubsequent census surveys
as having income at or aPoyik the poverty line. Due to the payment variations in

-throiprogram, peopletiving in anothbr's household or in-an institution, still would
,bealisified as below povertY.- ,. -- .

. . i.

i
Secretary CALIFANO. The social. security program does not, ast

important as. t s, work in isolation..As' you know, Mr. Chairman,
:I... . is the supplemental security income, and last year it reached 2.3
II

.
0 / 1 ged .beneficifirie§,t about 70 percent of whom also received

'.so al sec I,
- .

nerd ar. 6$, different retirement plans in the Federal Go' rnraent;
more than . 000 State and .local pension plans, and thousands , of

,private plans. ointly, teeypay out close to $50billion each year in
benefits. Of ; I no* social security retirees, fully' half have other .

pension-income. .
0

Senator DOmENICI. How Many?
'N....

' Secretary CALIFANO. Half.
Senator DIOMENICI. Of all the new social security retirees?
Secretary CALIFANO. Yoes. ,

Senator DomitNici. Would you have any information, Mr. Secre-,
..ttiry,' on the broader, question of what,:pere ntage of social security
..recipients have other income?

;

Secretary CALIFANO. We have some info ation. I can provide that
in detail for the, conanittee. It increases as we getikewer retir es; it is
'fewer in the older retirees'. .

{Subsent to the hearing, Secretary Califano supplied he .fol.
.

- lowing information:] , '
.

As table 2 (submitted to the current Social Security Advisory Co cil) shows
most beneficiaries have other. inco e.g., 57 percent 'had. income from assets;,
24 percent with earnings, ,,abOut ,3 cent with a second pensio However, it
must also be brought to the commit s attention that for significant proportions

..of beneficiaries, social-security provides more than half their incomeover half .

-of the married couples and three- uarters of the non-Married. Earnings were the
major soUrce of income for only a third of aged units in 1976 and only, about 1

in 10 of recipients were major! dependent on income from assets or private
pensions. The survey of newly ,entitled retired workers (conducted 1968-70)
indicated that, at least for the married couples where the man was the sample

,pers n, the' proportion receiving another pension at age 65 may be increasing.

:
. ....

9
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TAM 2. NE 011 ! BY YEARAERCEHT QF AGED UHITS 65 ANg OLDER WITH MONEY NC0fIE FROM SPECIFIED SOURCEiiii MARITAL STATUS AND BENEFICIARY STATUS

\ Income 'Quill

.

All unite

1962 1961, 1911 1916

Married couples Nonmeriled persons

1962 1961 1971 1916 1962 1%7. 19111 1916

,..
,

Total (In thousinds).''.......9'..;441.;'' ....9 '''' 11;176, ',. 151 719 15;637 1,321 51 1145 . 5,989 ' .6400 6,799 ., 11731: 9,189 9,336 ,'10,512
, , . .

Mi. ntoi unIb'Oth .'. %

..
r.: r° (
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alai DiCONCiNr... airman, mast I ask the Secretary a

uestion?.. - ,
)

:Senator Cntriton...Yese o c Anse. L.

GOVERNMENTAL -RurlitEmENT'SEBTEMS

§epator DECoNCrtri Mr.Secretary, would you care to express an
opmion &bold the largb,nuinber of governmental retirement systems?
D.o yon beli6ve tliete ouglit to be some consolidation of the 68 different
retirement plans iathe Federaj Goiernment?

cretary CA.EIFANO. When`theiCengiess yotedeocial Security
tilt year, it ordained a series of studies, one of hih would go to

g the social security aye:stein universal. If you did that, you would,
integrate these other retirement plans, The President also, a

,so 457gsuggeqt,ed the c eation of a, 'F'residential Commission on
tiremeitt Systems, and I t nk w4Pshould look st that.

natefiDECcorcim. Whe do you think you'will have something
on that?. ' -, .4;

Secretary CAT.inPA.No: We are beginning the study on integration. I
hive just found someone to take that study on.. The Social Security
Advisory :Committee,` which- the Congress set up; is already function-
ing. slid their. report will be finished by the end of next year. Their

-;,report will include some attention to the integration of the social
security system? but obviously in terms of efficiency, in terms Of. the
realities of the situation, and in terms of making sense, there should be
some consolidation of these 6A.etirement plans.

Senator DECoNcnsa.. When will your study be finished? Do you
have an tentative .date?

dy. will be finished by- die end of next
er study to be finished at that time as

commendations before the Congress

/

SEiCre ary CALIFANO. The s
year and we would like the
well so we can have intellig
by that time.

Senator DECoNcirn. Th
Secretary CALIFANO. T

which I think hearings
security disability program
man, indicate that they. want
_changes %here. ,

Senator. DiCoNcirn. Thank yo
Secretary CALrFANO. Another n

you.
ere are some areas, Senator DeConcini, in

be, held independently, such as the social
dth Chairman Long. and Chairman M-
e to come up with recommendations for

, Mr. Chairman.
y we help support the elderly is

through tax expenditures. Tax bre s, accorded to pension plans and
social secuiity mcome,*and for elderly taxpayers, will total more than ----
$19 _billion in fiscal year 1978.

Finally, there are private savings, which provide estimated $15
to $20 billion ineome to retirees.

'/ These sources of support add up to a substantial sum, but they leave
us caught between two conflicting needs: The need to keep future costs
under control,. and the need to increase benefits for people whose in-
tome is inadequate. Resolving_this problem depends m part upon the
total amount that society is willing to commit for income maintenance,
but it depends as well on intekratmg this patchwork of systems more
effectively, and managing the resources we do provide so that they do
th'e most good.- ---



AiaaSic;questicUi,:thenOs what the ratio should be between income

earned before retirement and income thereafter. For new retirees age di

65, this ratio today stands at:about 4 percent.
But thit ratio lie qUestio of how the overall system treats.

those at the to andr.atthebotto the scale. ,

Todayi...som security benefits e wholly exempt. from taxes. It-
itleatit..open to discussion whether a vtrealth y. lawyer, doctor;

or business executive with a .$5(1,000 pension should receive tp,x-free-

`social' security benefits: *

Senator. DECONcim. Mr. Secretary, since social security is exempt

from tates,whit, justification is there for not exempting other pension

'plane When they-are not supplemented by social security?
Secretary CAtirArro. Some, pension plans are exempted in greater

or,lesser:degreei: dePelding up.on the tax laws, which become Vey'

Complicat4.andr'eephistioatedin this area, and it is beyond my area
iotitneurledg.eor expertise. .

'-,"Selittbr''Cnunmr. We do ha*e a tax credit for the elderly that is

intended' to give comparable-tax treatment for Government. pions,
witlflittle or it social security benefits.

Senator DE imam. It does not equal.
Senator Cn-Uncix. ,No; but that is the intent.
Senator DBOoricm. It does not equal the nontaxation of social

secunty.
Senator Crnrn&. 'No.; but this is because we have failed to perfect

the formula SU ently to keep it working at that level. 1
Senator DE Nam; Do you think that the tax-exempt benefits are

any incentive s ke9p people in the social security system?
Secretary- ALIFANO. Part of the eason for those being, tax exempt

is that the are taxable income to individuals who are paying those

'benefits While they ate working. NoW, I raise that question in this

larger context of our current needs, and those people who have sub-

stantial outside pensineirom other places. It seems to me all of this

is part of the need for this country to look at the whole income main-

' tenairce-areaiwith respect to our elderly citizens, as one area, and get

a much better handle on the relationship between one system and the

other.
There are portions of social security now; people who receive:

social security benefits, who are getting far more proportionately
than they paid into it, and in that sense your point about the private
pension-plan in a comparable situation as a private pension plan has.

to be taxed.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank jrou.

NIGHER SSI OR SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS?

Secretary CALIFANO._ At the other end of the scale, we have, to
Consider the plight of those for whom social security benefits are the
sole source of income, arid whose earning record may not entitle theme

to the greatest amount. Today, the ratio between contributions and
benefits is not fixedt For low-income workers, the ratio is 61 percent,

to help make benefits more adequate; for high-inCiame workers, it

falls to 35 percent. This is one strategy for helping to reduce poverty
amOnk.Older Americans But are we doing enough? And should we do.

more? Is this the best way to bring people out of poverty, or is a system,

22.



e supplemental security ,Income=which focuses income. only on .
ose at ,the,low: end :of the income scalea more efficient methdd?
Ow416wei cOmpare the_value of -efficiency and the resources it/reps

for serving tinmet..-needs against the -genius of the social security
system--thatit bitingaihdepandence to many people who would other-

-wise be.poor,- and:does So with dignity, with no meahs test.? :

Senator Cnaglithii,!Iwasking the question,' Mr. Secretary; can you
furnish ni-with,your -answer?

Seerstary._CALIPA)io..Ma: Chairman, I am not certain of the answer
-to this questIon. I have specifically asked these questions of the Social
.Security 4dviiory Committee, because I think one thing that should

f. be looked. at as the relationship .between the 4upplemental security
income program andthe social security program.
4 Sellitor CHURCH', Well, I do, too; because if you- could increase the
ratio, of the pension. as the income level falls, you have a ;built-in
syste f adjustment which does not require the kind of adminis-

-itrative st and the constant policing that goes on in the supplemental
, security income program. Every SSI recipient must disclose how

much he has in the bank and other assets. It is a cumbersome and
costly procedure,. requiring a good deal of governmental interference
in one's priVate affairs. If there is a better way of doing it, .I think we

t to explore it; .

cretary CAT.47Axo. It is also more prone Co error when all those
computations have to be made.

Senator Cannon: Yes.
Secretary CALIFANO. A critical question that affects persons all

along the income scale is the relationship between private and public
pensions. Private 'pensions have spread so that they now cover about
45 percent of the work force, but that growth occurred in a period
when inflation was persistent. . .

If the capacity of private pension plans to assume a major role in
Providing retirement income is called into question, do we wish to-
continue to encourage' the creation of this layer on top' of social
security? At present,. we do just 'that by providing substantial tax
benefits for contributions to pension plans.

Are we comfortable with a system iii,which some retirees pile up
the maximum social security benefits On top of generous pensions,
while other retirees have no pension 'income and find social security
barely enough to get by on? Or would it make more sense to recoup
those tax benefits and apply them to more generous and widespread-
social security coverage?

Senator Ciralicii. Are you suggesting here that it might beadvisable
to scrap the private pension system?

Secretary CAL1FANO., No, Mr. Chairman. What I suggesting
is that when we look at the, social security system, w has 'now
become such a large part of the landscape of retirement, tliarwe
'really have to look at all the other retirement systems at the sametime.
I am siMply raising the question as to whether. or not what we once
perceived- to be ii...Very good relationship between the social security
system and the private pension system as the right relationship ,for-
today and for the future, in the context of the large of
people we will have in this'country who will be retired.

I don't know the answers to these questions. Again, they are part of-
What 'will be done and the studies are being done by the HEW
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UNrvr.asai SociAL SECURITY?

A final income security issue that deserves considerationand one
we are examining in a congressionally mandated studyis whether
social security coverage should be extended to all employees, including
public and nonprofit workers. About 45 percent of civil service annul- .
tants receive social security in addition to their Federal pensio s, and
many receive a second pension as well. When workers move in a d out
of covered employment, many obtain a handsome combinat n of
pensions and social security. Some may fail to qualify for subst ntial
benefits. either in pension plans or under social security. Income main-
tenance policy should not be a game with complex rules, winners Who
get windfalls and losers who get nothing; it should be a rational syste m
for meeting definable human needs. If universal social secun y
coverage is not the answer, we must find another method of filling ti the
gaps and eliminating abuses.

'Beyond the questions of rbeirement And income security, a third
question of policy arises: How shall we deliver the services older
citizens needparticularly health caremore compassionately and
efficiently? This is a matter that has been of concern for the chairman
and the committee for some time.

The passage of medicare and medicaid 13 years ago was a major
step forward, particularly for older people who are poor or in need of
acute care. Yet these programs face some serious problems, notably,
inflation in the cost of health care. Between fiscal years 1976 and 1978,
for efample, costs were up 40 percent in these programs, with little
increase in the covered population'orin benefits.

Between this year and the year 2025, we estimate that expenses for
persons over 65 under the medicare and medicaid programs will
increAse, in real terms, more than 10 timestwice as fast a pace as the
increases in social security. The inflation that these figures reflect is
especially harsh on the elderly, given- their great needs and their
reliance on fixed incomes. Containment of health costs is thus of
especially urgent importance to the elderly population. '

While we should be concerned about costs, we must be at least
equally. concerned about the shortcomings of this expensive system.
For all the money we spend, major needs remain unmet. As the elderly
population increasesespecially those 75 and over, who are especially
likely to have serious health problemsthese needs will increase. Even
with medicaid and medicare, many older citizens today must pay large
amounts out-of-pocket for health care. In 1976, these out-of-pocket
expenses averaged over $400virtually the same in real terms as they
were before medicare and medicaid arrived. We must build a more
rational, comprehensive, efficient, and human system for delivering
health services.

T-OF-POCKET
HEALTH COSTS

Senator CHURCH. Now let's stop there for just a minute, Mr. Secre-
tary. I have been aware of a, figure that you mentioned. Today, out-
of-pocket expenses for the. elderly for medical 'care exceed what was
paid out by the elderly- for medical care prior to the enactment of the
medicare and medicaid programs. _But I have never been told, and

( perhaps you can inform the committee, concerning what these out-
of-pocket expenses consist of. Are these out-of-pocket expenses for drugs
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, eyeglasses! or foot care, br medi
ohs which ere n d. by medicare, and the like---Hare aids are other item on that list.

-- Another' expen- se his been mentioned. Or do they
'Coninlnainlyfroin 'the doctors' feel: that must be paid by the elderly
over and above the fee authorized by medicare?
,Secretary: Cep' o.: Mr. Chairman; in addition, also, of course,

art of it conies from the. premium that must be paid under medicare.
Senator ,Ciluiton. Yes.
Secretary. CALive.wo. I can't give you the portion of those expenses.

sUbnulthat for the record.
[Snbsequ t to the hearing, Secretary Califano supplied the follow-

ing 1nformatiant
The following chart shows a breakdown of health care ek)enditures by age

groups for fisftr years 1974 -78. As you will note, for the 65-and-over group, medi-.
care covered 40.percent of the amount ent physician services, and none of the

, expenditures - for ..dentists' services, eye and appliances, and drugs. In fiscal
.year1.976, the per capita expenditures &AT; elderly for these last three categories
were estimated at approximately $32, $19, and $21,. respectively.

Vt
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.0.01 taTt!-C4fir;P:i01" ery-eXpense you have mentioned is part
gy,:oin*Lpcijrnee,.1fhen' am traveling outside Washington,

4f4L00031ailla:any indication,: drugs are a significant part of this,
.464§WIPAiiiiibcrVkand, beYond what we are pa3ring, this Whole

ue assignment doctors'..fees. Those are thatwo items on which
teceive :ftti.emenclous 'amount of Mail a

Of xourde;:iliave had doctors, .for example, toll me, that they have
4t Atletly:,patiente;"in the hoSpital in order to provide them with
rnia!that Wig pay for the hospital; particularly expensive drugs,

e:sonie otitiliganticancer drugsibeenuse the doctora simply.' do not
int*atibject4heirpatients to the' kurden, and some of their patients

Oulchtiotafford tepurehase those drOgs if they were being treated on
''.-4ElfeiiztpatienCbasis even: thbugh they should be treated. on an out-

atient..basis. ,

:-Senator,Ciitnon.:Well, it is clear that some of the rigidities that
exist, *AO , present system. greatly and significantly contribute' to

e!Aitreased,coati- unnecessary costs.
v

fAvranNATIvEs" SYSTEM

.ecietary;.gaim'Axo..i.agree,,Mr: Chairman. Such. a system would
.414clu4ii Adequate,. supervised residential facilities for those who lack
:fittailie\bitt",*fiiit.::tolive.in their communities; a range of alternatives
flietWeen the., hospital and -.the nursing home, including a system of
home health'; Care '..innoVative :and. compassionate ways of , paring for
`the. terminally, ill outside the traditional hospital or:nursing home.

describe, but it is nowhere to be found.
We haveimatead,,a confusing, as you have indicated, and expensive
.,:patcliWork:;(4 fulancing systems that spawn an even more inadequate
dehpery system.

lie medicaid :prop am, for .examPle, has given. great impetus to
-nursing honiaindustry. Between 1965 and 1076;

.--tetel.SPending for nursing" homes increased more thaniourfold: Nearly
40:cents of each:Medicaid dollar goes to nursinghoinesi'although these .,

homes serve only..6. percent of medicaid beneficiaries. We know that
hoe baro:i§fiot .the. most appropriate .way treat,all those

. .:TatientspirsoMEkvatesqt.is-also not the least expeneiVe,:Homehealth-
caremight be,i'worthWhile .alternatikre in many cases; :yet less than

....percent-of 'Medicaid-money. is used for this purpose:.
thimpart.becaiiseOf medicare's focus on acute care, we have not

-deVeloped. an, adeqUate .systenc of community and .hoine health,
_.;'1.-Swedeti;pr'exartiple, there is one homehealth aide for.every

..-IpojiieCiple.;.Wh.*. country, one for every 5,000: Providing care in the..
home setting-, can, itself be therapeutic. We need to expand these.
ser ices. So, we must find ways to menage theirt, so that.-
.their.CO§ts...end..:..quality, remain under control. Home health services

.1*,:,it,.Tariety. of providers,throUghOut the community,
-:-:,;iind,.".we,..Will.,.need,-,tbiinsiffe that services billed are in fact deliVered;
'''';:thatSei*Ces.:dekiered are needed, appropriate; and of high .quality,

already. g-bein raised; we will have. to be -par-
this new industry as it develop' s.

I might- add that .we ,are doing surveys for home health care in
.FiMidk-iiiWinother'StateS noV7, and finding that it is very difficult ntt:
itO#itieafire:-whatitlis, what the services nre, that thadoctor is ordering

2 7



and providing l«. For instance, what the client thinks he should be
receiving ..So itswill.not come oVernight to this country.

Sentitor.Doinmor4`Mr..: Secretary, on that issue, sere You merely
surveying the home delivery of home health care, or are you trying to
find out whether some of . the arbitrary conditionsfor instance, is

there, really_ any reason, that you can only have home health care if
, you have been the hospital prior todelivery?
. Secretary CiLIFANO7No.

Senator 13olitim.lci. To me that is absolutely ridiculouS. That is.

what you-are administering now.,I am not 'saying it is your fault, but
that is what the preSent law says. Are we going to get some suggestions
as to whether those kinds of requirements are counterproductive?'
I don't mean today, but are you doing that kind of thing?

ASSEsailn HOmE CARE

cretary CAialPA.zro. Yes, Senator. Obviously any national, health
plan would eliminate a lot of thosiancongruities in the current system,.
one of the most notable ones Of which you mention. The assessment,
we are doing is looking at what home health care is nowbeing delivered.

.1%re 'are interviewing the doctors, the clients that are receiving it, and
those who are providing it We are asking the doctor, "What do you
want to provide for .this client in home health care?" We are asking ok,

the providers what they think they are providing. We are asking the
clients what they think they are receiving, or thid they should receive.
We are finding out that in many cases they have different views.

Thecond point is, we have to find a way to administer this in a
'fair way that will prevent the ahuse and fraud on the one band, and
on .'the other. hand, it will not create a monumental papermill. In
terms of administration, it is easier if you have an institution, a build-
ingg with 300 rnoms, that you go and visit every day. It is more difii-

uli" when you -have individuals visiting the homes. Many States are
looking-at this, .too, in the context of their own licensing prOcedures.
That- is the survey I was mentioning. In addition to that, yes, partic-
ularly in connection with the national health insurance work we -are
doing, we are lOoking at the variety of the rational portions of existing

"-law-and eici.stingregfttions; but as you point out, Senatoronuch of it
is in the statute itself, and there is not as much flexibility in terns of

ation as one would wish.
. nator DOMENICI. I just want to askwith the chairman's per-
missionwith reference to the arbitrariness of certain of the conditions-
for borne health care, if you would look at Senate bill 2009 and give.

us your _opinion as towhether or not it would eliminate some of the
WoUld you try to answer the question that we get ;from the

Finance Committee regarding the additional costs of such an approach?
You know, it' seems to me we are never going to create flexibility and

a broadened delivery short of national health insurance, which I
don't think we ought to hold refinements to hostage- for, but the
answer alivays is to look at the changes separately and say, "that is
goi_n_g to pose 300 million more.'.'

No one seems to tell us, on the other hand, "you won't gO to_the-

' hospital as much." Doctors might prescribe home health care, whereas
now we must hospitalize p le in order-for them to qualify for it. We
need some of that kind of ation in order to help promote the
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better delivery of some tools. we already know exist. Could you do
that for us? ..

Se Cretary CALIFANO. Yes, I will, Senator.
Senator DOMENICI. I would appreciate that.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary Calitano supplied the fol-

lowing information I
A major consideration in the recent deliberations surrounding the question of

expanding homehealth benefits has been whether such expanded benefits can
serve as a suitable alternative for otherwise requiredinstitutional care. While we do
not dispute the argument that home health 'care can, under certain circumstances,
providd-a cost-effective alternative to Institutional care, under other cirowntstances ° : .

li is more cost-effective for a patient to enter an institution. Available evidence
tends to be contradictory in supporting home health care as a cost-effective
alternative to institutionalization. The Department believes that home care
programs should be considered in terms of their own merit and not in relation
to anticipated savings.

S. 2009 would remove the present 3-day hospitalization requirement for home
health benefits under part A of medicare. We do not believe that such a liberali-
zation, by itself, would lead to a decline in hospital admissions. There is no evidence
that physicians hospitalize their patients to make them eligible for home health
benefits or that they have any reason to do so. Home health benefits are also
provided under the supplementary medical insurance rogrtun (part B), without
the hospitalization requirement, and only 5 percen the medicare beneficiary
population do not ha e part B coverage. ;I S.

.
.-

Senator PERCY. oin Senator 'Domenici in requesting that infor-
mation. After receiving your testimony and. seeing the ratio of the
retention of personnel assigned to home health care, we can better

. judge the potential for that alternative. We took our committee out
into the field, across the Country, and investigated the scandalous

'conditions in the nursing homes, and reported on the terrible conditions
found in some of the places visited.

We have not made the kind of progress in nursing home reform I
had hoped we would make. I am more and more inclined, as I listen to
testimony, to .believe that the more we can do for home health care,
meals-on-wheels, and other associated programs which keep people in
their own neighborhoods, the lesser will be the costs. These programs.
seem more germane.

The answers. must be found. The statistics you presented to us
today ought to be one of the highest priority items to which we put our.,
attention.

Thank you.
ACCESSIBILITY: THE CHALLENGE

Secretary CALIFANO. Beyond developing the right kinds of services,
there is the problem 'of, making them accessible?At present, 'an older
person faces 'a bewildering maze that must be negotidted even to
learn what services are available, much less to obtam the right kind
and mix. How can we end the fragmentation of services for the elderly?

How can we insure that the needs of the elderly are properly identi.
feed, that people are not denied the care they needand not given in-
appropriate or unduly expensive care? How can we create financial
incentives that will discourage overuse of costly facilities?

Unfortunately, for too many of these questions, the only answer
that our society can give is "We don't know yet."

It is time for all of us to begin considering the alternatives availb,ble
for us as we seek to provide better services, more efficiently.



ShilliVe'bipandlbe".ecrieraga of existing=- programs ?' We could'reviie
medicare and medicaid: to create: uniform 'home health benefits, re-

Amtinekeetrietionithat currently permit only skilled nursing services. .

in certain sitnations:.:'Weilnight, permit nonmedical 'personnel care
eetvieee,fek thenhronicallyill.'1DrWe could.develop a financing syitem

coyers:.aii:even broader range of health and social serviceswell
''-be..Mid,those,:piiirently.'edi-ered:by.medicare and medicaid.

Ut consider the as well the attractions; of
-.Cii.`app....qt0.:,EXtensione of 'benefits could seriously aggravate

hearth inflation, while leading te.;the same kind of overuse of chronic,
-Cliste...thet..We'ofteneee'-today for acute, Care. It could also reduce' in
centives for families to ;provide services on their Own.

Alternatively .we could' seek a major Pole :for new delivery. systemS,
'such ,CS',SpeCial., health' .inainteritince organizations for the elderly.

teitinli,:,,Orgenizations could provide a 'broader range. of
.._.:.Ser*Ices;,than.,'conVentional HMO's;,.they.,ivould have incentives. to

'CiliefullY.deteriniiie.-the health needs of participating 'patients and to-
.find:'the most eniniceninal .Ways of treating them.' .

-,":,Senator IOnnitO0.--Mr.. Secretaipy, in... that connection you have-
testified 'earlier that' between:nowland 2025, the cost of medicare and- .

inedicaid,is'projected to increase more than 10 times, or twice as fast
isthepeee- of increases ineecial security retirement benefitsin Other

,vt.ordS; twiee,o' fast as the general inflation. At the same time,. you are,
talking,abOnt'netional"'health insurance extending this kind of ,pro-
gram,..tweverybody. For the life of,me, rneyer. understood how.,.we

..,cOul&pnasibly provide national health insurance for everybody
,t

we caurieteffectively manage the spiraling costa of present.pr s;

that are limited to the people who need them most=the el erly,.
:the indigent, and the dependent.

,Unless you can provide me with an answer, I assume theres none!.
The. present 'thedicalIlelivery .system in this country is so expensive:: .
:Doctors, on the Whole, are among our most affluent citizens. For the
:,-taxpayer to pay .0:11..this and 'to extend it to everybody seems to me to
be:utterly. unrealistic. So we look for sonufkind of improvement in the

-
medical: delivery system in this country: One of our experiments has

'`,hcen:the health maintenance organization. .

" '-What' has experience shown, with.. this. organization?...Does it, .;in
fact,..iedUce. the cost ot. adequate medical treatment for. those. wth.
-participate? What do we know about Is it a. successful experiment
to .date,.based upon' experience, or is it just still a theoretical proposi-
tion?

HMO's AND THE PIM=

Secretary CALIFANO. 'Mr. Chairman, we believe that the health
maintenance organizations have a substantial role to play in the
-medical care system. We believe that they have demonstrated that
they can substantially reduce costs. The well-run health maintenance
!organizations have medical costs that are anywhere from 15 'to 30.
percent ,below comparable populations on the traditional' fee. for
serviCeittOs. Second, they reduce hospitalization and surgery `very
,substan4aily,;,,by, anywhere from 25 to 50 percent or more. So we look
-upon them not as-the only institutions- we should have.

One of the things,. can provide is some competition in the
system. There is no incentive to be efficient in the current system,
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:because-the patient,who is g ett the service is not paying, in most
ceiee, particularJt.where hospitalization is concerned. Some third
party for, so'ilieiniatomer doeS not pay: The customer is not
ordering the serVicerin thtiSense,that the doctor is ordering the service
that is provided, whether itis surgery, or pills, or drugs, or some course
of therapy,:'and the Orson ordering the servicenamely;. the doctor
is not parig.,,So,'It is all the. things' that make American industry

great in terms. Of corapetition, and that makes the relationship
between buyer and.iieller so good in the nunercial market that are
all absent here: We remember, t s as one means of providing
some competition and some creative economic tension in a system
tbat desperately needs
' Senator CHURCH. IThat percentage of our people today receive
their-medical treatment 'through HMO?

Secretary CALIFANO. A very small percentage, Mr. Chairman. We
are taking steps 'to increase it. I wouldhazard a guess from 2 or 3

-percent? but I would like to 'eubmit the exact number for the record.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary Califano supplied the fol-

lowing ormationl
The percentage of people receiving treatment' through HMO's is 3.3 percent

or 7 million 'people.
Secretary CALIFANO. We have 'sharply increased the number of

people being served by qualified HMO's in the last year, by
ctualifying,the entire HMO system. Once an HMO is qualifies today
in their community; then any employer in that community o ignifl-
cance must offer an HMO as an alternative. I have also gone to the
large;Corporations,

We invited the Fortune 500 or 800 in here about 6 months ago,
and many of them are interested in HMO's, and in starting them,.
because they are being so pressed now bythis phenomenal increase
in health care cost. ithink the automobile industry is going to create
an HMO in Detroit, and some of the oiher large corporations in this
country are looking at it. They offer tremendous advantages because
they have their own employees, because they have the ability to incur
the early_ capital costs that are necessary in these) organizations._

Mr. Chairman, I would like to make just one co II ent on.. what
you.daid.about national health insurance. Given what 11-happen to
medicare and .medicaid, if ,we do nothing in 1983, this country will
spend ,$313 billion or more on health care using the current CEA
projections of inflation.
.. Senator Domenict. Private and public?

Secretary CALIFANO. That is everything, private and public. I
,believe that ,,as part, and parcel of the national health' plan, we must
bring these costs under control, both by providing containment
Measures and, by providing incentives. There is so much inflation in
this systein now, the objective of any national health plan should be
-aided and it would substantially reduce the per unit cost of health
care in ,this country than what it would otherwise be without a

health plan.
Secom3, it would reduce--k-
Sene.tOttenuacH. Mr. Secretary, that has'not been our experience

in.medicare and mediCaid. Unless you are going to really depart.froth
that a ind of concept and make fundarhental changes in the health

,Idelivery system, I don't see how you are going to reduce this.



COST CONTAINMENT PROPOSALS

Secretary CALIFANO* think, Mr. Chairman, it has not been our
*experience under medicare and medicaid. The issue will,bep the extent

to which bothap, as the administration have the will, aN the Con-
as a bran of government, has the will to impose some of the

s of cost containment. measures. One is pending. now. on the
_,- House side, and it has been passed out by the Senate Human Resources

'. Committee here, with respect o hospital cost containment, and also
provides the kinds of incentive that are necessary to bring the rate
ofinfiation down in that system and that is a very real quettiOn.

Can we devise proposals that will hold those costs? Sure w,e can
devise proposals that will hold those costs. Will they be acceptable to

.. ' our society, as represented by the elected officials in the Senate. and
the House? That is a very serious question. It is part of what we will,
as a'part of any national health planpropose measures .that will
bring this galloping elephant under some control.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Secretary, before we try to solve the whole
problem this morning, I wonder if I could just come back to your
statement on HMO's. I propose that we might examine data on special
health maintenance organizations for the-elderly.

I always felt HMO's were worth exploring; it was a new approach'
that was worthy. of experimentation. Are you familiar with the studies
of the subcommittee On'HMO's?

Secretary CALIFANO. I am. ,

Senator PERCY. As I recall, those studies indicated there are many
special -problems involved with HMO's taking care of the aging. We
found the elderly were reticent to complain about costs, for mstance.
They pointed out their problems to our investigators, but they said
they were reluctant to complain about it to the HMO people. We
found they are often taken advantage of. They were not receiving
the quality care to which they were entitled. '

I am deeply concerned about the treatment of the elderly in HMO's
and sensitive to the need for a highened awareness of the danger spot,
whichitudies concludhexists.,

Secretary CALIFANO. Senator, we are aware of those studies. Indeed
we are vigorously supporting legislation that has grown aut of the
work of that committee in this area. . .

Senator PERCY. We have had full cooperation from your depart-
mentin that regard. It has been a joint-effort and one of grave con-
cern to this committee. Upon first observation, elderly HMO's
looked like a very good idea, but there are ways unscrupulous opera-.
tors have found to abuse this idea.

Secretary CALIFANO. Because qf the high risk population they would
'serve, these HMO's would be More costly than conventional ones.
Nonetheless; we believe the idea is worth exploring; we have already
pro-posed legislation to permit medicaid and medicare funds 'to' be
used to pay for participation in more conventional HMO's.

i1 - Third, there s the alternative of creating a separate financing and
delivery system for long-term Care,,, a new Federal program of long-
term care. This means separating home health or other Jong-term
care services from our present third-party payment mechanisms for
'health care, and possibly integrating long-term care with the delivery
of 'other, social services. This could make long-term care more con-
trollable as 'a budget, item, and reduce both the fragmentation of
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'Cps and the biat,tewarctlinititutitinatibare. However? we must
that system we create -has the capacity to provide services

stin'iatienta Whoneed thsth.) ; ;

41'niight note that tiectara in.tbet Midst, Mr. Chairman? of a long-
, tea* iituclt Otiong7term care in HEW, which I hope we will complete
,Aeit,yetwi:!Your staff is familiikwiththe work on that.

tf health care: coetnibtefttened to exceed our capacity to pay for
f,theml :we may 'be tereedi bier.* long haul to consider a greater use
;',Of coinsurance and other !Meant: that Wotild enable citizens to choose
and tlay;fOr their:own 'aerViees;, ways of giving citizens both greater
choice and great incentives to economize. This' could 'mean offering
persons.' currently covered by mallicare and medicaid either greater
additional . cash.payments, or vouchers; like food stamps, that could
-be used for heiath.'services. 'nig approach also poses great risks,
however, that the incentive to economize might become an incentive
not to Obtain needed treatment;

'RESEARCH AND TRAINING

Finally, .,,as We seek-to improve the delivery. of health services, we
must not. forget- the critical role of research and training. We need to
.learriniore ,albout the diseases that afflict the elderly, and how these
diseases can be treated most effectively. I cite the story irrthe Wash-
!ing:rost,' 'this morning on that subject.

These approaches are not mutually exclusive. Each promises certain.
benefits-,--ancLeertain.dangers. But it is time to begin debating them;
to hammer out a genuine national health' and service policy for the
elderly: A -policy that balances our generosity in meeting critical
needs, with. our ability to pay.

Our ability to deal prudently with these urgent concerns of the
elderlyincome security and health carewill largely determine how
well we are .able to do at meeting other vital: needs of older citizens;
es ecially social services. %.

Under the Older Americans Act, the Administration on Aging, the
.State agencies on aging, and 600 area agencies on aging help insure
that a wide range of social, nutrition, and health related services are

*ado available.to older people: By serving as advocates for the elderly
--.-.-atRecleralefiltate, and local levels to insure that needs. are niet;. by

..bringing together public and private . agencies which do 'or should
'service` older persons in order to improve the cOMprehensiveness and
Coordination :of services ,delivery; by convincing eother agencies to
commit local resourcesover $440,000,000 in 1977 toward meeting,
the service -needs' of the elderly; by the development of community
based. service centers, over 9,000 nutrition sites

,
and 1,000 multi-

urpose senior centers where older citizens can gap ther for recreation,
information and a hoSt of other needed services.

=These -:are only.A few of the vital-,.urgently needed services that older
people,reqnire, and our programs seek to provide.. These'efforts cannot
be seen in isolation: If we are to do anadequate job of providing social
services, we must manage our Other. programs for °Mei..people care-
fully and responsibly. .
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ITitatItraa Fostazze

Because of its special importance, I have reserved until last a
Anal question,:,What role shall families play in caring for their older

.1%1=y pCople lenlena that the American family is disintegrating,
or that it no lon&er cares for its elderly members.

The reality.is, I' believe, the opposite. Most families go the limit in
.providing support. Despite the Nation's, vast network of services, for

exam le; 70 to 80 percent'of home health care for peisons 55 and over
prOidded. by their families,

vide a wide range of services, from escorting the elderly
'halting with shopping and household chores, to comph-

eilth-and rehabilitative care. Yet, it is also true that the ex-
;family living in a single housebold is no longer so common.

email 611-and over with living children, 36 percent lived with their
dren 99 years ago; by 1975, that percentage had fallen to 18 per- .

Wit. We must recognize this ,changeand build upon it.
Yet, too Often in the past, we have designed our programs foi the

'elderly with lhe individual in mindbut not the family unit. We have
failed- to lap the strength of the family in caring for the elderly.:Onr
progranielor.financing chronic care, for example, do little tdpertnit
an encourage home care administered by fame members.

We, need toestablish programs that help families care for their aged
menibers. We cannot' expect doctors, nursestsocial workers, or burefu

incrats to be as sensitive and effective n meeting the needs of the elderly
.as a child or grandchild, brother or sister.

Because families themselves are so various, our approaches must
also be varied: For those who do live with relatives, for example, day
care,or respite.service might be available., to give; the caring relative
the freedom to leave home without worrying aboutathe aged person
,a service of growing importance as the proportion of women in the
work force increases.

For the majority of the elderly who live on their own, either in
couples or singly, we need other kinds of services. Supervised reel.
dential arrangements will permit them to remain in the community,
where the family can more easily support them. And for those who
lack families-nearby,.we must think of developing surrogates people
who volunteer, or are trained, to give the same kind of comfort, and
show the-same kind of condom, as family members, who can provide
the individualized and personal attention for which there is no sub-
stitute. .

Mr. Chairman, I am aware that I have provided this committee with
more questions than answers. I am sorry for that, but it reflects
reality. We have, as a society, more problems that solutions, more
questions than answers.

:.That means we cannot be complacent. To accommodate generously
the needs of rising numbers of older citizens will require, first and most
fundamentally, a healthy and expanding economy.

TAXING IMAGINATIONS AS WELL AS POCKETBOOKS

Peyond generating the economic means to serve our older citizens,
we must build new institutions. Doing that will require that we tax not
only our pocketbooks, but our imaginations.

3
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our
.

ideinoota as *Van . itself creative and resilient;
;'capable,; not o urviving social change,' but of taking up its

with r d'con:tpassiOn. . '!'4.
b'eha've we, Can again; Mr. Chairman. HowAvell we do it, in

my judgethent, Will spend upon.how well and how doonwe answer the
uestions I have rafeed. .

efie beatings areas important awany hearings committee has
or to ducted , and'faimely as any hearings it has ever conducted.

you'. '. .
.

Senator CirECI. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. You haVe furnished us
great'. many questions and challenges to consider. The search for

answers will ceftainlY,Affect all of us. .

' Early in yourtestimony, you referred to the fact that the retirement
income under the social security. system, I believe, averag ed 47 percent
',Of 'the 'Working: indome.i..llow dyes that compare with -,- the average
rretirement income, in sotie of the other industrial nations, in Europe,
for example?

Secretary CALrriNo.'Mr. Chairman, I will have to provide that for.
the record.

,Seitator en...It is ur understanding that our average is lower
than that of Canada's inq' 0, for example.
--Secretary 4FArro..I uld not be surprised if that were the case.

It would be t '0,1 of all vices of this kind.
'Senator CH :ACM It ma well be true of West Germany as well. I

don'ticnow abOtit EngIati d France.

[Subsequent the rig; Secretary Califano supplied the fol- .

! I wish you wo4121 sup ose figures for the record.

lowing inforination 4
Earnings repl t .! -nt ra Jor

.
19E16-75 for selected countries were published in

the-January 197: . I e.of th SociarBecurity Bulletin. There is no overall figure
for Europe as a ivh . -, but the allowing figures are available for 1975 for individual
countries: .

41 ,.
PENSIONS AS PERCENT,OF PRERETIR T EARNINGS BASED ON AVERAGE EARNINGS IN MANUFACTURING

Canada

A Singler worker cOupto

39 57
_,,..... es 4 1 4b '_ 65

Witid
IthIldom

orld Rop`tlb IN of Go 50
26 's 99

50

Itl

QamParable figures for of el. countries are given in table 1 below from' the
TanVaiy , article.

It should be noted that th 47-peicent figure, mentioned ih the testimony` refers
. -. tO the' benefitleplacement to for an average earner under social security who

retiree at age fifeip 1978.
While replabeinimt rates a commonly used to mean the ratio of the befiefit

IC the covered-wages earned i the year preceding retirement, it should be. noted
that: (a) anoilidillidual worker's earnings in the year before retirement may not

.4. be represetiOtive,of4TOnings in the last several years; (b) the, earnings cotered
-,by the prowler' than the workers total earnings; (o) the social security
.benefit.formuia. to .replace a portion of the long-term average.eoferqd
eainblgs *of- the mcirke .e., over the period from age 21 to 62, disregarding the
6 years of lOWest earning. ..
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'Senator CimRci. Is thatra,Verage simply, based upon the social
-security formula? 'In otheb words, . there, are a great many people in
Abbe count* who get Waist security benefits, but they may also have
the benefit otyutacklitional retirement program. I take it they would

-,-reeei*itza much higher percentage from the combined income of the
two retirement programs.

Secretary .0sLnyeArs,,,Sr. Chairman, let me clarify, if I may, the
'471percent,figareaewesents the sum of everything.,

Seriatm,Osimon.The sum of everything.'
tt Seeretary-'04.rawfoi The social 'security nuiiibirs follow that

portion of the testimony, and it may not have been clearly stated in
the testimony, but for new retirees age 65 that ratio today is 47
percent of their incame, but that represents all sources of retiring
income.

Senator Cauxics..All sources. What would you regard, Mr. Secre-
tary, as adequate for retirement purposes for the country at large?
Secretary Catarxtro. Mr. Chairman, it is very hard to answer that

because so much of this is a function of over what years you are going
to measure, what.the preretirement income was. There will inevitably
be inslement of need in there: I think, that at the absolute rock bottom,
we are wealthy enough and affluent enough in this country to make
'certain, as you suggested earlier this morning, that no citizen who is
older has Income below-the poverty line, that every older American
should have the income that takes them above the poverty line. That
is one piece of the poverty puzzle that we could, very easily solve,
sinifilyiithiii-cerne and healther services. I agree Nfith you on that

EARLY RETIREMENT ISSUES

Senator CHURCH. I have just a question or two about early retire-
ment and then I will ask SenatorDomenici and Senator Percy to take
over. Early. in your testimony, you said that there is a clear trend
toward early retirement in this country, which places a very large
-additional burden on the retirement systems. As you know, the
Congress increased the legal mandatory retirement limit from 65 ,
years of age to 70 and eliminated the mandatory limit entirely in
Federal employment
2 Do you think that this will have any impact at all upon this trerid

tbieard earlier retirement in the United States? You said, at one point
in your testimony, that there were an estimated 4 million older
Americans who would. prefer to work but who are retired presumably
because of the mandatory retirement age.

Secretary CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, I hope it will, and I think it
,should have some impact, but that alone, which is the move that I

4,, applaud, will not deal with the problem. Part of the problem relates
to the fact that when we have people in this country retire at age 40,
age 38i and when we talk aboutpeople being retired like the military
someone in the military went in at age 17, served their 20 years and
then retired: at age 37:

Senator CHURCH. Nearly all of them that I know then go on to a
second job and earn a full income plus their military retirement. .

,Secretary CALIFANO. Exactly, and they are 'counted as having
retired. As long as there are systems ivhich permit that kind of early
retirement, and then moving on to get another job, people will retire
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!early, even though: the mandatory retirement age is litted to age 70;
and hideed, that will give some individuals an additional 8 years to
gain aftecond on , or a third pension. So that taPpredict what

happen, is but I would certainly hope so,, because as you
know so there ' alsoalso larger benefits to our society from those
people.wor theyere producing and they are increasing purchasing
Pow fm

Senator 'Vienne* Is _there any trend at' all in industry orin govern-
, ment toward changing the 'pattern of employment, to furnish part-time

jobs for, older people' who -would like to work part time but who no
RaSer..f0al-algvortie longer desire to work full time?
4. tart'`CiDttfkivo.1 would have to say not of 'any great signifi-
cleacei:idthoUgh I would also have to notethat in my work4ri preparing

these hearings, upon coming to that issue, I have touched off a
study in HEW and asked that we develop a program for flexitime
work- for older citizens. We: have a few in our flexitime program, but
I have 'asked that we now develop a plan and mount an effort to do
thatr because we are going to begin to urge other, people to do that.

think you can prove very, very helpful. In governmenparticularly,
:there &rev many problems which you need to get studied, or thought
through, and -Mich _people can work a few hours a day or week.

Senator' Omuncu. .,:rou have your social security iiystem with the
retirement , test that,:mey work directly against part -tune work. I
'don't know whether, private retirement programs also have similar
tests which have the same effect.

Secretary. CALivA.No. Mr. Chairinan; when we look at this whole
-pension system, at early retirement, you have to look at that issue.
'That is another very important part of this problem: I think it. is
less of phenomenon in the private sector than it is in the social
security sector;,Vid it is not, a problem at all in the military sector or
civilian life.

Senator Canso*. Thank you.
Senator Dommwm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary, may

I first congratulate ydu on your testimonyt I think you are talking
about one of the most complicated social subjects confronting America,
and I personally take no affront at the fact thatr you asked as Many;
questions as you answered. Because I don't see how anyone can know

the answer to-74U: *any. of them todayt when we are talking! about
such drastic changes and such along period of time.

Let me say this: I assume, based on some of your answers, that
you really do get a lot of communication from the public about the
issues at hand, and that you personally read some' and talk to -the
American people about these problems. Now, let me just tell you the
kind of example that concerns me most about income maintenance for
the elderly.

QUESTIONS Fitort YOUTH

I am beginning to feel, in my own State? this kind of question, and
it comes up more and more oftena working man or woman between
thews: of 25 and 30 will come to a meeting and they will already
have in their hands a schedule of what they could buy for themselves
with the money they are putting in social security. And they will say,
"Now, why do we have to dd this when we are going to get x dollars if
that fund is solvent, but if I go buy this other plan for $40 a month, I
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will gef nib** MAW, thin lion 'aro. going Wasson me thiongh the
Fedetel, Governxiiiitl!' ; ' ..

..' X. Yean:ivaliwitt:tilatt The fact is that Social security is not
an , 640'; pollaytT it is a social :insurance Tioliey, and we have a

410.d 4 'risk we are 'Dreading around. But that is becoming A very
serious problem withtlie young workers, men and women, in America,
whp0 are', tremendously: They want to take care of their
eld**,[int thik are auggesting.that there is not going to be anything
there ItfotthenTiv and that to them it is a very poor. investment. I am
not Eniggeeting that 1:agree,with that, but do you not see that as a
growing tonecrn that we ought to be addressing and concerning our-
*Olt Witlrbi society? .

.
SeCretarY0Aur.A.O. Yes, I do, Senator. I. would note that I think

.. wherever this country goes in the future, in terms of solving the re-
tirenient income and maintenance problenis, that the social security
.is 'Clearly the 4ominant piece of the picture, and that one of the im-
peratives is .that we maintain the viability of that system and the

..financial integrity of .that.systein..As I indicated here, it may be the
grandest program that the National Government ,hey, ever put into
place it works, it has a very, very low error rate:--.. percent perhaps.
It is ingenious in its conception.. It is almost self-enforcing, becaugp
you want to:make sure you get the benefits credited to your numb*
so you make elite you report your wages to that number.

How you,:. o. about financing it is the problem that you raise, of
the extent which we are now financing it out of the payroll tax.
We ma40.8Ome other suggestions, which we thought made more sense
than.-dbin g that, and we suggested that there be some kind of a
countercyClical dip in the general revenues which would have, signifi-
cantly reduced the need for the extent of the payroll tax if unemploy-
ment 'exceeded 6 percent, funds that would have been gained had
unemploynient been' at 6 percent, would have put into the general
revenues. There are othet ways to 'do that, but I think this system
makes sense for young workers, and I am prepared to try,to carry
that brief. .

..

.
Senator Doatxpricr.' Mr. Secretary, looking down the line to the

statistics that you have given us, it appears to me that an income-.
maintenance program of. this magnitude, whether it might be one
retiree for three workers compared to 9 to 1, we have.got to be talking
about' what' of our prodUctivity can be gang to that kind
of system at any givens point in time. We have to address the issue
of the economic growth and inflation, because they are all relatecr, it
appears to me. At some point in time w4 nifty wish that. we could do
what-you have described here, aboliSh all poverty at some level for
older: Americans.

.. .
. .

.

On the other hand, do we have any model of how much of America's
productivjty can be going to that, as contrasted with other needs to
be taken: lout Lof productivity? Do you have some economic feeling.

-.\ for that'or anyone looking at that?

INFLATION'S DRASTIC IMPACT

,
Secretary CALiverro. No; we have no model for it. We are looking

at it. With all, the demographic numbers that 'I provided for the
committee- which raises those questions, I think that the most serious
threl to the achieVement of what I mentioned here, and what the

1 f. :./. 9
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chairman suggested, is infiation That is-what makes it so incredibly'
naive, and thatis what has changed the pension landscape by

a big brush Or big wide brush of paint and putting it across the
paint. That is, inflation is having a dramatic impact on this whole"

landscape. -'-tv
Senator Donning= Especially when the growth is AO much smaller

thaninfiation, growth in the overall. ONP. When t ou relate the two,
the disparity *getting very big. That is what you are referring to.

Setirstarraustaxo. Yes; that is correct. You can just take the
health care, pert of the problem and we have the problem of produc-

tivity in, our economy. Productivity is rising at an annual rate of
about 1 percent, which is nnich lower than it has been-in the past, so
even though 6% million mote people are at work, we are not getting
that much inure productivity out of them.

- In the health care area, it is just phenomenal how inept we are at.
increasing prOductivity, for example, the American hospital has 3.0,

3.7 people per patient and rising'. In Germany, it is one per Tatient.
and rising .We have a fine health care system, but those Gennan
hospitals anr every bit as good as outhospitals are. We have got to'
deal' with that problem in that 84)00 of our economy that is there,
and if vie, can flrid' a way to deal With it effectively; we can take care

of a substantial part of the needs of our older citizens who need those

acute expensive care facilities more frequently than other citizens. .

Senator.Dousinct. I have just three more questions.
On page 8, at the bottomed the

p
age, you cite a list of Conditions,

including $380 billion bLthe end of' the year 2010, at cetera.
SectetalCatixtrio. Yes.
SSenator .ousract. Could you supply us for the record with what

assumptions were used to arrive at those conditions?
Secretary/ CALTIANO. Yes; I

" Senator ]Josisninci. I think they would be very relevant to our
thinking in' terms of cost.

Becretary..CALIPANO. I will. You will note, as you go over them,.

th there is4io- cost containment built into those numbers. That
the Current system discontinues to flow.
r Doassilict One other question. It strikes me that this

baby boom, .which contributed so much to the growth of
our educational facilitieso is now on the wane, and we are closing
Babas in many areas. I-wonder if you are doing any studies on the
additional needsfor those that are long out of the typical grades

.. 1 through 12in terms of facilities that might be utilized, and what

our educational system ought to be doing in regard to retraining and

lifelong education? .

Secretary CALIFANO. All through the lifelong learning education I
think we. asked for 45 million this year and before that to do more
studies. There is no question that there will be plenty of excess educa-

tional plafit, particularly at the higher educational level, which we

inurenure to the benefit of older Americans. We have to recognize
in this country as the higher education population declines, as educa-

tion becomes more expensive to the higher education level, that there
are going to be some very serious questions raised about plant.

We have already seen some colleges close in New England, the small
colleges. We it :NEW are increasing the number of colleges all the time -In

Coming in, and asv concerned qbout the viability because there are

*See "Assumption, Underlying Social Security Looritange Cost ProJectious," p. 47.

4 q



ii;Older.Ainerioankmay.wovide an opportunity. for
ions., thitt;.ii'ia.stronger to enrich and use their
b*,pert:OfthaI,-Of.course; for many of: ur older.

AO'-;g1';,1unOtion,Of. who:can pay for it, and thatia.
we and.'tlie.-Congrese and many States will have

1TS FORTS

iiNgbx.,:,.thie last question. I personally, believe th
pursue the social:Security system to the utmost

is. of its qtiliZaticonirikep see 'this society Of ours can get
6uCgg.m.40axit private" effort, Whether it be individual plans or

,panyJlan ,, or, 7hatever: they, are. COuld you supply usg for the
ra, analysis'-Ol. what e ,have done in the last 6 years

t'haik,p29st:c1Mtributed
waltemdte

,ustems,_ the tax incentive
POgraingitgat,i'ob<have enacted, such as IRA's and what they are ac-

,,cothplishibgNiist.:wlist incentives have we built into the system,, in
-OrpivAllprepitTing for one's retirement? I'd like an analysis, of which
WOultYworkbest'inmoving us in the direction, of greater 'private effort
in ;Arai. s

Seet,etas*,CALiPA.NO. Senator, I will do that to the extent that we
.41*.e the CapabfiitY of doing that. I would suggest that you might also

:.want flie43taff tw:get touch with the Internal Revenue Service to
get rininbere from tlieni as to the extent to which some of these mocha
-nisi:is are be used and the cost of them. That is where the numbers

..;that I ±use mahis 'iarea came from.
1-would-like to underline the fact that I agree with you wh eart-

'edly' we; must have private penkon plans. We will alwa have a'
variety, of pension plans in this country. My point is tha hmk, we
have to look.better at the question of integrating these plans, both in
raisingtheiiesue of what;is retirement income and also in terms of the
relalion.shiP.,,bettveen social security. I see nothing replacing that as
the corneitstone of retirement for American citizens in all these other
plans.

I see ;45 percent of the work force has access to private plans, and
r.fhink. that is important, and I think it is those plans being funded
in an:appropriate way, and it is important that they survive. I do
believit4at.we,kaivet to relate them to what we are doing with social
iseetnity and everythin else, and that when we look at the size of the
populationithat we have an obligation to take care of it.

Senator:Dom/41'ot Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator: ivCHTuc Senator ,Percy.
sen9-,tor.PERcr.. 'Mr. Secretary, first, I would like to join Senator

Domenici.,in his praise of .this testimonyit is lengthy, and you raise
slot of questions, but in, my many years on this committee, it must be
cited as one.of the most valuable pieces of testimony we have ever had.
I appreciate the attention you have paid to the facts and figures in-
Volved: It is a herculean task, and I compliment the staff in preparing
.this guide for us.

Second, I: would -like to "Say that today we will be marking up and .

.repotting .opt thp- education bill. With all the abuse HEW takes, and
alL the -rnisinanageable bureaucracy still the testimony about

Head Start Makes meslad that it is in HEW and not going into a new
Department of Education: I have never heard such glowing testimony



about the administration of a program as I have about' that one and

we voted unanimously, I believe, to keep the Head Start program

Secretary CALIFANO. Every time 'Mary Helen calls me, I cite that
testimony.

VALUE OF SENIOR CENTERS

Senafor PERCY. I find it very interesting that on page 35 of your

statement you point out the fact that 18 to 36 percentof the elderly
population live with relatives, and that this puts a substantial amount
of pressure on the.public sector. You then comment that "day care or

respite service might be available." I have recently visited, more.

:seruor citizerPcenters, and I am very impressed with what is being
done, much of it with Federal money.

Many _communities have obtained revenue to build senior citizen

Centers and new offer programs from 9 in the morning until 5 or 6 in

the evening,:Sometimee 10 o'clock at night. I have visited two out-
standing centers in the city, of Chicago. Do you feel that senior citizen
centers are a possible aid to the increasing number of working mothers

or working women, who simply are unable to take care of the father,

mother, grandmother, grandfather at home during the day? Do you
think this would encourage relatives to keep our senior citizens in

the .family home .rather than sending them away tolorie: of these

institutions?
Secretary CALIFANO. Yes; I 'think there is' I have seen fhat won-

derful place in San Francisco that does that: I' think it is very helpful.
think we also have to find a way to provide some situations in. which

an individual will have to stay at home, in which there are tvv'o couples

still together, or whathave you, and in which one member of the

couple should be able to get out once in a while, and the way we
have, our laws and our taxx-laws skewed, to have the relative do drat,
it becomes very difficult. I note that what you.have seen is rare. Not

many senior, citizen centers provide thatkind of a day care service, so

the more of it that we can get, the betterioff We will be.
Senator PERCY. But you do feel that the senior citizen day Care

center idea is well worth exploring?
Secretary CALIFANO. Yes; I do, Senator.
Senator PERCY. Hopefully; it can prove itself a cost effective way

to assist in health.
I would like to turn to the nursing home situation again, because it

has preoccupied our committee for so many years. We had hoped
that we were making progress in making these places fit to live in. I
think there haVe been changes made, but I think it is primarily in the

physical appearances. We have removed the urine-steiched hallways;
they are now, painted, they are now more attractive looking. At least

there have been cosmetic changes.
I would like to point out that lead stories on the Better Government

Association, under the 'presidency of Marjorie. Benton and Terry
Br anner as executive director, appear today, in both the Chicago
Tribime and the Chicago Sun Times. They sent their investigators
into eight homes where they worked in a variety of ositions, for
anywhereom a week up to as long as a month, and they also studied



carefully 75'State,constrnetion reports. I lam quoting the Sun Times .
article: :

The-chic watchdog group concluded that despite numerous reform attempt.%
Chicago area nursing are still characterized-by neglect, patient abuse, and
financial" mismanagement:

NVBSIliti HOME ABUSE

Among the recoinmendations that they have made is the idea that
nursing home abuse, could be cured many times if the homes them-
selVf3i were eliMinited or the need. for them. They say, "There's _
obviously no substitute .for loving family care at home, and we should

. .
. be making: that easier to-do."

They .recommend that the statement, analysis, and study of other
tax incentives cannot be offered' or anything dbne to reverse this
trend of' more SndmOre people 'being farmed out to what are called
warehOuses forthe dying, as they have been characterized in Chicago,
rather than the 'better than one-third 30 years ago that were cared
for in the home.

We not only have a big job ahead of us in improving conditions in
nursing homes, but also finding alternate methods of care for.:-the
aging.' Is this the conclusion of HEW at this stag.e?

Secretary CALIFANO. Ye,s;.I think I agree on both scores. We still
have a long, way. to gO to improve conditions in nursing homes,
although we are making progress there, and we do-have to find ways
to provide the resources for more home care for the aging, and more
day care of the kinds you are talking about in the senior centers, there
is no question about that

'SenStor PERCY. I ask unanimous consent that the article in the
Chicago Sun Times be inserted in the record,, and also the front

. page &tide in the WashingtOn Post this morning, labeled "Dementia
Label Mistakenly Applied, ThousandS boomed by False. Senility."

[The 'newspaper articles referred:to
fpm the Chicago, M., San Times, July 17, 1978]

NEED NEW TACK nr,Nunsixo Homn "Hormone: bGA
(By Brian J. Kelly)

The horrors of nursing homes are sad stories that have been told many times, but
Sunday the Better Government Association,, after a 4-Inianth investigation; offred
some new solutions.

The civic watchdog group concluded that despite numerous reform attempts,
Chicago area nursing homes are still characterized by "neglect, patient abuse, and,
financial mismanagement."

But J. Terrence Brunner, executive director of the BGA, said he was not inter-
ested so much in rehashing the stories of abuses as he was in suggesting mwe
substantial reforms.

"What we began to think when we saw the results of this investigation is that
maybe rtrore laws, more inspectors and more money isn't the answer. Maybe
here's something basically wrong with the system and we've got. to start looking
for different kinds of solutions," he said at a press conference at the BGA's office
230 N. Michigan.

Brunner said he came to this conclusion because he saw so little improvement
in the homes despite several earlier investigationsincluding one in 1971 by the
BGALand a raft of new laws. The BGA's latest investigation was conducted with
WLS-TV and will feature film of what Brunner called "horror stories" that will be
shown on Channel 7 this week.
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..Among the B.GA'sifsokniziendiitioasisthe, idea that nursing home abuses could
be-Cured-if thelOniistlibreseIViis weren't necessary. "There's obviously no sub-
atitute -for Ithring finillY.'eare athOnie," Brunner said, "and we should be making
that easier ..to4o:'..., '.7t:t'A- ..!.,e, ,- -.

--..: Th6:BO:ksuggeatsdliOat,,that -§tate; experiment -with programs to enable the
elderly,'Wieteive care, i.n.t.lisirmes with their own fltuxulies.. Specifically, it

..;recommended tax incentives-as a Usans of accomplishing his
The.BGA-also reoOrainended
That nurainghome advisory-boards composed of the residents' relatives, eigh,
rhoodloaders and nursing.hope perSonnelas well as residents of -the ho e--
eitablished.-3Thebatirda, would have complete access to the home, its bo ks

a Witoids,.SOdylwbuld advide,thkoperators on all matters of policy.
theStq-S'a5dist, senior citizens groups in'i3rqviding voluntary care for the

t'the:Illifibia:benartment of Piiblid, Health evaluate, all nursing homes and
t :its; ferterte hit .made,publie. :

:p ;fexistingyfilles-, and pertaining to nursing homes be more
stringently enforced.,;:,-;, . ... ,

,i,David,..i.Ll'iotess,'-the 'B GA's research Coordinator, said many of the previcus
?,reform efforts havpny(red to 'be merely cosmetic, dealing primarily with the

yEdcar conditicina:of-the,homes. "We found that the new laws have forced the
rned4O lie ;cleaner and-a lot of the grosa violations are gone." _

.., But: in many- CM* he said,' this has deer ived people wishing to place relatives
in !wines:. "Ittjust makes it harder to tell if the home is any good or not.-We found
that-fot the mestliart,jpatient care instill marked by an attitude of cruelty and

Indifferifice:orilliepsirt of.the'staff2-'-
Piotess': also- said that :many State inspection reports were found by BGA,

investigatorsto be inadequate, 45ften failing to cite numerous violations=partieu-
hirltas they to patient bare; 42,

.- 1.`"I thinkiit's significant to,nate that not one home has had its license revoked
In the'last *ear and' ut:investigators found numerous violations that could have
resulted in revocation"'Protess said.

,L. Bruneet..caid the BGAisexpeeted to reveal evidence of financial irregula rities
in the'neer future: "_We've conchiclh^d that the nursing home business, which gets
,18225 million nyear in medicaid money, is an extraordinarily profitable business."

,,vheBGA and WLS-TV sent investigators into eight homes where they worked .
in airarietY of positions for from 2 weeks to a month. Brunner said his investigatord
also reviewed 75 State inspection reports.

[From the Washington Poet, July 17, Ma] . .

. .
. .

1-jShlEriTtA LABEL MiSTAX,ENLi APPLIED; T110178ANDe DOOMED jITTALSE'SElliLITY
.

(Itr NiCtor Cohn; Washington Post StaffWriter). .

'Ten to 20 percent of the elderly senile do, not really suffer from deinentia,

progressive lose of memory and brain functionbut from other Conditions and
diseases that could be treated if doctors only recognized them;. a group, 'of experts
'on aging agreed last' week. .

This means, it was agreed, that 300,000-to 000,000 ,of the estimated 3 million
Aineripans who show symptoms of brain failure are mistakenly labeled as "senile," .

andtss a result,:Often go untreated in'nuisinghomed' and.mental hosPitals.
prospect of. 300,000 doomed people in the United States today who 'could

have, been 'restored to *fur life 'by, appropriate evaluation and treatment is
staggering and demands action," said Dr. Richard Besdine of Harvard Medical
School and the Ilebrew Rehabilitation Center for the Aged in Rcislindale, Mass.'

Besdirii3was author of a draft report made by a six:member task force for dis-
cUssiOn'bYthe 30 specialists who attended a 2-day 'Conference on Treatable Dis-,
eases.in the Elderly at the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda.

One of the largest single causes of false senility, it was agreed, is. drug intoxica-!
tion: that is, reactions, to medications. The most commonly guilty medications are

nitranquilizers, and .among' these. the most common is Valium, the Nation's most
often used 'drug. .

.

Among treatable and often unspotted physical diseases that can cause 'brain' .

dysfunction and mimic truly irreversible senility -are heart disease, strokes; in-
fections,' (including pneumonia), anemia, nerve disease's, brain tumors and blood
.clots, kidney or liver failure, metabolic diseases such as diabetes or thyroid prob-



faulty diet), reactions to ahem-
n` uptrition $1d[eficiencies

(sometimes caused by

,...The'rexperi.4._:toonsensus:on!a4, h'these points was at the conference, which.

gatWingli.iwas..Onktif a Eieriei `Of '"conienaus meetings" that
7aaaeinigeatiiieWisbqtO inake'4reeoMnieridktions: to the medical world in newly

'Often";Piriiilinjarea4; .

4ori. the*petihge7the;,crea!tion'Of . tor.. Donald Fredrickson, NM.
ifintesfit*?s'197T bonferenca.on mainmegraphy, or breast X-raying. .

Chi%X410S:Mairlaiiinetinibli'trigger as well as find' cancers, the experts
recommended limiting. mammography tO women- with a far greater chance of
'benefiting; I.haniiiiifferintanyharmfmeaning; omen oVer:50, women 35 to" 49 who

hatone",b*St!'earicer 'Already and women 40 to 49 who have had mothers
iistenirWitkhreaittafieer.

..........,Thee.:breatiVeciiiferehoe..-waa one NIH: Nias :virtually forced to hold to reassess
?: the4Ontrovereilib/cray methcidthatNIH itself was widely funding.

'",1',':,:p*vistrii,*8;'alsPbeenunderthe fire of critics, including members of Congress,rfoneit doing enoughto translate research findings into everyday care. The con-
"' eendus'conferences are one-reply. ' .

The specialists on agingandrelated fieldS:gathered by NIH's National Institute
included Dron :.Ernest Gruenberg,- chairman of mental hygiene in the

4ohlis.:;41-Opkine School of Hygiene and Public Health; Dr. Robert Katzman,
tieurOlOgY head':ittAlbert..Minstein,Medical College, Nevi York; and Dr. James
Baker, the Veterans Administration's assolciate:ebief for mental health treatment.

The 'discussions.. Will be' tranalated into recommendations in coming months.
But ?there; was general. agreement to"tell practicing, doctors that:,

'There are indeed', ,irreversible causes of Chronic brain syndrome," or
"such "as repeated blood vessel blockages and various brain and

nerve diseases. . .

They; would be: Wigl advised; however, to spend moi ejime thoroughly
-and aggressively examining and testing their confused or disoriented patients.
to exclude reversible:"causes. . .

Deep .psyphological dePression, too, can be classed as a common and often
treatable,.reversible cause of apparent senility.

It is "amazing," said. One doctor attending, the conference, hOw often even a
heart attaeksan occur in silence with no outward physical sign other than mental
confusion.,

"We're talking about a large group of underlying, unrecognized diseases that are .

usually improyab>,,:often reversible and sometimes completely eureable,": said
Besdine: '; : " ;

t
Td.saY that 10 to 20 of the supposed- senility' cases have potentially

. reversible causes does no ean other forms of senility shouldn't be treated. too,
Dr. Robert Butler, di tor of the National Institute on Aging.

..,, all Cases," he said, "the earlier the treatment, the better. The brain doesn't
very Well When it is ignored over a long period of time."

Dementia is not a reason "for locking up the patient and throwing away the
"key," said Dr.Carl Eiadorfer, University of Washington psychiatry head. , '

The treatment may sometimes be as'simple as withdrawing a drug or giving .

drug. But " often" said conferees,", it must mean finding family or other "societal
support" for' the` Doctors and other health workers must themselves get
out of their. OffiCes into patients' homes before they can understand their problems,
the conferees agreed;:. -;

- "PeOPle'fear few things more than losing their minds and being `put away' in a
nursing hOme," Saidiinother National Institution on Aging report. Yet too many,
odnditionel'are ,"mislabeled as 'senility' " simply because the patient is old, it said.

Seni4tnr PgAcy. Did:you happen to see that article in the Washing-,
ton Post thiiinoining?

Sqcretary CAulAxo. Yes, I did, Senator, and I think it kind of
capsUliZes 'and dramatizes the need for further research in this area and
fUrthep.,inVestigation in this area and may also indicate the need for

,better'iraining ofi'the primary care physicians, particularly in terms of
O.the handling of the older population. It may be that we escalate the

Care of the older Population into more expensive levels just the way we
are escalating the psychiatrist all. the time because he is not adequately.
trained' to recognize and 'treat some of these things.

4
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_ .':Senator PERCY. This staff, under the direction of members of the
.committee; went to Chicago, New York, and other cities on the nursing
home problem. subpeneed records and found a tremendous per-

-centage of total cost going_into medication and one -third 'Of that was
spent on tranquilizers. nlinois, we have a system which I had long
trusted, a point system where the nursing home gets paid by points
points' Secrtted s.:person- is bedridden and has bedsores,. on the
assumption thatthisperion.requiresmore care, but the incentive these
investigators found was-to give tranquilizers and sleeping bills to keep
them: bedridden and, help them develop. bedsores. Then the patients
deia have to go, down 'to- dinner, and can be fed just enough food to
keep them going

This pointed ovt .something I had not takeii into account; ..
which itr that'many of the people I had seen in these nursing homes;
just sitting arOund lOoking as though they are in a state of stupor or

.senility, are :in fact., This article in the Washington -
oit saYs that 300,00e/to 600,000 of the estimated 3 million Americans
ho show symptoms of brain failure are mistakenly labeled as senile.

"`One of the largest single causes of false senility is drug intoxication;
and they claim the'most commonly used medications are tranquilizers.
This is the estimate of Dr. Richard Besdine of Harvard Medical
School and the Hebrew Rehabilitation Center for the Aged in
.Reslindale, Mass.

They conclude by saying, "People fear few things more than losing
their minds and being put away in a nursing home." This idea was
also Stated in a National Institute on Aging report.

would think that this committee, working in cooperation with you,
Mr. Secretary, ought to give top priority to the study of this area. We
were suspicious years ago about nursing homes and possible abuses

/occurring there. Again, I' say there are some absolutely outstanding
urging homes that I have been in which give fine care, wonderful.

)le running them. I have also seen some unscrupulous operators
this .business. They are out solely to make money on the poor,

particularly if they are aged poor.
g '

J OB NOT FINISRED

Our job is not finished, according to these reports. We have gone
back to one of the cities where we had the greatest difficulty, and
cosmetically the problem has been solved, but I think we ought to
restudy this business; particularly when we consider 300,000 to 600,000
lost Americans who have useful lives ahead of them if they can only
receive some of our attention. It is evident that dreadful things are
happening to them. I think we have got to get to.the bottom of this.

I want to expresa appreciation to the Was ton Post for reporting
so.thoroughly on this, and to the medical people who have been con-
ducting these studies.

I commented earlier that I doubt we have ever passed legislation
where we knew less about the end result than the bill raising to age
70 the mandatory retirement age. What impact, if any-, so far has
raising the mandatory age limit to 70 for many workers in the private
sector had on the social security system?

Secretary CALIFANO. it is hard to tell. To the extent that it encour-
ages people to continue to work and not draw social security until they

4 6



are 70, it will-UndoUbtedlybein.that_Plns forthe social system,
although thaeitlint to whichit- Will:be a plus is a function of What

hey' ":'are..*iOkkmg..,_ ,.....fori,o:how.long they have been under. .the
.

think'niiiteli.-MOrilikeTY.-iii.eneenrage.peOple- work beyond age
6b and not feel the' bene,its.is. incentive the Congres."
paseetl.leit, year .:*.hiCkWoUldincrease theraMount of,..social:.security
payment to'which an individual is entitled :by 3 percent for.eaCh years.
that indi7idnalieentiinies to. work and not draw social security beyond.
65. to'age-70. It just very hard to assess what that:change in the lavi:,

inean,,.Senator,'.and I don't think anyone really knows. If you
Upon: it. ii."-dOniething ;that will stem the trend toward earlier,

'.retirement,-thatianOt the only factor iii the order of .retirement. -There*,
are.:systemsin:.which'One can_ retire after 20. years of work or-30yearS
of work; and those people retire and draw retirement pay: In fact;
they Cannot be.-mandatorily- retired at age- 60. ,If you raise the age
70; it is not.goingIiihayamuch impact.

Senator 'PERCY; .1 agree the social security .systern. has been a
mendous helpi'ind I -don't know what we.would he7e done withOut.
.it. Onthe Otheihandi.in the 3 years. that I spent researching the book.'
I -pin tagether on aging, .I found that many pecipla.leok upon social
security. as a program adequate to cover all their retired needs.,,Tliey
.assumed. the Government was going to take care of theni someliow;.
.so they didn't put away enough:, and consequently three ont.of four

**idow.a. today are living below the Poverty line.
How :can we spread the word that social security is an assiSt,Pa help,

a supPlenient-that it does not remove. the responsibility for ,

individual to .somehow provide for their own retirement? Is there any
rule of thumb that we can use to -delineate for the average:person what
propstortion social security should be .able. to supply for their financial,'..4..
need :,.after.,retirernent and what proportion they should, be prO7i.ding" %

on their-own-through a company, through savings4hrough Whatever,
Other. means they posSess. Not enough people todarare, cognizant of
the fact that they.must provide part of their retirement' income..The .

.- preSsure to continually increase social security benefits' comes. from
people who discover these benefits are simply -madeqiiate for them to
maintain- theniselvea after retirement. It is going to pose.'a terrible .

load on young working people if we continue thistrerid.. :

NEEDED . FACTS- ON SOCIAL 'SECURITY o
;:

Secretary CALIFANO. Well, in terms of as variathon of mistakes and
that-is what- creates- a significant amount . of problem to which you
allude but there are over 2 million people on social, security :On are
alSo: getting supplemental security income to bring, thein. --up to the .
pa7erty The extent to which we provide adequate info'rtuatinn
between the;social Security system is something I will take a look. et;
when I go back, and I will be happy to provide whatwe.do. and don't
dO in response to your question: I

Senator PERCY. appreciate that very much: Part of our job' is
supplying public information. This mistaken iMpression about .Social
security is similar to the one about medicare'and medicaid,. as Senator.
'Church; outhas aptly pointed. out, the dollars put ou for health care are ,
Mitch' as they were before medicare and medicaid; with' about, 43 pen.'



; MOSt people assume that medicare is
;;atictiheY are shocked when they discover

n ooveiiika.4hich they must, pay."'
t0,to.:find. a way to inform the public on which

gOing Yer,eive in&which-they'are not. Some rule
of °tl umb needs] to 'be' deSignOd fOrieticial security 80 that it. is not
looked sp as eiiiiktiitetireinent income; otherwise, the Unfortun-

affilkini ' '
[Sutbaequent "to the heating; SOCretary Califano.supplied the follow-

.
.on:

InfainiiiiOn4AnlifrOjalsprOdueed Over 10 years stress that social security
,benefittinie'meantt6 be only a partial replacement of preretirement income. For
eiatnPle,:the`nttaahed feafle f`SoCial Security In Your Financial Planning" was

,.finstpubliahedln,t120 late 1960's: Its primary message is the need to supplement

E40101'stibenefitiaOne of t,lw, priMary means we nave of iniorming the public is through amonthly
package.: OfInaterlals'fori/all-Media. Included with the materials distributed for
use,in August 1978 was *draft by-line column (copy attached) on the .subject of
planning retirement income. The need fOr supplementing social security benefits

istenip
Currently in the earl stages of production is a leaflet on the general Subject of

the value of social sevuritxto today's worker. One of the leaflet's primary.messages
will need tnProVi e additional retirement income to maintain one's stand-"
and of living.

i.;-,:.tirron!;Toar Social Security" column, August 1978. No. 11.

. ',PLANNING RETIREMENT INCOME
, - (By Social Security District Manager)

;Peopleicenceined about having sufficient income to maintain their lifestyles
throUgh their,retirement years; should remember that'only earnings after retire-
relent, butnot otherforma.of income, may affect receipt of their social seCurity.

Cheeks:
. .

This means thitthe wise planner looking ahead should be consideringwhatever
Winn

iavailable resources he or she has that can be used to generate nonwork income in .
the future. Sucli, sources depend on one's current financial situation, but may
include ,savings, inVestments.. insurance, or rental income. Income from renting,
rooms. to college gtUdentS, for example, would usually not. affect a retirement
check; While the came amount of Money earnea by working'at a part time job-,

, The fact that there is a limit on the amount of earnings a person may have
and still draw- social security benefits is confusing to many' people. And, when

. they discover that the limitation 'does not include nonearned income, it becomes

even less understandable. There are several reasons for the earnings limitation
-,and the manner in which it is applied. ,

First of all,lsocial security benefits are designed to partially replace earnings .

lost through retirement; death, or disability. If there has been no such reduction
in earnings, .then the individual is not considered retired, disabled, or dependent
on the earnings of a retired, disabled, or deceased person.

Second, social security was never designed to replace all of a person's earnings,
only part of them. The benefits are supposed to provide a base upon which people I

can build ,their own level of financial security through their own initiative and
enterprise. There would be less incentive to save and invest for the future if by.
doing so an individual risks losing the floor of proteCtion provided by Social

security "contributions..
If you do plan to work after retirement, you'll'find that you can increase your

income: without losing all of, your social security benefits. In 1978 the annual
exempt: arnonut of earningss $4,000 for individuals 65 and over, and $3,240 for

those under 65. .

-After-reaching the earnings limit, social security- benefits are reduced $1 for
every= in excess earnings. At age 72 the earnings limit does not apply.

- The annual exempt. amount is scheduled to continue to rise in future years. For ,

a'65-year-old it will be $4,500 in 1979, and for those under 65, the rise will parallel

increases in average wage levels.



thinit'to:reinetiber-latbat the: monthly earnings test no longer applies ex-
fidttring:the-lear, bOthibh a Raison. Starts receiving: social security benefite.

liefo*400977_,itiloelaVSecuritirAmendmentsi a person could receive a full` social
seoUritrreheerfer'anytonuthiiirwhich he 'or she did not earn one - twelfth of the
ennuatexemPt linounP03341or:a65-year7old in 1978) no matter how much he
or she for the lyear
t:attowettgaleriereent,ofthosacurrent beneficiaries whose benefits are reduced

because Of .:t.h&retent,test have substantial earnings. They include people who
oronckeseasonneanother continue.to work-,;..the self-employed, professionals, and

era *hooka woit Is not too physically taxing.' The added income provides for the
estgle:thefivisli.to Maintain,: .

But it.thaprespect of working aftei retirement does not appeal to you, considetf
the wayei indwhiciisott,may nonwork income. Talk to your banker, ac-
gontitaut; or Some other person whose financial advice you can trust. It could pay

for you is your retirement years.-t
iiiii.Imarriedlateand have two children both under 18. lohnderstand that

eell'be entitled to benefits, too, when I retire at age 65. Will their earnings affect
my social Securittyq cheek?

Aninver:No. earnings will only affect their social security benefits.
Questie* Why doesn't the retirement test apply to people who are 7 and overt
Answer: If therlkwere .no age limit, people who work to a very ad ced age

wouldnot receive any social security benefits' even though they had p into the
system all their. working:. years. For that. reason the upper age limit is set to
:provide equity to such. workers. In 1982 the age limit is scheduled to op to Age
70 1

ion;Ilow does social secnrity keep track of a beneficiary's earntgst.
wer. A beneficiary who enacts to earn more than the annual exe t Amount

. yin 'a yeakshould notify, social; security in advance so benefit payme may b
adjnated.,A report of earnings.must then be filed by April 15 of the foll g year/

.:In addition; employer (reports of wages are automatically screened a t lane-
ficiary;redords at Social Security headquarters.

"SenateEr. prieir. One final restion, Secietary. Calif ano. u did.
Makeli.cominent on page 16 t at I would appreciate some, ansion
on, eitherlidtv or for the record. You said:

We must remember that when older citizens work they create new jobs and
that; the, job market is.not a confined space with a precisely limited number bfljobs.

This w&very important concept; worthy of expansion, if you would'
cate=to do so.
,'Secietary :CiLireigo. I will expand in some form and prOvide de-.
taild' for the record, the point simply being, as they work they earn
moneyy.which,In turn,: gives them purchasing poWer which/creates
:jobs for other people. I think' they would like to give yok a more ,
elaborate explanation of that point, but I think it is an iniportant .
point because:of thisgreat. tendency to grossly oversimplify :the issue.
There are,x number'of jobs in the country and if the oldk Americans
take -,sOmelproportion of them, the younger Americantiiiill not get
theni. That is jtist not the 'case'.
;-',Senator'?I'Ertc-r.1 think it will help us remove some of the resent-

ment 'held ,by 'those entering the job market, for peo who decide
to stay on to 70 and be on. They need to know that lder !workers'

urehasitig OWer creates "obs and contributes to a higg r'.'stiindard of
living for -all Amdricans. It is a way of stimulating t as;ecoilom3;., not

[Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary califano submIted the follow -
ing

de pressing it.

information:]
The notion that mere jobs for older worker will Mean fewer jobs fOr younge4-

workers is a fallacy. The fallacy. is in, thinkiny that the number of jobs in the
Nation.is fixed in size. In fact, the biz() of the national output depends upon the
input of factories of production: labor,. natural resources, and prOduepd capital
goods. The larger the input of each of these factors of production, ,theslarger will

"be the national output. . .

26-05379---r-4
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;Whenever there are new entrants into the employed-labor foredwhether from
population growth. or .increased participation. by minorities. or women or older

workers. -the- same netural resources: and capital stock can produce a larger'
"national output-The increment of output produced. by these additional workers
"provides the.source of payment to these workers: each worker earns his keep.

To eleborate,:tirms hire additional workers as long as the : value of output
added by these workers:covers their. wages. The wages of the workers in turn
provide income;whichis'spent.fqr:goods

and. services. Thus in the circular flow of

viods-eadiacomai.lilring new ..worIcers.simultaneously creates more goods and

theliticohiete buy,the,additOnal outplit'of the economy.
Theretere several qualifications:which should.be noted. irst, aggressive =one-

, ..terY and fiscal, policies-must be pursued to maintain aggregate demand. Second,
for.any given level of 'capital (factories, machines, inventory etc.) the absorption
of .additional workers would tend to lower the real wage. It is therefore essential

`::tcr,41gorously*Tpursue policies to expand capital formation and stimulate tech-
nOlOgical progress: Finally :there may be problems for particular groups of workers

to'specialixed skills (o'r .1009,k thereof), location, industry, etc. These structural,
": problems must be dealt wi

Senafoi PikacY2Thank you very much indeed, Mr. 'Secretary.
`Thank you, Mr. al:iSiiman.,v
Senator CHURCH. Senator_lItcy, I agree withy.Ou. We must develop

a. clearer conception of just what social seciirj.ty is meant to be in our
society. :I think that there is a continuing' argument among us- con-

, cerning.what,.the role :of, .the. social .security system should. be. Origi

-nally, it was intended to coverbare necessities that would enable peoPle

to live decently in retirement, but to do more. It was also. orig.mally

intended to be a retirementprogram, thus the retirement test. We have

seen that change a good deal through the _years. At age. 70, social
security,. becomes an annuity program,_ beginning in 1982. And the
benefit'1S available whether or not the person continues' to work.

THE RETIREMENT TEST
. -

We have seen the retirement test. increased. I myself have favored
that. Nevertheless, as it continues to increase, less and less. retire,
ment is required in order to qualify for_ the benefita. So I think .we

need to define .for ourselves what the role of social security. should be.
If we can come to an agreement among ourselves, perhaps the public
conception can be clarified. The confusion stems at least in part from

an inability to decide. among ourselves just what the role of social
security should be 'in our society.

Mr. Secretary; I want to join, with both, the Republican members
of the committee in expressing my appreciation for the testimony you
haie given us. It seems to me that the testimony will be a rich source-

book for us. It contains some very important formation that I hope
will give us guidelines for the balance of our hearings. I am grateful .

to you for coming here and spending the morning with us. We wish to

express appreciationfor the entire committee. .

Secretary CALIFANO: Mr. Chairman, thank you very much: It has
been one of the most thoughtful hearings and questions that I have
encountered since I have been the ..Secretary, and I appreciate the

.
opportunity to come here. .

. .

Senator CHURCH. Thank you. You have the least e 'able post in. .

the Cabinet, but probably the most important in ter of its impact
upon our own people.

..Senator Dordisrici. Mr. Chairman, might I ask the Secretary a

'question? don't 'want you to answer this, but I wonder if you might
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resent We' clinirnitte4-With Solis kind of chart on the issue of inflation
'as Zt iffiloi-Okts upon these kinds., of income maintenance' prograins that

e.arodisc. ussink
1312.frik'3014ThaVe-gathered from this testimony today, is that the
Cthing, that Could.haiven to these programs is for inflation to

candy". diminish and be somewhat more controlled. I am riot
tltt5orou suggest how we do that, but I think it would be

torestiigfto.have-some kind of -chart showing the impact of various
2iiiflationary:.levels with assumed GNP growth levels on the programs
;.that now exist and.theld011ar impactin terms of our budget. Do you

you could _tint that together in some manner for us to see?
- Secretary- OALIPANO. Yes, I. think we can, Senator DOmenici. I
cannot resist the Opportunity to just take hospitals alone and point
.out their4costs, it; their charges grow by only one and a half
1:times'aS Much-AS' the rest-of- general inflation in the economy over the
'next' 5 Years, we would save $57 billion as a country and $20 billion
yin Federal expenditnres just that piece of the problem.

Senator Doidioxicx. I would 'very much appreciate suchim analysis
in an obj*Ctive chart.

Secretary CALIPANO. We will do that.
Sonia& cimiciiici. Thank you.

'lowing information ,

[Subsequent to:the hearing, Secretary Coano submitted the fol-

ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING SOCIAL SECURITY LONG-RANGE COST
PROJECTIONS

,

Theofficial-cost projections for the social security prograth (oAsrii and Medi-7...
...Care) are based upon assumptions and explained in detail in the 1978',-:
Annual Re its of the. Board of. Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors .

Insurance Trust Fund, Disability Insurance Trust Fund Hospital Insurance
Tiust Fund, and. Stipplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund. ,

Because the future canncithe predicted with certainty, long-range projectione
are made on the basis of alMnative assumptions in order to determine how the

. .
....social security programs would operate under future ginditione that might reason

,
-

ablX tie expected to develop. The alternative II, or termediate, set of assump-
vtions-from the 1978 Trustees Reports include assumptioni that:

'":.eMortiility'rates.will decline overall by about 19 percent from 1977 to 2050;
z.

,fektility rate will increase from its estimated level in 1977 of 1.79
Ohildrenitwe woman, gradually reaching 2.1 children per woman by 2005 and

.:iernainint level thereafter;
Disability incidence oraes will continue increasing, reaching an ultimate

;level in 1997 that is 25 percent greater than the estimated 1977 level;
Female labor force participation rates will increase to an ultimate level 19

rpercent greater than the ion level;
After 1984, the Consumer Price Index will increase by 4 percent annually ---;

..(greater increases are assumed between 1978 and 1984);
After--19991 average wages in covered employment will increase by

ipercent annually (greater increases are assumed between 1978 and 1999);
The unemployment rate for the total. labor force will be 5 percent after .

:;1984;
Hospital costs will increase by 15-17 percent annually for the next 5 years;

.after 10 years, the annual increase is assumed to be about 10-12 percent.
Assumptions were also made concerning other variables such as the timing pat- -

item of fertility, migration levels, insured status; disability. termination rates,
;marital stpAtte, administrative expenses, and interest rates.
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EFFECT: ON OASDI TRUST FUND OPERATIONrOF VARIOUS RATES OF INFLATION AND ECONOMIC GROWTHI

197882rtybIllioni of dollars): 4
T tax income
Total.impenditures

*1878-2032 (upwards(' of taxable payroll):
AverageMer become

. Average, expmiditures

Difitefierrien

Intermediate
Inflation, /

Low Inflation, Intermediate High Inflation
fast growth growth slow growth

8614.2 . 1598. E. I
597.9 5 ' 609.5'

12,16,
'1

16
1, 1 5.6

r

-10.9

12.16
13.96

-1.80

1iIIIIeiailieni1C assumptions underlying the 3 models of economic gro legs attachtM table 10 frorItthe
1978 Anneal Report of the Board of Trustless of the Federal Old-Age a Insurance and Disability Insurance
Trust Funds.''Ecsemolo growth" refers here to increases-In the real (i.e. art djusted).gross national product In the
near future, andesIns In real wage levels In the long-range future. Ind re is measured bythe Consumer Price Index. The
low Infletionfiest growth; Intermediate infletloo/intermediate growth, and high inflation/Wow growth patterns sorresPand

. to the alternative 1,11, and I II,sets of assumptions in the 1978 trustees reports, respectively.
.correspond

.

Vibccerpta from the '19T8 Anntial Reports of the:Hoards of Trtittiees 'of the FederatOld-Age. . , . .

and Survivors'' Insurance and Disability Insurance Trust Funds, the Federal 'Hospital
Insurance ,Trust Fond, and -the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund]

* *Hsi,. The rate of grOwth In real GNP is ameastire of growth In threalrlevel
of econoinio activity, .refieCtingchanges einployment levels, average earnings,
etO., all- of' which affect'. total earnings trixable.under the OASbI program.

The -Values assumed for the econornie2 and demographic: factors'after the early
years .are intended:to represent !the average experience for those years and are
not Intended to be predictions.of year-by-year values, which are expected .to vary
because of possible future E.Conciraie,cycles. .

TABLE 10.-VALUES OF SELECTED, ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS ASSUMED IN ALTERNATIVES I, II,
. . 4

AND II I, BY -CALENDAR YEAR

Calendar year

Percentage Incresie in average annual-:
Average

Wages in Consumer Real annual Total
covered Price wage unemploy- fertility

RealGNPI employment Index (CPI) differentialI ment rate rate a

Alternative I:
1977
1978
9179

1980
1981
1982

11 998384
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

1991
1992.
1993

# 1994
a 1995

1996
1997
1998,

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005 and later

See footnotee at end of table.

4.00
2.7
3.0 -
3.3
3.3
3.3

7.7 8.5
7.2 6.1

4 6. 0
.1 5.5

7.6 5.0
7.4 4.5
7.1 4.0
6.0 3.5
5.5 3.0
5.5 3.0
5.5 3.0
5.5 3.0
5.5 3.0
5.5 3.0
5.5 3.0
5.4. 3.0
5.4 3.0
5.4 3.0
5.4 3.0
5.3 3.0
5.3 3.0
5.3 3.0

5.525 3.0
5.25 3.0
5.25 3.0
5.25 3.0
5.25 3.0
5.25 3.0

1.2
1.1
2. 4
2.6
2.6
2.9
3.1
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5,
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4

32.
2.3
2.3
2.3

2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25

7.0
6.3
5.9
5.3
4.9

'4.3
4.0
4. 2
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5

1, 789.5
1, 764.6
1,793. 8
1, 822.9
1, 852.1
1, 881.2
1, 910.4
1, 940.9
1, 970, 5
2, 002.5
2,036. 0
2, 070.2
2, 104. 3
2, 137. 3
2, 168. 3
2,196.3
2,220.7
2, 241.1
2, 257.6
2, 270.6
2, 280.5
2, 287.8
2, 292.8
2, 296.1
2, 298.0
2, 299. 1
2, 299.6
2, 299.9
2, 300.0
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'you 10.-- VALUES or piano ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS ASSUMED 11. ALTERNATIVES 1,'11,

AND CALENDAR YEAR-Madrid

. Paradigm beam In image annul-
Average

Wages In Consumer Real annual Total

covered ' Price ge unemploy- fertility
Gad (INP 1 employment Index (CPI) differviirial meet rate rates

Alternative
C9

1978..7- 4.7
4.8

1980 r'" 4.8
13111... 5.1

4.1
1963. 3.5
1984. 2.5

3.0
1983 3.0
1986.
1987 3.1
1989- 3.0
1989
1190.
19911_
1999293_

1994
1995
1996
1997.
19911...
1999
20:10_
2001_
2002.
2003
2004.
2005 and labor '

Alternative III:
1977
1978
1979
IMO

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

987
-

1
1988
1989
1990

991
1992

121 .
1996
1995

1997_

7999
2000

1

2200002

2003
2004.,
2005 and later.

4.9 ,
4.7
4.1

8
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.5
2.8
2.8
2.7

?7.7 1.2
.

.7.0
7.2 1 1.1 6.3

Ift 78954:5

L
7.9 L I 1.8 5.9 1,775.1
7.9 5.7 2.2 5.4
7.4 2 2.2 5.0 1,808.4

1.

L
7.4 5.0 2.4 4.8 1,825.1
7.1 C 7 2.4 4.6 1,841.8
6.1 4.1 2.0 4.8 1,858.

6.0 4.0 2.0 L 0 1,876.9
6.0 4.0 2.0 5.0 1 8
L 0 4.0 2.0 5.0

991. 7

6.0 4.0 2.0 6.0 1,941.1
6.0 4.0 2.0 5.0
6.0 4.0 2.0 5.0

1,964.5

6.0 CO 2.0
1,987.8

5.0 .. 2,809.9
5.9 4.0 1.9 5.0 2,030.0
5.9 4.0 1.9 5.0 2,047.5
L 9 CO 1.9 5.0 2,062.0
5.9 4.0 1.9 5.0
L 8 4.0 1.8

ill ;
5.0

5.8 4.0 1.8 5.0 2,089.5
5.8 4.0 .4.8 5.0 2,094.3
5.8 4.0 1.8 5.0 2,097:4
5.75 4.0 1.75 . 5.0 2,099.2
5.75 4.0 1.75 5 0 2,100.1
5.75 CO 1.75 es 2,100.3
5.75 4.11 1.75 3.0
L75 4.0 1.75 ' 5.0
5.75 4.0 1.75 5.0

22:1100.06.31

2,100.0

7.7 6.5 1.2 7.0 1,789.5
7.2 6.1 1.1 6.3, 1,745,9
8.2 6.3 1.4 6.0
7.4 7.1 .3 7.0

1,737.6
1,729.2

8.0 7.0 1.0 7.0 1, 720. 9

8.3 L 5 1.8 6.6 1,712.6'
8.0 CO 2.0 6.2 1, 704.3

7.0 5.5 1.5 5.8 1,696.4
6.5 L 0 L 5 5.5

11; La 96L 5 L 0 1.5 5.5
C 5 5.0 1.5 5.5
6.5 5.0 1.5 5.5

1,682.6
1,682.7

6.5 5.0 1.5 5.5 1, 681.9

6.5 L 0 1.5 5.5
11: 668.693. 066.5 5.0 1.5 5.5

6.4 5.0 1.4 -5.5 1, 697.3
6.4 5.0 1.4 5.5 1, 701.0
6.4 5.0 1.4 5.5 1,703.9
L4 L 0 1.4 5.5 1,705.8
L 3 5.0 L 3 5.5 1,706.9
6.3 5.0 1.3 5.5 1,707.3
6.3 5.0 1.3 5.5 II:7706071

6.3 L 0 1.3 5.5
6.25 10 1.25 5.5

11: 770046.. 4L 125 L 0 1.25 5.5
6.25 5.0 1.25 5.5 1,702.8
6.25 L 0 1.25 5.5 1,701.6
6.25 5.0 1.25 5.5 I, 700.5
6.25 5.0 1.25 5.5 1,700.0

I Based on GNP expressed In 1972 dollars (i.e., total output of goods and services adjusted for inflation since 1972).

Not projected beyond 1988.
Darned to be the difference between percentage increases in average annual wagesand average annual CPI.
Average number of children born per 1,000 women In their lifetime.
As exPlained in the accorUMnying ted, the economic assumptions for the years 1978-81 are similar to the assumptions

mnderlyIng the President's 1979 budget.

The real level of economic activity is assumed to grow at differing rates under The
three sets of assumptions. The economic recovery from the recession that began in

974 is assumed to continue at a moderate rate under the intermediate assumptions
(alternative II) and at a somewhat faster rate under the optimistic assumptions
,(alternative I). Under the pessimistic assumptions (alternative III), a- pronounced
slow-down in economic growth is assumed to begin in 1979 and tecontinue through
1980, accompanied by increased rates of inflation, with higher rates of economic
growth resuming in 1981.
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After 1979, under the intermediate assumptions, the assumed annual' rate of
growth in the real GNP rises to 5.1 percent in 1981 and then declines to about 3
percent by 198.5. At the same time, the unemployment rate is assumed to decline to
less than 5 percent in 1982 'Before rising by 1985 to the ultimate assumed rateof 5-
percent. It is further assupaed that the annual rate of increase in average wages in
covered employment willI411 to about 6 percent by 1984, remaining at 6 percent
through-1991, and declining gradually thereafter until it reaches an ultimate level
of 5% percent in the year 2000. The rate of increase in the average annual CPI is
Mistimed to decline to 4 percent by 1985, under the intermediate assumptions.

'Also under alternative II, the total fertility rate is projected to rise slowly from
its assumed 1978 level to its assumed ultimate level of 2.1 children per woman
around, the year 2005. The effect of future, fertility experience on short-range and
medium-range projections in based on estimates of-workloads and approved
budgets for intermediaries and the Health Care Financing Administration. In
the long range, administrative cost increases are based on assumed increases in
workloads, primarily due to growth and aging of the population, and on assumed
unit cost increases of 2 percent less than the increases in average wages shown in
table Al.

FINANCING

In order to analyze costs and to evaluate the financing of a program supported'
by payroll taXes,'program costs must be compared on a year-by-year basis with
the taxable payroll which provides the source of income for these costs. Since the
vast majority of total program costs. rclates to insured beneficiaries and since
general revenue appropriations and premium payments are available to support
the uninsured segments, the remainder of this report will focus on the financing:
for insured beneficiaries.
Taxable payroll 0

Taxable payroll increases can be separated into a part due to increases in
covered wages and a part due to increases in the number of covered workers.
The taxable payroll projection used in this report is based on assumptions used
in projecting experience under the OASDI program. Increases in taxable payroll
assumed for this report are shown in table A2.
Rekttionship between program costs and taxable payroll

The single most-meaningful measure of program cost increases, with reference
to the financing of the system is the relationship between program cost increases
and taxable payroll increasesAf the rates of increase in4both series are the same,
a level tax rate over time will be adequate to support the program. However, to
the extent that program costs increase more rapidly than taxable pa -r
schedule of increasing tax rates will be .required to finance the system er time.
Table A2 shows the resulting increases in program costs relative to ble payroll.
over the 25-year projection period. These relative increases uate somewhat
during the 1978-80 period, clue to the ad hoc increases in t maximum earnings.
subject to taxes. After 1980, the relative increases reduce gradually to an ulti-
mate level of approximately 3 percent per year.

The result of these increases over the duration of the projection period is a
continued increase in the year-by-year ratios of program expenditures to taxable-
payroll, as shown in table A3.

SENSITIVITY TESTING OF COSTS UNDER ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS

Over the past 20 years, aggregate inpatient hospital costs for all patients have
increased substantially faster than increases in average wages and prices in the
general economy. As indicated in table Al, the 10-year period preceding Medicare.
was characterized by an ElVerage 10.4 percent increase in hospital costs, nearly
percent higher than the increase attributable to general wage and price increases.
The 1966-71 period experienced substantially highcr increases in total hospital
costs, averaging 16 percent per year. Of this increase, general economic facto'rs
accounted for only 54 percent; the remaining Mpercent reflected increases in
the volume of services provided and in unit input intensity. Even during the 1972-
74,period of economic stabilizatioq program controls, hospital costs increased at
an average rate, of about 12; percent, over V: percent higher than 'the amount,
attributable to increases in average wages and in the CPI. gxperience for the fully
decontrolled years 1975-76 shows an average annual increase in hospital costs of
nearly 17 percent, of which about 9 percent is in excess of increases in general
economic factors. Preliminary indications for 1977 show hospital cost increases
remaining about EV percent higher than wages and prices in the general economy.

The sustained, high rates of hospital cost increases in the past raise serious,
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Otiiiesiiitieirlinif.futUrereast increases which might be anticipated. Under
conventional economic' widsOm, th industry would not be expected to

4ustain'Adfifilinely,:i the same.ratn of growth, relative to the general economy.,
,4enoeriSifeedIluringthe lest' 20 Yea* However, the grurth pattern has persisted

,(01.44Ong period of tirne'and shoWe'no indication of hoRing. The m asonable
attern Of,cost increaee assumptions for the future, then, would f tween the

o' extremes ot.,,czy , NI , WO ite , continuation of. the past level excess of
hospital cost inlirOehes 0V:0:general economic factors and (2) a decline in the near
term to hospital cost' ifiereaselevels approaching. those for the economy as a whole..

,4n,vieiVotthe Uncertainty of future cost trends, projected costs for the hospital
,imlurancepregrainhaVebeezi'prePared under three alternative sets of assumptions.

summary "of the aseumptions and results is shown in table A3. The set of
.lisSum tions laVeled "Alternative II" forms the b for the detailed discuision
4if -hose tal coat trandeand ..esultingprogram costs tinted througheut this report.
',.titt,.,renta'an intermediate set of cost incre assumptions compared with

..' the cost and more optimistic alternative I and the higher, cost and less.

a. PI)
III. Increases in the economic factors (average wages and

cv) for the three alternatives are consistent with those underlying the OASDI

4. ::As nOtO'd 'earlier; the Single; nibst meaningful measure of hospital insurance
.,program cost increases; referenee to the financing of the,,system, is the relation-
'ship betWeen program cost increases and taxable payroll increases. The extent
to whichlprograrnl costs increases exceed increases in taxable payroll will deter-
Mine hOiv'steePlytax rates must increase to finance the system over time
'I; Under alternative II,Vrogram costs are projected ultimately to increase apprOx-

: llnately,31ercent faster than increases in taxablepayroll. Program expenditures,
which are currently about t2 percent of taxable payroll, increase to a, level in excess.
'of '5 percent by the year 2000. under alternative II assumptions.. Hence, if all of the
projection assumptions are realized over time, hospital insurance tax rates by the
end' of the 25-year period Will have to be substantially higher than those provided
in the present. financing schedule (2.9 percent of taxable payroll, for 1986 and
ater). .

Alternatives I and iII,' Contain.'i assumptions which result in program costs.
increasing, relative to taxable payroll increases, approximately 2 percent less and'''.
2Pereent more rapidly, respectively, than the results under alternative II. Under
alternative I, ,,programed costs ultimately increase 1,percent more rapidly than:

,-increases in taxable payroll. By the .year 2000; program expendutures under this-
alternative would be Slightly greater than 3,i percent of taxable payroll; Hence,

spital insurance tax rates required by the-end of the valuation period would be-
ater_ than those currently scheduled, even under the optimistic alternative I

..^.:assiimptions. Under,alternative III, program costs ultimately Increase, nearly 5.
percent more rapidly than increases in taxable payroll. The result of this differen-

t- tial is a level of program expenditures in fthe year 2000 which is slightly over r
percent of taxable payroll, more than 4 percent higher than the 2.9 percent tax.
rate currently scheduled.

TALE.A2:-RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INCREASES IN TOTAL HI PROGRAM COSTS AND INCREASES IN TAXABLE
PAYROLL I

lin Percent!

.

Calendar
year

HI benefit costs .

:031. Skilled Home HI admin. Total HI HI Ratio of
inp tient nursing health Weighted istrative program , taxable costs to

hal: facility a agency 3 average costs costs a payroll payroll

1978 18.2 i5.8 30.5 18.4 9.6 18.2 11.0 1 5
1979 17.6 , 16.0 26.0 17.7 10.3 17.6 16.3 1.1
1980 17.1 15.1 19.4 17.1 9.9 17.0 11.9 4.6
1985 11 6 10.2 . 10.8 13.5 7.8 . 13.4 7.2 5.8

.1990 11.7 8.9 . 8.9 11.6 7.2 11.5 6.5. 4.7
1995 118 14 14 117 1 7 117 14 4.0.

.. 9.8 7.9 7.9 9.8 6.0 9.7 6.5 3.0

rcent increase n yeaiIndicated over previous year.
. .

- 2 This column differs slightly'from the last column of table Al, since table Al includes all persons eligible for HI protec-
lion while this-table excludes noninsured persons. . 1

.
oCostiattributable to Insured beneficiaries only. Benefits and administrative costs for noninsured persons are financed'

through general revenue traisidirs and premium payments rather an through payroll taxes.
4 Percent Increases hithe.ratiootprograms exzeothases.to to le payroll. This iseoullfalent M.this diffirelitill between.

..iiiiiinossurfn progrsm costs end.ther increase in-taxable pay . . ' .

.11Ote:faxahlepifffiff Is adjuited to take Into account the lower contribution rates on'self-employment income, on tips,.
and on' multiple-employer "Ascots wages" as compared with the combined employer-employee rate. .

. . .. .
.
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TABLE A3.- SUMMARY -OF ALTERNATIVE COST PROJECTIONS FOR THE HOSPITAL INSURANCE PROGRAM

1 Iln pertentl g

...- . ,
in aggregate Inpatient hospital Changes firths relationship

costs* between costs and payroll* Expendi-
tures es

Volume ,, Ratio of a percent

Average and Program Taxable costs to of taxable

Calendar Year wages - CPI intensity Total costs' payroll Payroll payroll

Alternative 1:
1978.
1979...
1980
1985

, 1990
1995
2000

Alternative 111

Alternative III:
--,,' 1978

1979
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

.

7.2 8.1 8.7 '15.7 18.2 11.0 6,5 2.08
8.4 , 8.0 7.3 14.8 17.2 16.8 0.4 2 07,

8.1 5.5. 6.3 13.8 16.1 12.2 3.5 2.1 14

3.0 5.4 9.6 11.3 6.6 4.4 2.62

5.5 3.0 3.9 8.0 9.1 2.9 3.10

5.4 3.0 3.4 7.4 8.0 5.8 2.1 3.49

5,2 3.0" 3.1 40 7.2 6.1 1.0 3.69

7.2 6.1 6.7 15.7 18.2 11.0 6.5 2.06

7.9 6.1 8.3 15.7 17.6 16.3 1.1 2.09

7.9 , 5.7 '"" 6.2 a 15.3 17.0 11.9 4.6 2.18

6.0 4.0 6.9 ''' 12.0 13.4 7.2 5.8 2.86

6.0 4.0 5.3. 10.8 11.5 6,5 4.7 3.65

5.11 4.0 5.3 10.2 10.7 .6.4 4.0 4.47

5.8 4.0 4.6 9.4 419.7 6.5 3.0 5.20

, 7.2 6.1 L7 15.7 18.2 11.0 P 6.5 2.08

X462
4

6.8
7.1

8.4
8.2

. 16.3
15.9

18.1
17.6

16.4
9.4

1.4
7.5

2.10
2.26

5 5.0 8.4" 14.3 15.3 8.6 6.1 '3.04
6.5 5.0 7.7 13.5 13.8 7.1 6.3 4.22

6.4 5.0 7.7 13.3' 13.1 7.0 5.7 5.58

6.2 5.0 6,9 12.5 12.0 6.9 4:8 7.08

..1 Percent increase in the yea indicated over the previous year. Includes hospital costs for al patients.

*Percent Increase In the y indicated over the previous year.
a Include, cost attributable' insured beneficiaries only.

Note: Taxable Payroll Is Jueted to take into account tic's lower cont' ribution rates on self-employinent income, on UM

. and on multiple -emplo zee's wages" as compared, with the combined employerlmployee rate.

119NTEtLY: ADEQUATE ACTUARIAL RATE FOR DISABLED ENROLLEES

The monthly adequate' actuarial rate for disabled enrollees applies-to-persons
eligible to enroll because they have been entitled totdisability insurance benefits,

for not less than 24 consecutive months or because they are suffering from end
'stage renal 'disease. Projections for disabled enrollees (other than those suffering
from end 'stage renal disease') are prepared in a fashion exactly parallel tri pro-

: jeetions for the aged, using the same actuarial assumptions. :Costs for the elgd

stage renal diseaseprogram'ara projected using a computer model because of the

complex demog-raphic problems involved. The combined results- for all disabled
enrollees are shown In Table 4.

The projected monthly mite required to pay for one-half of the total ottion. efit
and administrative costs for disabled enrollees for the year ending Tune 20;1979;
its $24.34. The monthly adequate actuarial rate of $25.00 provides an,,adjustment
for interest earning& and a. fmall margin for contingencies.

TABLE 4.LDERIVATION OF PROMULGATED MONTHLY RATE FOR DISABLED ENROLLEES,

YEARS ENOING JUNE 30 OF 11176-79

1976 1977 1978 1979

Total benefits.*
Administrative eases"
Incurred expenditures

'Value of interest on fund_

$13.85 $16.82 $19.78 $22.60
1.57 1.45 , 1.66 1.74

15.42 18. 27 21. la 24.34
-.31 -.41 -.53 -,613

Margin for contingencies and to amortize unfunded liabilities 3.39 1.14 4.09 . 1.34

\ , Promulgated monthly rate
18.50 19.00 25.00 25.00

SENSITIVITY TESTING

Several factors contribute to uncertainty about future trends in meslical care
costs. In' view of this, it seems,appropriate to test the adequacy under alternate
assumptions of the rates promulgated here. The most unpredictable factors which
-contribute significantly tor future costs are outpatient hospital osts, physician
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utilisation Ems` of; more visits per capita, the
of more expensive cad; and' other factors not explained by simple priceper
9e'in,asle8)i' Aldan akiesItVPhysibian fees as conStrained by the program's

,Onable.4isogviereekiiiland i'eaenOmi0 Two alternative sets of hasutnp-
"luittrtlierititiltirt0:,those.)Mhimptiorie are shoWlVin Table 5. All assumptions

not hdliMio. TOW, &arethe dartia'atin Table -3 : .

lrable.5
mindiciatesithatitildet.the

assumptions used in preparing thia.report: the
romulgatecionthly result in an excess of assets over liabilities of $1,212

011' In12 percent of the stimated total
ineurreet,espenditures 4cir the fo :Assumptions which ...are,somewhat
ihereveitiirstatiat1I4otluce a deficit of$61 on by the end of June 1979, although
the;balatMeat4he,trust'Ithad,Veniahis, ve allowintg the prograin ,to continue
&Yin clalme resented:',Under fairly o tiMistic assumptions, the promulgated

rrates. ,Aresulf.in!an.excets of asset's over - liabilities of $2,169 million,
Whidh-amoUntii to 25'pereent cipthe estimated total incurred expenditures for the
fpllowIng year:. :

r_

.,:111Alit.e,i1144PROJECTION.,FACTORS AND:THE;ACTUARIAL STATUS OF THE SMI TRUST FUND UNDER
VI4LTERNATIVE SETS OF ASSUMPTIONS TEARS ENDING JUNE 30 OF 1978-79:.

Projection factors On

fliggitilitilirrof 'physicians' services I
Outpatient hospital swab.. pec;capita -
Home health agency services per capita.-

. Aittiiiial itatus On Millions):
Assets
liabilities

Mots less liabilities,

Ratio
per

'at' esiets Jess liabilities to expenditures (in
ort)

This projection ''Low essumptiotk High assumption

1978 1979 1978 1979 1978 1979

1.8 7.9 7.3 6.4 10.3 9.4
2.0 3.0 .5 1.0 4.0 50.0

25.0 25.0 15.0 15.0 40.0 40.0
25.0 25.0 15.0 15.0 40.0 40.0

$3, 320 ;3, 939 33, 522 ;4, 711 $3, 059 $2,917
2, 314 2, 727 2, 242 2, 542 2, 4j5 2, 985

1,006 1, 212 1, 280 2,169 . 644 -68

11 11 , 15 6 -1

.

i As recognized for payment under the program.
a Increase in the number of services received per capita and greater' relative use of more expensive services.
s Ratio of asset Mu liabilities at the end of the year to total incurred expenditures during the following year, expressed

as a percent. z - . .

"E ......-STANDARD PREMIUM RATE ,

The law pcovides that the standard monthly premium rate, promulgated
.to appl for both aged and disabled enrollees, shall be the lesser of: ,

b
a) The adequate actuarial rate for enrollees age 65 and older; or
) The current standard monthly premium, increased by the same per-

centage that the level of old-age survivors, and disability insurance (OASDI)
benefits has been increased since the May preceding the promulgation
(and rounded to the nearer dime). . ,

. ,. _Tho standard monthly premium rate for the 12-month period ending With
June 30, 1978, is $7.70. The 0 DI 'benefit table was increased 5.9 percent in
June 1977. The $7.70 rate incr by 5.9 percent, and rounded to the nearer
ten cent multiple is $8.20. Sin his is less than the adequate actuarial rate, t

the standard premium rate is $8.20 for the twelve months ended with' June 1979.

Federal-SSI cost estimates for fiscal years 1978-82 using 011ier Americans .Act
assumptions on inflation and economic growth: Low inflation, fast growth,
$28.2 billion;. intermediate inflation, intermediate growth, $28.9 billion high
inflation, slow growth, $29.4 billion.

Senator CH:CIRCO. Thank: you, Mr. Secretary..
.SecretarY CALurAiro. Thank you,- Mr. Chairman. 0
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I ask that my prepared 'statement

be incorporated:in the hearing record.
Seiiator CHURCH. The prepared statement of Senator Percy will be

entered into the record at this time ; .

[The prepare& statement of Senator. Percy followsl
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PREPARED STA4EMENT or SENATOR CHARLES H. PERCY

"For the first time in history, the ordinary workeenow has a life after work,"
-states Andrey. Freedman, a labor , economist: But all too often this anxiously
-awaited time of relaxation is plagued with anxiety stemming from financial worry.
After spending many years productively employed, a retired person may become
bored and frustrated. In short,. many things may prevent the retirement years
-from being golcnn.

I read an article in this morning's Washington Post which cited a Harvard
Medical School study as finding that 10 to 20 percent of elderly persons which are
.classified as senile are not senile at all. The study found that "One of the largest
-single, causes of false senility . . . Is drug intoxication: that is, reactions to medi-
catiow3." This study points out a crucial aspect of the issue at question in this
hearing: What happens to the elderly after retirement? More often than not, they
are discarded and forgotten. They are shut off in nursing homes, where often they
.are kept in a state. of constant sedation. We construct a worlti for them, a world
separate from the rest of society, a world in which they fit our concept of what a
-elderly person should be and how he or she should act. How much of the senility
which we perbeive in the elderly is either nonexistent or is caused by anxieties,
-ofars, and lack of a sense of accomplishment brought on by retirement? This is
.ene of the issues, which I hope we address in these hearings.

Sometimes the older worker is in his or her 40's or 50's and, havingserved 20
or 30 years,with one company, becomes eligible for private pension retirement
benefits. That worker may want to retire and live on a pension, or may want to
switch careers and needs more education! or may want to continue working but
only part time. Other older workers, retiring at age 62, 65, or later hope to live

-.on social security, private pension, savings, or some combination of. these. But
inflation often takes its toll, and retirement funds that provided for plenty 6 or
10 years ago demand strict bUdgeting today. For these people, returning to work
or continuing to work part time becomes necessary.

It may become a national necessity for people to work longer as we approach
the turn of the century. At that time the "baby boom" will become the "senior
boom," greatly increasing the number of social security beneficiaries while, due to
declining birth rates, fewer workers will be available to support them: Phis
put on enormous strain on the social security system. Private pension funds,

-which will also suffer from more beneficiaries per worker, will be in tough financial
straits. There have been predictions that there will be a need to encourage workers
to stay in the labor force and to reverse the current trend of early retirement.
Older workers often have the experience and desire to continue working. In most
plow of employment they' have good attendance records. But they may need
or Besire a more flexible work schedule. Imaginative plans should be developed

..and implemented which will answer those needs.
We are holding these hearings to get an early start on developing ways of pro-.

viding choices to the older person that will be beneficial to both him or her and to
the economy. We must plan carefully and .creatively for the future, rather than
Wait for the problem to directly confront and overwhelm us. We must consider
-the many 'innovative ways to make jobs retirement and education fit people's
lifestyles.

-Senator CHURCH. Our next witness is Harold L. Sheppard, director,
Center on-Work- and. Aging of the American Institutes for Research.

Mr. Sheppard; we are happy to have you back again iagan wth us. Mr.
Sheppard was a former researcher for this committee and has con-
siderable knowledge about the, role of the older worker in our society..
We are pleased to welcome you and hear your testimony.

. .

STATEMENT OF HAROLD L. SHEPPARD, PH. D., WASHINGTON, D.C.,

DIRECTOR, CENTER ON. WORK wii) AGING, AMERICAN INSTI-
TUTES FOR RESEARCH

Mr. SHEPPARD. I will try to talk over the din of the audience eagerly
-waiting to hear my cowmen .

I want to than 'the co ttee and the Senator for this invitation
to participate in this a of hearing. It is also an example of why it
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, .was so necessary, in-my °pint to continue this Senate Special Corn-

-mittee on Aging, because it:- the position to deal with broader
'issues that transcend the jurisdiction Of the seParatelamittees.

Most of 'my remarks today are governed by the tone of the Secre-
. tary's testimony here today and his remarks delivered last April to

the American Academy of Political Social Science, concerning what
:seems to,be a mounting. burden imposed by the. increased population
of 'Older. Arnericans, especially in the near and long-term future: I

-want to concentrate on the long-term future and not today's burning
lissues. .

. . ..,.
My own view of the issue is, if there is such a burdenand I think

we really mean a rising cost level and not necessarily one that we are
unwilling to assumewe had better examine the question, what has

`brought that burden into being, orwill.potentially bring it, into being,
:and whether those factors need to be inevitable or can be prevented
.,or mitigated or whether they are absolute.

I want to zero in mostly on three -of those factorsbiomedical,
.demographic, and economic. That means, therefore, 'that any new
policies designed to resolve that problem has to cut across or transcend
'otherwise rigid and separate spheres of government and the rest of
society. I think many of the. ngs we are talking. about today involve.
programs and policies of no fy HEW, but Labor and Commerce.

One of the unclerlyino-Milti ces has to do. with the policies of gov-
'ernment and private institutions concerning the use in the labor force
of selected older age groups. I am not going to indulge here in any
excruciating detail on the labor force participation trends for people
.55 and over. .

. THE NEW BIOMEDICAL DIMENSION .
,

.

Another influence is generally labeled as demographic, and we have
'heard w lot About that today. But it also includes, in my opinion, a
ineif bibmedical dimension that I think will be lost sight of if we treat
,it. only withifikthe.framework of a .conventional demographic point of
vie*: I am referring here, specifically, to 'the recent sharp drop in
mortality rates among older adult Americans. I do not think the

. implications of this new development have sunken in yet enough in.
- , the minds of policymakers sand-administrators.

The third influence, or factor, is a set. of economic variables and
'developments, some of which are obvious in their relationship to the
topic of these hearings, but some fadtois are not so obvious. The list

'here includes such matters as inflatiOn, productivity, general employ-
...ment conditions, and the energy /resource crunch. I am not going to
.try and 'elaborate on each one of these separately but I want to try
and show how they interrelate with each other, as we try to do. in the
:book thdt Dr. Sara Rix and I wrote last year, "The Graying of
WOrkinc, America: The Coming Crisis of Retirement Age Policy."

It all domes down to the. 'question: Are we going to have to take
:another look at the early retirement, age" trend as the result of the.
;presumed rising, costs' of supporting a rising very old population?
That means it IS not enough to use the conventional demographic

. Approach of measuring the, so-called dependency ratio in discussing
--lhisissue. For one thing, that conventional approaeh,uses an arbitrary

.and iiiiprecise definition of "working. age" population. You will see
Hu a lot of the research literature .that it assumes all persons 20 91..21
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to 59 years of age, or 16 to 84 are actually working as a support base

for the nonworking old and young; second, that they are all working

the samet amount of hours per year; in other words, no full-time
equivaleite is taken into consideration when the conventional depend-

ency ratio is
.used.

To me, the bottom line point is that simply taking a dependency
ratio tells us nothing about costs which, after all, is what the fuss is,
all about. It is quite possible to. find, for example, that a dependenbucyt

ratio goes up over time for nonworking persons per 100 work

the costs nevertheless conceivably, go down. The dependen atio

might remain the same over the next four or. five decades, the

costs could go up. In other words, a simple arithmetic approac tells

nothing about, costs.
The new l(omedical development that I referred to earlier means

that we are going to have a far greater number of people, say, 80 and
overgreater than we had expected. Since 1969 or 1970, the mortality
rates of older age groups hay decreased sharply and at a rate far
greater than we had previously expected. It is greater, .by the way,

than forth° general mortality decline.
The result is that by the year 2000, even if there is no further

progress in the death rates, we can expect 1,725,000 more Americans

80 and older than we had expected for that year as recently as 1971.

In other words, we look at the 1971 reports and we find an estimate
that is 1,725,000 below what the new report shows, the latest Qne
being 1977. Instead of 6.3 million people 80 and over,, we can probably

expect about 8 million.
UNANTICIPATED ELDERS .

The main point is that 1.7 million of. the 3 million additional total.
number of Americans 65 and over, that extra number will 'consist of

Americans 80 and older. Therefore, in any exercise by HgWand other.'
departments that deal with national, accountSprojections, the' dige?-

ential costs of supporting specific age .CorciponentS.of the so-called 65?., A, '

ORS population has to be taken inteaceotint::1 think`itcrs.Very,aliti07.- .

leading, for example; if we take the tiveragt,Z.dost,ef.snpportingegcli .'
person 65 and. over as of 1975.

' medicalj data $ 4
For example, Secretary Califano'refers to cost data of. 400,A1 .

on the average per person 65 anditiirer..Ijf Would be IL mistake, kiliiiinit

towards the future, so simplpultipiy' that 'fi gure .6%0 tlietOl'al"
number of people 65 and ove 4ri order:0' try and 'e0imite Sunkrt .,
costs for that year 2000; because the.:0,:e. composition of ti)e 65:plus.,:s-
population is changing somewhat radically: T am agsun1ing he;reot,hat.

the total support host for each person ' .an(;,19V riving-to be mucli;-1 --

greater than, say, for thoSe people 65 to,69. `s .

Let me shift -D, little bit now to sine dther,_pgjnts. ve yet
learn what the total real impacts:-of recent 1.*lation reg. g the

shift in the,allowable manciatoryretirernertit0 of 65 to 70 lc,l, e,

or what the real impact of`the increase in the retireme iv

from 1 to 3 percent will be on the upward age,Side,of t polic isilti

I won't havejime to present it- here;. but there is. a supple entaly ,i, ,

submittal 'On- some research findings.thid we ye Veen, c: ang..ont

at the American Institutes.for. Reseakli wit itiVAtIA lint in two 1

cities of 1,000 people.We asked therm one qu stion% "T what. extent 7

4
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thisiner,ra.ialrinothe incentive to stay in the labor force make them
Oonaidei4changing the at which th?y,retire?" The results were much
&eater -than.I"eitPs44.464:-Aboidt,35 peicent said it would make them
consider Changing "their retireMsuit 'age beyond 65 or were not sure.

have tin:whir the detankright now, but it is in the total testi-
inony submitted , if I ay submit that as part of the testimony.

.

:' Steat.0;+Cnniton.,
. ; itifw#1 be entered into the record.'

SREPPlatto.1- the most important issue in all this is the
early retirement issue ?.When I say. 'important, I refer partly to the

-g relationship of earlyrOtireinent to the issue of supporting a dispropor-
..; tionately''grOringpopulation'of the very old, the truly dependent part

of thepopulation-:-.Asproportionately growing because of demographic
and biomedical factorbThe role of biomedical in that growth
rate of the very old is a very specific example of the results of our
Nation's prograssin promoting the health conditions of Americans
long lieforei they. reach a very old age: If we continue to pursue the
Pgoal.offimproying the health conditions of preelderly Ainericans--.-and
no one Thope, cad challenge that goal;we must be prepared to cope
with the lull consequence of successful outcomes, any '44 of those

outcomes is an increase in life expectancy.
;That might mean greater support costs for each o the very, old

Survived. If that is the case, then we hy0 to consider
now and Ur the shortterm future, not to mention the long run; the
necessity and the desirability of at least stabilizing or at best raising
,the agezt which- people retire in order to abstain or increase the total
.working population needed to support the costs of the truly aged
pOpulation.

Again, I want .to mention that in the supplementary testimony,
referring to our current research, we asked a question that relates to

..the. alternative suggestion for solving some of the social security
i; fund-problems, reducing the rate of increase in the number of people

-What I am dealing with is an issue for the Congress and the execu-
tive branCh, and I find one of the best ways of setting, forth that issue
is to quote from a 1976 report by the United Kingdom Department`
of. Health and Social Security. They deal with the issue of early.
retirement, especially as one way of "solving"',the Unemployment
problem-in England. They say the folkiwing:

'retizmg.

tiie'Auestionlacing those who advoate a loWer pension. age is what priority
-4 he leovernmentorepresinting the working population , as well as the retired,
D:.shquldgive to this costt[of providing an adequate income for men between 60

and 651
600rs OF EARLY RETIREMENT

other words, early retirement costs 'the general economy some-
.thihg, and, the benefits, such as the alleged increase in job opportunities

0, for 'the younger population might not, exceed those costs. Indeed,
* - the teal resource costs involved must be reckoned with, including

the- rOuction glikan economy's potential output due to early retire-
" mpfpatternsillit is even possible that the standard of living of the

remamog -working population would have to be lower. After all,
' thb inelbased cost of early retirement has to be paid from a smaller

I' nationals product.
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To be sure, we would be able to support a larger population or
nonworking persons of all ages if we were to experience some miracle.
in productivity increases, but so far there is little prospect for that..
Furthermore, the increased costs due to the required adjustments.
to a growing energy/resource squeeze only hggravate the productivity
issue.

An upward change in average retirement age might be in the
offingor at least a slowdown in the early retirement rate might be
emergingas a result of the high and continuing inflation rate. We
have already heard about this in the Secretary's testimony. I don't.
think we have any clear-etit empirical evidence on this, but I think it
is plausible to expect that workers reaching 60 or so today might
reason that they themselves would benefit from remaining in the
paid labor force longer than previously planned.

This also gets reinforced to the degree that such individuals learn
about the increase.in life expectancy. it means the earlier they retire,
the more brews they are going to have to face in retirement, and will
their inco6 take care of it all. It may also be reinforced because of
the apparent health status level of future generations of the young
olda level better than that of currentand past generations the same
size.

We already know that within' the context of options for early retire-
ment pensions, health status of workers is a powerful predictor of
actual early retirement. We know that through the Department of
Labor's longitudinal studies. We might expect, therefore, that as health
status improves, and given the many other factors that I have men-
tioned, the early retirement trend might be attenuated:

. I have not dealt here with the argument that rising costs for sup-
porting older 'Americans with no change in retirement age can be
offset by such developments as the rising labor force participation,
rate of 'women, or by the notion that since we are having a smaller
youth population, the reduced cost in supporting the young will
offset the cost of the older population. Suffice it to say; just in connec-
tion with the young-offset argument that the fertility rate would. have
to decline far more radically than appears likely in order to constitute
a fully 1,to-1 offset to the rising older population; and second, even
that were to take place, we still have a question ofhow much difference,
that would mean as far as ,frists, not a body count, are concerned.

I do want to comment at greater length, though, on one of the
major themes expressed by the Secretary in his statement on the-
importance of the family. But I want to make my comments within.
the framework of demographic and biomedical developments that I
have discussed so far. 'The fact that the very old are becoming an
increasingly greater proportion of the general older population is
very.relevant in this context. I, along with the Secretary, would reject
the notion that the family is disintegrating in America, or that fami-
lies no longer care for their elder* members.1,

PRESSURES ON FAMILIES

Btit this may not necessarily mean that, over' the next trio decades,
the adult children of especially the very old can be expected to provide.
direct services to their elderly relatives or to pay directly for those-
services. I want to present some figgres which can only serve as quan-
titative clues as to the hunr 'side of the emerging problems. They

6 9
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(.2 also point. Up, : perbsoi; . the need to retain high proportioOg of thd
74, 60- to 64- year -old. children of these very old. persons in the lab& force.

;Back in 1.960 'when I was :still with this committee, started to
heconie interested for the first. in how large a percentage of
Americans 601,0 64 parents still alive, as one indication of the
resgonsibilities.Of those on the, verge of retirement or already,tiri their
early retirement,:years..The most convenient way of estimating that
percentage is'.t9, take', the total population 80 and over and divide
that 'by the size 'of the population 60 to 64 years of eke, As, a rough

`approximation of the number of very old parents and reletives that
the young old have.

In 1960, according to such an approach, there weie 34 ;very old
persons for every_100 persons 60 to 64. Ten years'later,;thih retio had
increased *to 46..By 1980, it will probably be 52. By the end "of the next
decade, by 1990, we Can expect to find 63 very old persons for every
100 aged 60 to 64, and by .the end of the centuryassuming no
fUrther "progress" in biomedical activities--,the proportion will rise
to :79..

mindKeep in Mind that in 1970 the proportion, was only 46. Cothpare that
tOthe estimate forthe year 2000, 79. 1 y.

These kinds of statistics ought to provoke a. lot of questions; and
especially some policy dilemmas, For example, can we teeny expect an
increasing proportion of Americans in their early sixties to taker are of
their elderly relatives, especially if they themselves are retired.? They
might have more time to provide such care, but what abdut the
expenses involved, particularly in relation to retirementiincome?
If we do -witness an increase or stabilization of the labor frce par-
tiCipation rate of persons 60 to 64, will they, because of the time factor,
be able directly to provide those services?

Finally,'assuming that much of the support costs for this population
of persons 80 and oldernearly 8 by the year 2000--7-Will be
borne by the total working population, might this not constitute a
motive on the part of the under-60 working population to keep older
workers in the labor force longer than is,currently the case, as one way
of distributing over a wide population and sharing the Collective
expenditures?

y concern over the past several years is that as a nation we can
assure our very old fellow citizensthose about 80 or olderof a
quality of retiremenlife that will not put them or the Nation to shame.
But that goal requires. a strong economic base, which implies &large
enough working population. I am suggesting here that we need now to
consider the need to include in that working population substantial
proportions of those age groups that are now defined as retirable.

Finally, if all.the things I have been talking about here do lead to a
- serious reevaluation of current retirement 'age policy,respeCially of

early retirement trendswe will need., furthermore, td do more in the
way of providing effective opportunities for middle-aged and older
Workers to.learn new skills and to be, updated in their current ones..
SO.LamhOpini, as,a resUlt, that both the Department of HEW and the
Departreent of Labor, alOiig 'with Coligress' avid the 'private sector,
which we have not talkedlibout much here today,' that all of these
take the appropriate meitaures to develop programs for medicare
deVelopment. Siv
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I think I bettor stop hero, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for being so

long.
[The supplemental statement ox Mr. Sheppard follows:)

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF HAROLD L. SHEPPARD

I want to submit to the committee some preliminary findings from the March

1978 phase of an ongoing longitudinal study of older workers by the Center on

Work and Aging of AIR, for the Administration on Aging. The study consists

of periodic interviews with nearly 1,000 workers or recent workers 40 to 69 years

old, in San Diego and Denver.
Some of the questions asked pertain to the major topics for these hearings

especially on retirement age, and the future of the social security system, as well

as on the willingness of the public to accept the repsonsibility of supporting an

elderly population.
We do not claim that the two samples combined are strictly representative of

all workers in this age group, let alone representative of all Americans. But we

t nevertheless think that the findings are worthy of attention.
First, after informing the respondents that people'who retire after 65 can soon

(=ease their yearly social security benefits by 3 percent for each year they continue

to work after 65, we asked them if that percentage would be enough for them to

consider postponing their own retirement after 05. About one-fourth replied that

it would be enough. Another 12 percent could not make up their
Second, nearly two-thirds approved of changing the mandatory retirement age

from 65 to 70. I should emphasize that the vast majority of the persons in the
sample were under the age of 55.

Third, there appears to be some misunderstanding of how retired worker benefits

are financed. For example; more than 40 percent have the mistaken notion that

the "social security taxes a worker now pays go into a fund to pay his own benefits

when ho retires."
Fourth, more than three-fourths of the sample believe that the social security

system is in trouble.
Finally, we asked additional questions of this large group of men and women

who believe the system is in trouble, questions 'soliciting their approval or dis-

approval of four different suggested solutions to "the social security problem."

Nearly three-fifths approved of the idea of using the income tax as an additional

source of money for social security benefits.
Two-fifths approved of gradually raising the retirement age "to keep the number

of retired people from rising so fast," a proportion higher than we eXpected.

"Two -fifths also approved of raising the social security tax that workers now pay

"to keep the fund from going broke."
Only one-fourth approved of keeping social security benefits' for people already

retired from rising so fast.
More than one-half approved of two or more of these possible solutions. This

group was then a.sketVwhich solution they approved of most of all. The two most

favored solutions turned out to be the use of income taxes or general revenues

(33 percent); and the gradual raising of the retirement age (28 percent).

There are some very tentative conclusions one might be tempted to draw from

these findings. One conclusion might be that there is a general rejection of the

notion that workers already retired should be penalized, as far as benefits are
concerned, in any effort to solve the problem of financing social security.

At least in the age group covered in our survey, this suggests little in the way

of an alleged inter-generational conflict.
The notion of gradually raising retirement age to keep down the rate of increase

in the retired populationwhile rejects,t1 by 56 percentnevertheless had a

sizeable minority-41 ,percentin favoof this alternative. The further fact

that nearly two-thirds of the total- sample approve of raising the mandatory

retirement age to 70 may be a eonfirrnation of a range of support for this suggestion

greater than many would have otherwise 'expected.
I stress these last few points primarily, because I. believe we are moving more

and more into an open public policy discussion about (1) the degree to which the

so-called yolnger working
populationespecially those under. 60should be

expected,to support a growing population of older persons no longer in the work

forge and who, at the same time, are experiencing an snanticipated increase in

life expectancy; and about (2) the degrea to -Which our &onomy and the govern-

ment can'actually afford the costs of our current early reitrement trend; and also

about (3) the degree to which older persons themselves especially those 60 to
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89may find It financially necessary and desirable to, remain In the labor force
because of such factor's as the high inflation rate, and an Increased life expectanoya

Senator..,Osunon. Thank you very much, Dr. Sheppard, for your
testimony.

The fa that there has been this trend toward earlier retirement
is or maPber due to the kind of society in which we livea society
In which work itself has so little appeal for many people. In earlier
times, many craftsmen took great pride in the work that they did.
There, was an incentive to continue to work since it was an integral
and important part of the life of that person. Today, so much of the

. work has become simply routine and uninterestifig. Maybe that is
part of the reason why people look forward to retirement today and
would like to stop working as soon as it is feasible for them to do so.

I don't see the changing very much. Do you, in the years ahead,
given the ziaturtrOf our society and the increasing use pf the machine,
its replacenieit of the individual worker, thy fast ptoduction tech-
niques,.the large corporation, and the feeling among so many people
that they are simply a wheel within a wheel within a wheel?

Mr. SUEPPARD. I certainly have to agree with you that there is a
high correlation between the nature of the work a person performs
and his or her desire to get the.devil out of the work force and retire
earlier. I have done some empirical research on that myself, for ex-
ample, and only found that among male blue-collar workers the
lower the quality of their work taskand we had ways of measuring
thateven among those under the age of 40, half of them said they
would, if they had enough money, retire immediately. I am talking
about people under the age of 40, so you are absolutely right in that
regard. But I don't know that the directions that we are going to be
going in redesigning work and putting some quality into that .work-
lifeI don't want to be too farfetched, but to the degree that all
the talk about improving the quality of worklife results in actual
change, I would say this would be some offset to the trend we are
talking about. I have been dealing primarily in my paper to recognize
the economic factors that might bring ab t change, despite the

6-psychological desire,to get out.

TEE BABY- Boom's

Senator CREECH. I think Secretary C: o spoke of the baby
boom that followed the Second World War. In these projections, has
that phenomenon been taken into proper account? It seems to me that
most of the projections extend into the early part of the next century,
,where we have this phenomenal enlargement of the elderly population_
in proportion to tia,:svork force, but the p.rojections don't extend be-
yond that period.uppose it is accurate in regard to the baby-boom
of the postwar years as kind of a pig in a poke. As the pig moves
through the pipeline, it diminishes very little. But there comes a time
when it leaves. I mean it disappears. Aren't these proportions going-to.
change again in favor of the work force to some degree?

X suppose what. I am asking is: Are we taking into account in these
projection figures the fact that there will be an unusually large pro-
portion of population in the elderly category for a period of about
20 years, after which the proportions will. began to deoline,agkin?

86-058--79---5



Mr. Are .we talking, about 65 years after roughly 1045,
which brings into 2010, When you are going to see, on the demo-
graphic side, thisbig bulge, these babies of all ages, as they go thrmigh
the process of getting, to 65. They are not dying at the rate, say,
Corresponding cohorts years' ago would have died.

$enator CHURCH. True.
,Mr. SHEPPARD'. At. the same time, we don't see yet any rise, in thi

fertility ratepwhich becomes important in answering your question.
Right now, think We are below, what we call the replacement rate,
' `Senator;Cutracnr, But when that group reaches that big bulgeat
65.--fit is goitg to remain a big ,bulge for only about 20 or 25 years.

Mr.,611110A.RD. Then it evens itself out.
-Senator CHURCH. Because the' baby boom has not lasted.
Mr. SHEPPARD. No.
Senator CHURCH. The present birth rate is down rather drastically

compared to What it was then.
Mr. SHEPPARD hen the ratio might even itself out again, assuming

no other changes these other phenomena, including early retirement
rates, and so on.

SenateCutracH. Yes:
-Mr, SHEPPARD. I don't want to worry now.about the year 2050 or

2070. A lot of my concern has been about the next '20 or 30 years;
which brings us into the 21st century.

Senator CHURCH. Yes; I simply wanted to poinVout that the most
extreme figures we have seen may relate to aJiimporary condition,
tint a permanent one.

Mr. SHEPPARD. Right.
Senator CHURCH. Secretary Califano's staff person has informed the

committee staff that Secretary Califano's statement, on page 19, in
which he refers to new retirees age 65 have retirement income at
about 47 percent of. the retirement income is in error. This 47-percent
figure refers only to social security benefits anal not other retirement
income.

Senator Domenici.
Senator Dozsizma. First, I want to express my appreciation for

your testimony. I know we have had a long morning, and maybe we
have not done it justice, but I think we are all aware, Dr. Sheppard,
of your tremendous endeavor and work in terms of employment poll-
Iv§ for the elderly. As part and parcel of analyzing the issues that are

-Wrote.
us, we are talking about the social programs and the responS1-

;bility of go'vernnitinf 'per Se, and that there are no answers without
addressing the issue that you are so expert in.

Do you find any attitude change in the expectation of the younger
worker regarding retirement, inflation, social security, productivity,
those things which might have a real bearing upon a solution to the
problems or to compounding them?

Mr. SHEPPARD. Well, there are some studios on the national basis
that are going on, for example, about confidence in the social security
systerre It might be a lot of propaganda, direct or indirect, but there
has been a rising level of concern about the future of the social security
system, and especially among the young adult population. . I

0
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euttouttt ABOUT SOCIAL Sr.marrir

Certain segment's of the younger population don't, want to be paying:
nOw for the older people, because they don't think they are going to
got anything when they retire, which I think its an MO I10118 trend. By
the way, we might blame the Social Secttrity Administration -1 am
going to got in trouble for saying thisfor carrying out a very, ineffec-
tive public education and information program its to the nature of
social security, what its benefits are, and so on. They should carry out
studies, first of all, to identify what I call the pockets or levels of
knowledge or ignorance and the levels of support for,, and levels of
faith in, the system in order to pinpoint their marketing program, if I
can use those terms, and they have not been doing it.

When I made this comment once nt, a meeting, with some social
security people present, they said: "What are you talking about?
We publish 35 million pamphlets a year." I am very much concerned
about that especially. We can say that social security is involved. I
still believe4that law is based on consensus, and to the degree that
you have that consensus eroded we arc in trouble.

Senator DOSIENICI. Yes.
Mr. SHICPPARD. It is a social contract and it has to be once more

built up.
Senator CHURCH. Would you allow a commet there, please, Senator?
Senator DOMENICI. Yes.
Senator CHURCH. The concern that I find among younger workers

who have been reading this criticism of the social security program
is quite different from the concern I find among the elderly, The
elderly wonder about, indeed, the criticism, and they worry whether
or not they will receive their next benefit, check or whether the system
has gone bankrupt or will soon go bankrupt. I would hope that the
action of the Congress last year would tend .to mitigate that feeling.
But among the younger people, I find the increasing belief that the
social security system is some kind of rip-offa system in which they
will not receive anywhere near What they put into it. Many are con-
cernetl because they are forced to contribute to a system that they
would prefer not to be part of. They would prefer to take their money
and buy some kind of an annuity or some other retirement benefit.

I think social. security has failedperhaps all of us have failedto
point-out the many hidden benefits within the system that these young
people don't take into accountsuch as/ the wife and the ynting
children are doing to be cared for if the worker is suddenly killed on
the job, and the medicare benefits that are associated with social
security..I certainly agree with Senator Domenici, that the whole thing
must' be better explained *younger people because they are in-
creasing:1y skeptical.

Mr. SHEPPARD. I think in a survey that was published h the Journal
of Risk Insurance a year or so ago showed a fantaaticelly low per-
centage of the sample who were not oven aware of survivors' benefits.
I am convinced, without any proof now, that the greater the awareness
of the benefits, the greater the level of support there will be for social
security, and I would like to see somebody check that out:

Senator DONIENICkRight at the end of your statement, you in-
dicated that there we a role fonthe-privitte-sector in term's of expand-
ing the effective opportunities for middle age and 'older Americans.

7
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That has not been discussed very much today. Would you just elabor-
foe on that. please?

"'Tar's Tar SOMETIIINO Nzw"

Mr. SHEPPARD. This is one way of elaborating. There are some
pophisticated companies in the United States that have taken a look
sat the aging of their work force, and have expressed a concern about
the possibihties of the so-called obsolescence or the plateauing of their
/middle-aged employees, including the professional and technical peo-
jple, especially. instead of using the traditional, approach of saying,

et's retire them early to solve that problem, recognizing all the things
that we have been discussing here today, they are saying let's try out
.ornething new.

We will give an employee 6 months to a year to go off and got his
skills. updated. If he wants to change his career line ANN will also pay
for that. Some of them have even talked' about, in sotne of the ad-
vanced ieehnology industry, being willing to set up an employee in a
businet on a trial run and if it does not work out, bring him back
again. All of these are ways to keep that person utilized effectively.
Sometimes he will have the more popular option of having a "lateral"
transfer to a less difficult position.

I am trying to give you something innovative. I also think that
Congress might explore the results of, say, what France has been
doing for the last several years which consists, I think, and I have
not kept up with it, of a tax on all employers for such programs, who
then get a rebate to the degree that they have employees in such
programs for retraining? and so on. I am talking about midcareer age
people: I don't think with all the talk about inflation incentives from
the Government to employers could be advocated, I may be wrong
because that would be one more thing knocked down on the ground
of inflation, but what about the ida of a refundable tax if a company
provides such a program under certain conditions?

I am giving an off-the-top-of-my-head answer to your very impor-
tant question, Senator. I wish I could give a more detailed answer.

Senator Dominzta. Let me just ask you two more questions.
I would suspect that the very recent phenomenon of very high

inflationwhich many Americans are beginning to think is never
going to return to the so- called good old days --my hunch would be
that that would be an incentive to remain on the job. Anyone study-
ing pension potential, whether it be social security or private, must
figure they are going to be better off working. Am I correct that this
may be an incentive to remain on the job beyond the. previous retire-
ment time?

Mr. SHEPPARD. YQu are correct to the degree that I am willing to
guess that will happen. As I said in my testimony, it is only plausible
to assume that. To the degree that people are inflation conscious,
and I.don't know who is not these days, and if they are in good health
and they are in a somewhat,satisfymg job, they are weighing all
these v,anables that affect the early retirement decision.

Senator DOMENICI. Do you agree, basically, with the theme of
Secretary- Califano's method, that we need the mix of the private
and public interest income maintenance programs for those who are
no longer supporting thenagelves, that one of the major proble

68 ,
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that they don't have any inspiration, that there is just a proliferation
of different plans?

CRACKS AMONG THE PATCHWORK

Mr. SHEPPARD. I no longer can pretend to be an expert on it any.
more because of the multiplicity of quilt work or patchwork is sepa-
rate, somewhat overlapping, et cetera, et cetera, programs. I have
-given up. You are absolutely, right. Many people, at the- same tiniev
fall between the cracks becauso, tbere is not a total coordinated
diproach.

nator DOmtmci. Your notion of involving the private sector
in some way to betlier utilize older people and keep them on lono.er,
would that have an. ameliorating effect on the so-called underfunding
of private 'pension plans? Could it ? .

Mr.. SHEPPARD. We dealt to some extent on that "in our book,
"The Graying of Working Ainerica," and certain types of plans
that is definitely the case. We hay
concerned abotitthe rising cost's of e.
sometimes encouraged byt'the payroll
a company a. tension between two. types

d some pension fundimanagers
retirement policies or trends
agement, So you can get in

anagers,a pension fund
Manager, saying to the payroll manager; " I on't you try to solve your
probleins by dumping them on my back." That is an analogy to what
ishappening at 'the national let-el or public policy level.

Senato'r DomtNici. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHURCH.Certainly, Senator -Domenici.
I don't know Whethet you can answer this question or not but I

am rather. curious to know Whether private insurance programs .
typi bally include a cost-of-living adjustment in the retirement benefit.

r. SHEPPARD. It is vary rare, and as 'you know, that would add
.:againinore to the cost of certain retirement age Otterns. The Bankers
Trust, every 5 years,. does a study of how manr,corporate plans or a
percentage'Of them have those features still relatively low. s.

. Senator CHURCH. What about private insurance annuity . policies?
Are there .many of those, or any of those to your knoaedge, that '
_contain a.:costof-living adjustment? .. :

Mr. SHEPPARD. I ph not aware' ofany. That is another 'example
. of why that. so'-called Approach of having the young people liut their.
.money rn a private _annuity just does, not 'Make sense.

Senator Cannon. I know.
Mr.- SHEPPARD. I would do, it my self' 4 I. could, butit does not

Make. sense.
Senator Cinincn. This is something thatis never taken into account

-by these Critical .articleS that condemn the social security system,:
which point out the kinds of priyate annuities available and wlat ".
kinds of annuity they pay at retirement age, and so. on.

Bill Oriol surrgested y-it might be. interesting if we brought Man .

young people wtIO-afe critical of the social security program into a
hearing of this :committee, .either here or in the field, and let theinP
pare questions ror the social security experts to answer. This is an
educational effort, and we could make a record of it here:..It certainly
needs to be made. . . .

. Mr. SHEPPARD. Doing the work of the Social Security .Administra-
, tion:, -



Senator CITURCAL They arernot getting the message.
Mr. SKEPFARD. I; know.
Senator Catincii.' And it needs to- be done.
Thank yon very,,Much, ,-

Senator DomENica. I have five or six more questions that I will
submit,-- -that you can answer at your leisure.

The growingpopulation of over 80's, which you have been discussing,
from ;this. Senator's standpOint, is a rather new dimension. Is there
any suggestion that we ought to have some program in terms of caring
for them, other than what, we have for the so- called early retiree's?

Mr.. sElEppAIR:lweii, I would not say they need anything special
except to keepcm mud the service ne(cls of the-people now 80 and over
If I alilnOt mistaken, the nursing home population is made up of the
very old and' hat means that in the future, increasingly, some kind bf
service that'we associate with nursing homes will have to be expanded,
it is that type of program.

I am' glad you picked up the point I was trying to Make, that it has
heen -arneglected aspect of these changes. We cannot continually use
that sloppy category, 65 and over, any more I would like to see the
Census.Bureau and the Labor Department, or whatever, start having
finer distinctions. 'The numbers are getting bigger anclgthe piobelms
of the 85-year.:old population are nothbig those like: bf 'U%80- or 85-
year-old: .

FAMILY TIES PERSIST

Senator Domnincr. This question may not be in an .area that you
are &pert:in? but both.-you and the Secretary mentioned, the family
its responsibility. and whether it has, undergone some generic change.

.I :am most impressed-with experts from air over the world.:Whoz; say it
really has not. Demographics and distance maybe gradually changing,
but the willingness to care and love has remained rather consistent.
As one of our witnesses said at our international hearing last fallo,
"What you are really noticing isthat older people always love younger
peopleinore than younger peoplelove-older people." That seems to be
something very natural, but that was also true in the "good old days.".
If we're dismissing sacrifice, an older person.usually has a bigger heart,
but the willingness to help is also there among the young...

Do you have any suggestions as to what we might, as aniatter of
policy, be doing to encourage families; I might say,' to make.it easier
for them in the _present economic system? It is.not all our job, but do
you have any ideas?

Mr. SEEPpARD. I am alail you posed it in terms of among those who
ire willing,.can't we make it easier for them?

Senator DoMENICL That is correct.
Mr. SFiEipARD. There.are two types of cost they pay, timecost and

Material cost. Sometiines time costs are greater and we have never
done much about developing part-time home health aides for the 80
and ever. They need solue kind of day care program. They don't all

rtr have to be in nursing homes, but.I want to say in this context that I
; got a funny feeling that raost or the thrtist of our attention these days

it how do we get rid- of nursing homeS.



I think we better start talking about how .do .ve reduce the rate of
increase in these :nursing homes between now and some future year.
We are not gttingto get rid.tf something that performs the function
today of i-nurs.mg. home. -The- demographic reasas I gave *earlier,
when :I talked-abontsthe increasing proportion'of people in their sixties
with very old parents, can be turned the other way. Decreasingly, the
Very old will not have many childron. That is the demographic frame-
work,. the thing which you have to think ahout Considering:the role
of the famil_y.
. Senator. DomErrict. I don't know. the answer to this; I should. As-
sume a douple wants to bring apractical nurse into a household to help
take care of .either momma or grandnla or grandpa. What. is the tax
situation on that; do you know? We can find out.

Mr. SHEPPARD. I am ignorant about that. I dOn't. know what the
tax rate is that they are, getting. The 'only thing I -am aware of is if
you Support en elderly parent at least 50,percent, a child would .get
some exemption, but I am not certain about such items. '

Senator 0:mum:I. You have to. pay more than half of the total
support.

Senator DomEriict. I wonder if it might note appropriate at this
point, Mr. Chairman, to ask our own' staff to Wye us; for the record,
the next.time we meet, a summary of the tax issues as they involve care
and maintenance of. this family? I' think this might be a good .thing.

Senator?Carrucs. I think it is a very good idea.
I would also like to point out that Sara Rix worked as a coauthor

with Dr. Sheppard on the book,."The Graying Of Working America,"
from -Which we have taken a portion of th6 title for our hearings. I
believe she is in the room. , .

Sara, would you please stand up. I want to acknowledge your
presence. I compliment yOu on the excellence of this work.

Dr. Sheppard, thank.you very much.
The hearings will continue tomorrow at 10 a.m. in this s room.
[Whereupon, at 146 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at

10 a.m. Tuesday, July 18, 1978.]
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APPENDIX

CORRESPONDENCE RELATED TO HEARING
- ITEM 1.. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM SENATOR FRA"NK CHURCH, CHAIRMAN;

SENATE COMMITTEE ON AGING, TO' HON. JOSEPH CALIFAN0,1 SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OP HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, DATED JULY 31, 1978

DEAR, MILSECRETARY: Your excellent.statement was exactly the right ,begin--
for our continuing hearings on 'Itetirement, Work, and Lifelong Learning."

itould like to thank you, once again, for giving us such a substantial and chal-
len_ghlig overview presentation.

,I have compiled a lie$1-1-of questions and requests either made at the hearing or
aided since., W6 would like to have this additional material by September 5 for
inclusion in our hearing record. If it is not possible to give s. finalstatement on any

_individual Matter, I would be glad to have I'M interim response indicating when the
additional infotmation will become avails*.

With best wishes,
Sincerely,

FRANK CHURCH,
Chairman.

QUESTIONS FOR SECRETARY JOSEPH CALIFANO

(1) The committee shares your concern about the trend toward earlier retire- ,

ment. What positive and effective steps should be taken to counter this trend?
What should the government's role be? In addition, what about members of
minority groups,. so many of whom do not live long enough to reach present
social security eligibility ages?

(2) You pointed out, as this committee has on numerous occasions, that home
'health care receives less than 1 percent of medicaid money. Medicare has a simi-
larly lbw percentage. You call for an expansion of in-home services bui warn that
costs and quality must remain under control. What is HEW doing to expedite
these services while harnessing costs and invitations to abuse?

'(3) You placed appropriate emphasis 'on the role of health costs at our recent
hearings. If too large a part of retirement income gees for health costs; even with
medicare and medicaid, our older population will live in uncertainty and even
fear, as will the younger members of their families. I am concerned about your
listing, as one of the options for our thinking about a national health program for
all age groups, the alternative of creating a'separate financing and delivery system

Ti
long-term care. Dong

else in a health care system, of having a "separate but equal" type of
..we run the risk, if we place that system outside of every-

situation?
-(4) 'What should be the role of education as the baby-boom children become

the adults of the "senior boom"? What should the role of the Office of Education
be in providing learning opportunities throughout life? What are yetyplans for
the Office or Lifelong. Learning?

(5) Would you submit a detailed, 'written account of the totals used in your
statements and projections about the amount of budget funds allotted to older
Americans, including a breakdown on what is provided through trust funds, and
what is discretionary and what is not?

(6) Censumer prices increased 4.8 percent in 1976, 6.8 percent in 1977, and so
far this year they are rising at a rate of 9.8 percent. In its analyses of future
commitments for retirement income in this Natieh, is HEW taking such infla-

+' tionary pressures adequately into account?

Bee statement, p. 6.
(69)

En c 1 osure.-,



(7)* What impact, if any, will raising the, mandatory retirement age to 70 for

many workers. in the priVate sector have on the social security system?
'48) Do you see any trends in our society now - -such as the enactment of the

1978 Age Discrimination in EMployment Act Amendments, or the increase in the
delayed retirement credit form 1 percent to 3 percent per year for persons who '

not- receive social security benefits because they, work after age 65to counter
the drift toward earlier retirement?

(9) You will announce around the first of October what the 1979 i
hospital d*Agetible charge will be for medicare patients. What is the projectidn

at this tiriira'What, if anything, canbe-done to hold down or put a ceiling on this

rapidly increasing..charge, which is posing more of an onerous burden_ for millions

of older ArneriCans. ;

(10) On page 7 of your testimony, you describe programs which _pay .out ben-

efits to-the elderly, including' survivors and disability insurance. How much 'of
`total expenditures from these two programs goes to people over 65, when aompared

to Oita expenditures? Also, please give the totals paid-for the other four programs.
(11) You have mentioned that the proportion of dependent children is likely.

to decline as our population "ages." You have projections for increased spending

for- fly. Do you have projections for spending for youth?
your testimony earlier this year on extending the Older Americans

Ac .endorsed a White House Conference on Aging in 1981. In view of the
ver enging statement you lifive made, do you think we should make special

effortslo gather data and take 'other actions steps 'to make this conference more

than.just a discussion abOut developing policy? Would it be wise to have working

models in place of concepts to a'7/ply on a larger scale if the conferees and the
Administration and the Congress thought them worthwhile? For example, inc-
advance of the conference, equld.we not put in place, on a scale not yet achieved,

a pilot of the long-term care system you so vividly described?
(13) If our Nation decides to abolish pbverty for older Americans what would

be the most effective way to approach this goal? For example, should the emphasis

be on supplemental security income, social security, a combination of these

two programs, or some other approach?

ITEM 2. RESPONSE or SECRETARY JOSEPH CALIFANO TO QUESTI9N8 SUBMITTED

BY SENATOR FRANK CHURCH

Qucstion. The committee sharei your concern about the trend toward earlier
-retirement. What positive and effective steps should be

the_
to. counter this

trend? In addition, what about members of minority groups, so many of whom do

not live long enough to reach present social-security eligibility age?
Response. The very existence of the social security program of course.has had an

influence on when people retire. Since reduced benefits were made available as

'early as age 62, more and more workers have' been retiring early. However, to

. provide some incentive for continuing employment, the social security law con-

tains provisions thatincrease benefits of people who remain in the work force past

age 65 or who return to work after their initial retirement. There are three mech-
anisms for increasing social security benefits because of additional work: (1) for

workers who have high relative earnings after age 65, benefits may be recomputed

to take account of these earnings, (2) a delayed retirement credit is provided for
workers who work past age 65 and who, though eligible for benefits, do not re-
receive them, and (3) individuals who retire before age 65 and return to work for
p6riods before attaining age 65, earning sufficient amounts to 'educe theirmonthly

benefit for one or more months will have their benefit permanently increased to

reflect a later retirement date.
We are considering the broad issues of how to increase incentives for continued,

employment past age 65. Unemployment benefits and social security disability
benefits are already available to people who are unable to find jobs or are too
disabled to work until age 65. After the turn of the century, a sharp change in

the ratio of workers to beneficiaries is projected. This would result in,substan-
tially higher costs to the system. With improvements in rates of mortality and
Morbidity among the older population and the shrinkage in the relative size of the

working age population, there may well be additional opportunities for, and
interest in, continued employment among the aged. As a result, recent trends
toward early retirement might be reversed as these demographic shifts occur.



It is true that black Men anerwomett balk lo expecta Alan do
--white men and women. The average lifeoxpeeliancy at 'birth ffir t les-Of-black
.and other minority races in 1975 was 63 6,years compdred to 69.4 ears, for 'white
malesan average difference of 5.8 y are; ,For.,tainales the 'average. atr .

was 72.3 years for members of minority :races;comPared to 77.2 yeetrs for wItiti3$
fen'ialesan average difference of 4.$ ye . ,

For persons who survive until middle- aklulthoocl, tfie differehce in lif 'expekancy .

narrows considerably. Of persons abed 45, the life expectayicy s 7 0 years.fer ''
members of black and other minority races" end. 79.8 for whites a diffeience of
2.8 years. For all four groups, the average total life expectanci s at -1446.45 are
well beyond the eligibility ages for retirement benefits under t soc el security .1'.';
program. Thus, for adults who have had time to build up significant sredits
toward retirement benefits, members of all four groups have'. reasonablyiigood.. : ")

probabilities of surviving until retirement age.- .. 1 ' p,1\-. 1,,
While the life expectanc*of minoritygroups is ,shorter, thaii,that for °tilers, r 4:

they get a better buy for their contribution dollar, because` of the gm:Mei-tendency_
for minorities to receive survivorship and disability benefits.-In 1976, for'example,
members of black and other minority races made, up the followingfproportions
of persons receiving old -age; disability, and youngg S ivor benefits . #

Old -age: 9.1 percent of retired workers and th depencle 'fs; -7.2 percent of
-aged widows and widowers. Disability: 18.1 perc t or- disabl wozkers a,nd.their ,
-dependents. Young survivors: 23.2 percent of t children f decOaged workers; 4 ,

22.5 percent of widowed mothers and fathers. ce
.

The entire, range of issues relating to the social secure retirement age and St ,
what age social security benefits should first be pays le is being extensiOely
studied by the current Advisory Council on Social Security. The final report of
the Council is due by October 1, 1979.

Question. You pointed out, as this committee has on numerous occasions, that
borne health care receives less than 1 percent of medicaid money. Medicare his
s similarly, low percentage.. You call or an expansion of in-home services but
-warn that costs and quality must rem

i
n under control. What is HEW doing-to

-expedite these services while harnessing 1 osts and invitations to abuse? .

ReSponse. We are quite concerned that aspects of the benefits and eligibility
structure of both medicare and medicaid have meant relatively low utilization
of home health benefits. HEW is completing a study of in-home care offered under
titles XVIII, XIX, and XX of the Social. Security Act. 'We have welcomed this
opportunity to look critically at the current system of home health delivery.
Our report will encompass a full analysis of the issues you raise and will contain
'recommendations related to benefits, eligibility, program management, regulation,
and' qualitystandarcls, etc. Wheh the report is forwarded to Congress, which
will be yerylit we will provide a copy to the committee.

Question. - placed appropriate emphasis on the role of health costs at our
-recent hearings. If too large a part of retirement income goes *for health costs,
even with Medicare and Medicaid, our older population will live in uncertainty
and even fear, as will the younger members of their families. I am concerned about
your listing, as one of the options for our.thinking about a national health program
for all age groups, the alternative of creating a separate financing and delivery
system for long-term care. Do we run the risk, if we place that system outside of
'everything else in a health care system, of having a "separate but equal" type
of situation?

Response. Last fall when the National Health Insurance Advisory Committee
-discussed the options for benefits to be covered by a comprehensive health plan,
they agreed that long-term care should not he included. While decisions about the
benefit package for a national health plan have not yet been made, we would like
to point out the following:

First, long-term care is not an "insurable" benefit in the classic sense. Most
who require it need care on a continuing and regular basis, thus making the
-financing of long-term care inappropriate in an insurance mode, which i ed
.on statistical probability of needing a particular service.

Second, the long-term care system is in need of reform, and by m sly trans-
ferring the costs currently provided through public programs to ano r payment
source, this much needed reform could be overlooked.

Finally the chronic nature of long-term care disabilities means hitt it is a
costly service to provide, with high per-person costs.Some feel that including it
as an NHI benefit may result in inadequate funding and restricted use of the
benefit in Order to accommodate services which' benefit the entire population,



"rather than the portion who require continuing chronic care. Again, it should be-
emphasized that final decisions have riot been made concerning the benefits to be-
covered under.NHI: Wewill take into consideration the comments of the Advisory
Committee and others, who have communicated their views to us over the past

Question. What should be the role of education as the baby-boom children
become the adults- of the "senior boom"?

Response. That is.a problem which we are continuing to study, especially with
the new authorizations in the'Education Amendments of 1978 and through our
lifelong learning study. .

As:you may already know, the 'Federal government already provides several
programs- of support for the education of adults and older Americans through
programs authorbed,by the Adult. Education Act of 1966 (AEA), as amended,
and the Higher Education Act of 1965 (REA), as amended. 1,

The AEA was o '1a enacted in 1966 to expand educational opportunity and
encourage the estabn lishment of programs of adult public education that would
enable all adults-to continue their education to at least the level of, completion or
secondary school and m available the means to secure training that would
enable them tweee I re employable, productive, and responsible citizens. It.
has been amended in 1974, 1976, and again in 1978 in an effort to refine its pur-
poses and attempt to ensure that its, purposes are met. With the Education'
Amendments of 1978, the following changes were made in the Adult Education-
Act:

The staten;ient of purposes was revised to include the purpose ,of enabling
adults to acquire basic functional skills;

Eligible entities were broadened to include public- and private nonprofit agen-
cies, organizations, and institutions;

The State plan requirements were modified to require improved needs assess-
ment, provide for an expanaion of, delivery services for adult education requiring
greater consultation with outside groups in planning for .programs, and require-
efforts by the State to remove barriers to the participation in adult education
programs; -

The research, development, and evaluation authorityp-was broadened, and a.
clearinghouse authorized tosimprove the dissemination of information on adult.
education;

AppropriatiOns were authorized at $210 million for fiscal year 1979, increasing
to,$290 million for fiscal year 1083.

The program to enhance educational opportunities for Indians was extended'
through fiscal year 1983; and

A new program was created to provide adult education for immigrants.
When the HEA was originally enacted in 1965, title I of the act (Community

Service and Continuing Education) authorized a program designed to assist the
people of the United States in solving community problems such as housing, pov
erty, government, recreation, employment, youth op unities, transportation,
health, and land use through a program of grants to et os. Included in this program
was the use of atension and continuing education °grams which provided edu
cational Opportunities to adults. In 1976, the act was amended to specifically
authorize a program of continuing education desi ed to provide postsecondary

'educational opportunities to meet the educational needs and interests of adults,.
including. the expansion of available learning opportunities for adults who .were
not adequately served by current educational offerings in their communities. In
addition the 1976 amendments created a new program of lifelong learning which
included basic education, continuing education, independent study, agricul-

Jura education, business education and labor education, occupational education
and job training programs, parent education, postsecondary education, pre-
retirement and education for older and retired people, remedial education, special
educational programs for groups or for individuals with special needs, and also
educational activities designed to upgrade occupational and professional skills,
to assist business, public agencies, and c ther organizations in the use of innovation'
and research results, and to serve family needs and personal development. Among
the activities authorized by the new program was a clearinghouse function de-
signed to identify, collect, and disseminate to educators and the public existing
and; new information regarding lifelong learning and report on such findings. The
attached report on lifelong learning is the result of that review.

The report discusses some other approaches to, Mai-cling for older adults as
follows:



Age
home-based learning a logical direction to explore for the older*.

Age grouris since many of the elderly watch television and prefer to-stay at home
in the evening.. Mass media, correspondence courses, community outreach,
-educational bioketing and counseling can be effective in increasing learning .

. opportunities for older persons.
With more older workers remaining in the workfdrce and/or changing 'job's,

.employees ant employers have much to gain if more job training opportunities

.ae extended to older persons.
.The learning,needs of those who choose to retire from paid employment should

:not be neglected either. ACTION's Foster Grandparent Program is a good ex--
:ample- of 'older persons using their experience and talent in community service.
Investments in preretirement training and in programs in which older persons can
1use their experience and talent in community service benefits society as well as
'-the individual.

Fields of knowledge such as, history, fine arta, and literature can also be
invaluable in. helping older persons deal.with the traumas of later .years. Elder-

-.12Ostel 1977, a summer "live-in-and-learn-in" program, enabled 4,500 older per-
-sons to move into dormitories in colleges throughout the country and to study such
Aubjects as theater arts, philosophy, and autobiography. Such pursuits help 'Older
persons enhance their self-esteem, develop creativity and' increase their sense of
.control over the events of life. .

Education for older-people is sometimes challenged as a "frill" which,cannot be
justified at atime when such preging needs as health care, income maintenance
and crime prevention require attention. However, continuing education may be
one of the best ways to meet tllese needs and help solve major social problems.
For example, government expenditures for health care services are higher for this
Age group than for any other. In order to limit these expenses, it would be logical
to pursue preventive health care and self-help measures. Through health educa-
tion programs that. teach older persons to ward off illness through proper nutrition
and physical exerdie and that teach heart patientsefor .example, to utilize self-

. care techniques, the governmet may recognize cost savings. Many such programs
.could; become components of existing .public health services. Further, the older . -

person is the target, of robberies, muggings, and other crimes. A small percentage
of 'funding for law enforcement _could be allotted to teach older people how to
avoid victimization, defend themselves successfully, and set up citizen ombudsmen
groups'against crime.

Question. Whit should the role be '`of the Office of Education in providing
learning opportunities throughout life?

Response. With the increasing numbers and improved health of the older popu-
lation, an Office of Education lifelong learning strategy that takes thebiproblems
and potential into account should be directed toward the. following goals:

Improved coordination' of Federal efforts for older adults.
Coordinatibn of education and aging networks at the State levels including the

State offices .on aguig,. the cooperative extension service,. public welfare offices
-ViriSch adminis/tcr Social Security, and membership organizations such as the
American Association of Retired Persons, the National Council of SeniorXitizens,
and the Gray PailthesFs;

Research on the learning .needs and patterns of older.adults including the study
of how they learn beet, what they want to learn, what motivates them to learn,
and how they can use their special abilities to contribute to society as well as help
themselves; and'

Research on the learning needs and pittterns of all minority group older adults
: Blacks, Hispanics, native Americans, and Asians. As a.result of the unique cultural
attributes of these minority groups, research on their diverse learning abilities
and needs merits additional study.

Question. What are your plans for the Office of Lifelong Learning?
Response. We have no plans for the Office of Lifelong Learning.
The 95th Congress did not appropriate the $5 Million President Carter requested

for Lifelong Learning in his 1979 budget.
Further, the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education is currently explor-

ing ways to coordinate the Lifelong Learning program funded by the various
Federal agencies._

. Question. Would you submit a detailed, written account of the totals used. in
I your statements and projections about the amount of budget funds allotted to

older Americans, including a breakdown on what is provided through trust funds,
And what is discretionary and what is not?



f,314%(./ .31 es used for the projections are contained in the attached
to thr MO billion figure quoted on page 69 of the transcript is
derived fro t e report and projections as cited in the footnotes of table 2. The
exact estimate from table 2 is $356.4 billion for the year 2010. Table 1 is a listing
of some major Federal that provide benfits and services to the-elderly.

TABLE 1.-4EDERAL PROGRAMS PROVIDING BENEFITS TO THE ELDERLY

Program

Public Housing, sec. 8
Elderly food stamps
Administration on Aging

, Unemplohment I surance
Housing r dimly and the handicapped
Title XX, inistration for Public Service
Coast etirement.
Rental housing assistance, sec. 236

. Tide IX, OlderAmericans Act
Rent supplement._
Employment services
CETA II and 1.11,
Block grants
Foster grandparents
Elderly feeding.
Foreign Service retirement
Capital assistance
Employee retirement income security
CETA I

Agency

1978 budget
outlays

(millions)

Umber
o elderly

served

HUD 776.0 2, 201, Obi -

Agriculture 561.0 1,100.000
HEW 508.8 NA

of Labor
HUD

3 496.3:
3 335. 0

* 34, 800
NA

HEW., 300.0 NA
DOT 4 155. 4 NA
HUD 150.0 343, 000 '

Labor 7 140. 7 NA

- ..,, HUD
Labor

113.0
+91.8

104, 000 ,
3 1. 767

do. 54.5 11, 600 -

HUD 39.0 NA.

ACTION 34.9 316,250

r Agriculture
State

30.0
27.3

, 395,000
1, 472

DOT 25.0 NA
Labor 24.0 NA

do. 20.8 13,130r

H EW.has dad on the number of service units, but not the number of elderly served.

- ncl u d es rafted.
* Includes elderly and handicapped.
,4 Retirees can retire after 20 yr active service regardless of age.

Recipients are 45 and older.
4 Number of volunteers.
7 Recipients are 55 and older,
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TAKE 2,40VERNMENT PAYMENTS MADE ON INV OP PERSONS AGE 65 AND OVER

In billions it current doh'

NEW

pro rams

(Wade

Dint Black 1,81 Civil serif Railroad

Year Benet), retirement retirement

Military

fitment

(based oq

current WOKS'

ratios) bends

In billions el 1918 dollars

101.11.=.111,111111.1griPORiilIlla

41

t ': ..

i

NEW Civil sarvice Railroad''

Military Vile
Combined programs relived retirement's I Mt Combined

i 0

wommaftwod7porwripostrarOwwwittirv=re..worfrff

16......... 9,9 0. (II lo. L 1,6 ,. 12.8 2111 O.

1965 14,8 . .9 .. 3 2,3 118 .:9.9 , 1,

1910......:: !Li L Li , ' ,I1 2,5 ( 31.2 53,2 2,

1F5 ..... 65.4 I. 2,1' .1 3,3 15.1 16,2 4,

1911 . . ... KO 4. 1,1 .9 1,7 96,6 88.5 , 5,

1918 9(3' 5, 3.2 .9, 1,6 08.5 94.4 5,

1919 05,9 6, 3,3 1.0 1,8 21.2 eas 5,

1980 11,8 6, 3.5 1.1 1,9 31,1 06.9 1 6,

1981, 30.4 1. " 3,5 1.2 5.1 41.8 13.2 ) 6.

1982 43,9 8. 3,4 1,2 5.3 62,1 , i 20.1 1.

.1913..... .d: 51.9 9, 3.4 , 1.3 5,6 11.3 21,3 7,

1984 114 9, 3,4 1.4 6.1 94.8 14.4 .7.

1985 1.8 10, 3,4 1.5 , 1,0 12.4 41.2 8,

1990, 81.4 15, 3,1 L 0 9.2 11,2 15.9 9.

1995 . AO , 20. 219 2.1 1010 61,2 , 15.0

NOD 64 9 21, 2,5 1,5 9,3' i 641,1 50,1'

1005, 845.4 16. 2.2 1,5 6,3 894.9 11,1

2010, 1,21(1 19, 2,0 5,7 N3,6 1,215,8 19,4

...L. 1,1911 11, LP 1,2 1.1 1,015,6 11.1

2020 ' 2,69.3 1 99, 2,1 9.1 .5 . 2,118.9 03,5

215..... ; t 3,94 9 136. 2.3 11.1 , ,1 11096,2 12.1

.01

A

10,

11,

12.

13,

16,

18,

21,

1.

2,

3,

3,

3.

3,

3,

2.

z

2.

2,

2,

1,

1.

. 3,

.3 4,.

I,

.9 3,,

.9

1.0 I.

1.0 I,

0 .1

V3
31..1

6/.6

11.4

018

08,6

15,0

21,1'

28,2

36.1

13,0,

50,8

158.1

94.0

33.2

61.8

300

56.4

430.1

24,5

6E4'

'.'Note; Soso of flit and commonts.(ussomblol by Oro of the Actuary, Social Security adjusted, Roils all 1980 understated it resent law is molded for inflation; Military retire.

Mministrollori)-1EW proirams-Based on currant law using 1p/ hem report assumpliens; nal-Used DOO actuari's 'injection unadjusted. Renefits altar 1918, relict pent law and 5

011 servici-Oti OSRS actuary's projection ol nondisability be e6 al all ales, based on percentannual pay increases, VA Wet-Includes health me pensions and Insurance pod,

discussion as to a Imodi; idoment-bd RR retirement actuary's projection on. ,
projection to year 2000 extended by SSA,
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TABLK 34-GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS MADE ON BEHALF OF PERSONS AG665 AND OVER

Calendar year

As percent of GNP, Projections are billions
of current dollars

Civil
Seivice

HEW . retire-
Programs ment.

Rail-
road Military_

retire- Mire- Velifrifis'
ment ment benefits Combined GNP

Defense
outlays.
(fiseal
years)

CPI
deflator

1960 1.96 0.08 1 0.16 0.01. 0.31. 2.52 1506.0 $44. 3 0.466
1965 2.15 .10, .14 .0T .33 2.74 688.1 48. 5 . 496

1970 3.29 .13 .15' .04 . 26 3.87 982 4 788. 6 .611
1975 - 4.28 .24 . 17 .05. .21 4.95 1,528.8 ".. 85. 6 .846
1977 4.42 .26 .16 .05 .20 5.09 1,901.0 37.5 .949
1978 4.43 .26 .15 .04 .21 5.09 2,123.0 107.6 1.000

1979._ 4. 49 ' . 26 .14 .04 .20 5.13 2,358.0 117.8 '1.053
1980 4.54 .26 .13 . ., 04 .19 5.16 2, 595. 0 _ 123. 3 1.102

1981 4.65 .27 .12 .18 5.26 2,802.0 128.4 1.148

1982_ 4.79 .28 -.11 . 18 5.49. 3,011.0 133.6 1.194

1983 4.89 . 28 .11 .17 5.49 3, 230.0 138.8 1.241

1984 5.00 .29 . 10 .18 5.61 3,459.0 144.4 1.291

1985 5.13 .29 .09 .04, .19 5.74 3, 703.0 150.2 1,343

1990 5.62 .30 .06 . 04 ...18 6.20 5, 114. 0 182.8 1.634
1995 6.08 .29 '.04 .04 . 14 6.59 7,029.0 222.3 1,987

2000 6.33 .29 .03 .04 .10 6.77 9,564.0 270.8 2.418

2005 5.50 .28 .02 .03 .05 ' 6.88 13,007.0 329.1 2.942
2010 6.93 .28 .01 .03 .02 7.28' 17, 520.0 400.4 3.579
2015 7.70 .31 .01 .03 .01 8.05 23, 300.0 487.2 4.355

2020 - 8. 69 .33 .01 .03 .00 9.06 30, 679.0 592 7 5.298

2025_____________ 9. 78 .34 .01 .03 .00 10.15 40,350.0 721.1 6.446

Note: GNP projected In proportion to taxable payroll for medicare. Defense outlays projected in proportion to CPI as-
sumed after 1979.

TABLE 4.-GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS MADE ON BEHALF OF PERSONS AGE 65 AND OVER

lin billions of current dollars -

Calendar
year OASDI HI SMI7 ,-TiFeedigm

Special aged
SSIt, 72 benefits

Black
I uhg Combined.

1960
1965
1970
1975.. . _
1977._ ___
1978._ .. _
1979
1980_,
1981___.___
1982,_ ....
1983
1984.. .. _
1985.._____
1990.,
1995_
2000
2005
2010...____
2015. -_____
2020.. .. _
2025..

8.8
13.5
22.5
46.5
58.5

.. 64. 7
71.7
18.6
85.7

- 93,2
100.6
108.7'
117.3
162.8
225.3
303.3
410.*
587.4
887.6

1, 360. 1
2, 058.4

5.2
.10.3.
14.3
16.7
19.4
22.4

.25.6
29.1
32.8
37.0
445
70.7

115.0
177.7
255.8
368.4
530.5
763.9

1, We 0

2.0
3.8
5. 5
6.,5
7, 6
8.8

10, 1
11.7

. 13.4
15.3
17.4
31.6
51. 2
71.3

103. 7 .
150.9

0219 4'
319.D
464.0

1.
1.5
2.9
4.1
4.8
5.,6
6. 4
7.4

' 8.4
9.5

' 10:8
12.1
21.1
34. 3
51.4
74.2

107.1
154,7
223, 4

.322. 6

1 1.1
11.3
5 1.2

1.8
1.8
1. 7
1.7
1. 7
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.3
1.3
1.2
.9
.9
.9
.9
.. 9

0.3
.2
:2
.1

- .1
.1
.1
.1

0.1
.7
.7
.7
.8

.8

.8

.9

.9

.9

.8
, 8
.8
.7
.7
.7
.6

9.9
14.8

32.5
65.4
84.0
94.3

105.9
117.8
130.4
143.9
157.9
173.4
189.8
287.4
427.0
604.9
845.4

1,214.7
1, 793.1
2,667.3
3, 945.9

I For years 1960-70 payment/11n SSI column represent those m8de under Older Americans Act program.
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TABLE S.-GOVERNMENT. PAYMENTS MADE ON BEHALF OF PERSON'S AGE 65 AND. OVER,

billions Of 1978 dollars!

OASDI HI

,

Federal
SMI medicaid

Sgcti,:111:1413d Black
Combined

1960-
1965-

18.7
27.2

'2.4
12.7

21. 1
29. 9

8 8.6 3.3 2.5 '2.0 0.6 0.2 53.2
1971' 5536.. 0 12. 2 4.5 3.4 2.1 .4 .7 7.62

61.6 15. 0 5.8 r-4: 3 1.3. .2 .7 88.5
1978-- 54.7.

68.1
16.7

N 18.4
6.5
7.2

4.8
5.3 1.6

.1
.1

.7

.7
94,4

100.6
1980 71,3 -' 20.3 8.0 5.8 1.5 .1 .7 106.9

74.7 22.3 8.8 6.4 1.4 .1 .7 113,2
78.1 24.4 9.8 7.8 1. 3 .1 .8 120.7

1983 81.1 . 26.5 10.8 7.7 1.2 .1 .6 127;3
1984 84. 2 28. 11.9 8.4 1.2 .7 134.4
1985 87.3 30.9 12.9 9:0 1. 1 .7 141. 2
1990 99.6 43.3 19.3 12.9 .8 .6 175.9
1995 113.4 57.9 25.8 17.3 .6 .4 215.0

125.4 73.5 29.5 21.2 .5 3 250. 1
139.6 87.0 35.3 .25.2 .3

.

.3 287.4
2010.-..: 164.1 102.9 42.2 29.9 .3 .2 239.4
2015 203.8 121.8 50.4 35.5 .2 .2 411.7

256.7 ,' 144.2 60.2 42.2 .2 .1 503.5
2025.4 319.3 170.7 72.0 50.0 .1 .1 612.1

'1 For years 1960-1970 payments In SS! column represent payments inder Older Americans Act program.

TABLE 6.-GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS MADE ON BEHALF OF PERSONS AGE 65 AND OVER

(As Percent onflpi

,

Calendar
year OASDI HI SMI

Federal
medicaid SS!

Special aged
72 benefits

Black.
, lung Combined

1960....,
1965_......_
1970......,
1975-t.'' .:

1978 ..
1979__...._
1980...r._
1981
1982__.
1983
1984.4_ ._
1985
1990

2005
2010___...._
2015
2020......,,

1.74
1.96
2.29
3.04
3.08
3. 05
3.
3.03
3.06
3.10
3.11
3.14
3.17

/ 3.18
3.20
3.17
3.46
3.35
3.81
4.43
5.10

'

0.53
.68

:4
.82
.86
.91
. 97

1.02
1.07
1.12
1.38
1.64
1. 86
1.97
2.10
2.28
2.49
2.74 ,

i
0.20

. . 25
.29
. 30
.32
.34
.36
.39
.41
.44
.47
.62
.73
.75
.80
.86
.94

1.04
1.15

0.15
, :19

.21
, . 22

.24
' .25

.26

.28

.30

.31

.33

.41

.49

.51

.57

.61

. 66

.73

.80

1

i

0. 22
1.19
1.12'
.12
.09
. 08
.07
.06
.06
.05
.05
.04
.04
.03
. 02
.01
. 01

0.03
.01
.'01

',

,:.

0:01
, . 04

.04

. 03

.03

.03

.03

.03.

.02

. 03

.02
,02
. 01
.01
. 01

1.96 '
2.15
3.29
4.28
4.42
4. 43
4.49
4.54
4.65
4.79
4.89
5. 00
6.13
5.62
6. 08
6.33
6.51 ,
6.92
7.69
8.69
9.78'

1 Under Older Americans Act program.

Question. Consumer prises increased 4.8 perCent in 1976, 6.8 percent in 1977,
and so far this year they are rising at a rate of 9.8 percent. In its analyses of future
commitments for retirement income in this Nation, is HEW taking such infla-
tionary pres.stues adequately into account?

Response. It is true that in recent years the rate of increase in the Consumer.
Price Index (CPI) has been well above the average annual rate of 4 bercent per
year that is assumed for purposes of long-range cost estimates for' the social
security.program. While it is difficult to know what the future hold with respect
to economic factors, we can make assumptions about the' future eburse of the
CPI based on current understanding of economic behavior.
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The average annual rate of price increases of 4 percent per year that is used
over the long range in the intermediate set .of assumptions in the 1978 Trustees'
Report is slightly higher than the actual average annual rate of increase over the
last 30 years of 3.4 percent. It is assumed that the current high rate of :increase
in the CPI will gradually decline and will average out to about 4.percent after
1985. The 4-percent /eve/ was selected because the trend over the last 65 years
indicates a tendency for the rate'of increase in the CPI to increase -slimly with
time. The current outlook doeS not support a cessation or reversal of this tendency.
At the same time, the high rates of.increase in the CPI that we have experienced
in recent years are not expected to continue over the long range.

The ultimate percentage increaaes in the average annual CPI of.3 percent under
the more optimistic lissumptions in the Trustee's Report (Alternative I) and 5
percent under the more pessimistic assumptions (Alternative III) were chosen
to be 1 percentage point lower and higher, respectively, than the 4 _percent used
in Alternative II. It should be noted, though, that'along with a 5-percent increase
in the CPI, Alternative III also assumes that'there would be u cbrresponding
increase in covered wages'of 0Y4 pereent*per,year, which would increase the income
to the program. .

As a result of the 1977 Social Security Amendments, the assuniptio s as to
future iticressesin average Wages and in the CPI have considerably less fluence
on the actuarial balance of the trust fundsand, therefore on long-range ancial

Commitmentsthan was previously the case. This is mainly because of the new
method of benefit calculation which removes the double indexing of future-benefits

...`.tolioth average wages and the CPI..Under the prior law, future benefit ievels
,-fleeted increases in both prices and wages, and, as a result, program expendittfres

were highly sensitive to changes in either of these factors.
Question. What impact, if any, will raising tint mandatory retirement age to 70

for many workers in the private sector have on the social sectial:systeni?
Response. It is expected that sonic i.orkers who were forrea tti retire because

their-employers had a mandatory retirement age below 70 (itsualiv age (i5) will
continue to work. The 1978 Report of the Trustees of the Social Security Trust
Funds assumes that increasing the nuindatory retirement'age to 70 will result in n
long'-range saving 'Of 0.08 percent of taxable payroll:

Eventually the additional number of persons who will he working past age 05
would reach 150,000 to 200,000 becauSe of the change in mandatory .retirement
age.

Quest4n. Do you see any trends in our society nowsuch as the (enactment of
the 1978 Age Discrimination in Employment Act Amendments or the increase in
the delayed-retirementeredits from 1 ptbeent to 3 percentper year for persons who
do not receive social securitYbeneiits because they work after age 65to counter
the drift toward earlier retirement?

Response. ,Possibly, although the evidence is not inTet. However, -as mentioned
in the response to question 7, beenuse of the'enaet merit of the 1978 Age Diserimina-
tion in Employnient Act, in the future sonic. workers. will apply for social. security
benefits later than they otherwise would have,'which is expected to result in a small,
long-range saving to -the program.

Regarding.the current situation, the sharp increase in the etirenient rate of older
men has occurred at a time when the size of the adult workforce has been expanding
rapidly. Both the mOvemept of women into the paid workforce and the sharp
increase in the number of young workers born (luring the p(ist.;,War baby boom have
brought dramatic ihereases in the size of the art iv' orkfotee iii spite of the de-
clining employment of older men.

With the supply, of younger. workers increasing rapidly, both workers and cm-.
ployers. have seen their interests served by pension options that permit- or en-
-courage early retirement of older,-workers. In recent decades .both private and.
public retirement policies have. heen.altered so as to Permit or ever encourage the
early retirement'of older Workers. Private pension plan initiatives lir this urea are
significant. Mandatory retirement policies, which typieally caliCri for retirement ,
at 65, have received a great deal of attention. Perhaps-even mom' important in the.--
private pension sector has been the liberalization. of early -pension options. Ris.
search has shown that. early, retirees under soCial security were far more likely to
leave their jobs willingly whe*Ihey had early pensions' to combine with their
reduced social security benefits.''

Today practically all workers covered by pension plans have some ty early
retirement' pr (provision in their plan.' The qualifying conditions for ar
have also been relaxed. In the past employer consent was usually .requ

sutu s

rare today..The length of service and age requirements for early pensions ave alsO

81
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been .1q,wered, and the amounts, by which early pensions are reduced (if at all)
are typteally less than the actuarial equivalent to take account of the longer period
over which they.are payable,

As demographic pfcture changes and the supply of younger workers increases
more !slowly,. both workersand employers may see their interests better served by
employment' *cleft that help to prolong the work life. Thus, in future years we
may see a 'from the- expansion of early pension options toward employment
policiai. that p -to prevent skill obsolescence and to make work' settings more
attractive to older workers. Such a shift could be an important factor in countering
the Continued t' end toward earlier retirement.

Question. You will announde around the first of October what the 1979 inpatient
hOspital.dedUctible charge will be for Medicare patients. What is tht .projection
at this time? What, if anything, can be done to hold-down or put a ceiling on this
rapidly increasing chaxge,,which is posing.znore of an onerous burden for millions
of older Americans?

R.espanse. As, you know, the Secretary of HEW is required by hiw to review the
hospital coat experience of Medicare beneficiaries each year and to adjust the
inpatient hospital deduetible amount according to a specific formula in the Social
Security, Under the formula the inpatient hospital deductible amount for
1979 will be -based an the rate of increase in hospital costs over the period
from the start of the Medicare program through 1977. The inpatient hospital
deductible will be increased to $160 for 1979, an increase of more than 11 percent
over the $144 deductible amount now in effect.

Because the formula used to determine the deductible fully reflects that rate,of
increase In hospital costs (a rate which has increased much faster than the cost of
living aridly) the financial burden of the deductible on aged and disabled
me neficiaries who need hospital care hai increased much, faster than
imp nts in beneficiary incomes. I am convinced that the best way- to reduce
this burden on our medicaid population is through the enactment, of legislation
which will effectively deal with the spiraling costs of hospital care. In my view,
implementation of hospital cost containment program similar to the plan sub-,
mitted to the Congress by President arter 18 months ago is the only responsible
way to reduce excessive annual mere sin hospital costs and thereby to reduce
the inpatie Ospltal deductible amo whictimedicare patients must,pay.

Question. page 7 of youteltimon,,, you descnbe programs which pay out
benefits to t elderly, including.survivors and disability insurance. How much of
total expenditures fro two programs goes to people over 65, when compared
to total expenditur ease give the totals paid for the other four programs.

Response. Based, tii1978 data, the following table presents the amount
and proportion 'of or persons 63 years and older under the various
programs.:

Program

Benefits As a 'percent of
for persons total benefit
" 65 years dollars under
and older program

On billions) (in percent)

OASD I
Old-age insurances
Survivors insurance-.
Disability Insurance

SS!
'Medicare /
Medicaid
Black lung

-

'

i'
$62.7
49. I

, 13.5
C.2

21.5
1.7

3.6
.7,

- 69.1
49.1
58.7

. 3
35.3
87.3
36.4
72.2

-

.
,,.

I Tidal benefit payments to retired workers and dependents include payments to retired workers aged 62 64 receiving
reduced benefits and to dependents under age 65. Dependents under age 65 include spouses aged 62-64 receiving reduced
benefits, children, and their mothers under age 62.

2 Benefit payments to survivors aged 65 and over connot 'of payments to aged widows and aged dependent parents.
I Iasi than $50,000,000. The only persons agect65 and over receiving benefit payments are spouses of workers under

age 65.
.,.

.

Question.. You have iVentioned that the proportion of dependent Aachen is
likely to decline as our population "ages.". You have projections for increased
spending for the elderly; Do you have projections for spending for youth?

Response. Future spending for the young under the social seculity program is
estimated to be an . average 0.66 percent of taxable. payroll. Future AFDC ex- -
penditures are projected only for 5 years thus precluding any meaningful com-
parison with the long-range, projections supplied for .spending on the :ige(1. '

r:

e89
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Additional data related to the ques ion of future spending for the youtt is.

included Ina paper by Professors. Robe Clark (North Carolina StateUnivereilty)
and Joseph Spengler (Duke Univers" y) entitled: "Changing Demography and"

Dependency Costs:The IMplieatiO s of 'New Dependency RatIos and Their
Composition. Clark and pengler, provide data on Federal expenditures for
health, oducation, and income ma tenance programs, and State and local edu-'

. cation' expenses, 'and categorize th 'according to age'grotip of dependent. Based
on these data and asuming rep cement level fertility and annual average im-.

'0 .migratidn of 4Q,(3,0.00, public dep ndency costs as a.percent of the gross national
roduct are ex ceted to drOp s ightly for youths over the next 75 years, (from

., .2 percent to 3.8 percent), w e those for the elderly are expected to rise (from

4.7 percent to 7.3. percent). ...- .,
. .

, The throe attached tables rovide projections for spending for the young.and
the elderly, and* data on ,f ure OASDI child .beneheiaies. Table 1, which is
based on, the Clark and pengler data mentioned above, shows government

'expenditures for young d,dependents up. to age 18,and for aged dependents age
.65 lind over for 1.974 and future years. It should be noted that the lamest part of
depenclency,costs .for chi dCen is met through private; rather than public. means.
Private -expenditures At , not taken into iaccount in irny of the data above of in

Table 1i. k .

. . ,
. . .

Tables 3411.0 3 show the projected.inercascs in child OAK and DI 6eneficiar'eS,
lespectivel,y, over the next 75 years under the- three alternative.sets of e.c.ono ic ..

astuhiptif sinAhij 178 dual' Report of the Board of Tiustees;of the .Fede ni
. . OASI)I rust Func : "1`, . ,

80

el. 1. /
, TA LE 1.:-,-DEPENDENCY COSTS BIR 1974 AND FUTURE YEARS/

. fUollars,In billions/

19/11 1990 2000

0-
42025 2050

..

'Gross atlonel prod t 'Gl'iPP.... ,- $1, 413. 2: $2, 279. 7 42, 976. 8

Expen Hines on yo the
$95,6 $127,1

Per GNP used to finance benefits to , $72. 9
',Chi r e 4) l 5. 2 4. 2 4. 3

Experiditures o !dotty - $67.0 $121.9 $157_ 1

Percent GNPGl4erPbtedtolinance benefits to .
o '5. 3

Total depen ncy costs as percent of ,,,, .,
6

GNP (pert nty,..: .. ' 9. 9 9.5 46
.

55, 576, 6 909. 3
$216.7 . %, S73.3

.....

3. 9 3. 3
5406, 2 ,:,47013:3

7,3 7:5

11.2 11. I

, .
..

the Elde ly,!' edited' by Barblra Herzog, Human Science
Press, New York,1978, p, 76. Dependency c,psts are expressed

' ' I This le is derived from Robert Clark, and Joseph Spengler, "Changing Demography and Dependency. Costs: The

Impficati ns of New Dependency Ratios end Their Composition." in "Income and Aging:. Programs and Prospects for

as a percentage of GNPJather than ordisposable personal Income. ' .

_ 'Estimate of GNP 'baled on Clark. and Spenpler's projections of disposable personal income pPI) and assumption

that DPI comprises 0.685 of full-employmeht GNP (naccordance,w4th postwar experience). , .
.

/ .. .

'
. . . ..

FABLE 2.OAS1 gEtiet6IARIES WITH MONTHLY BENEFITS IN CURRENT-PAYMENT STATUS UNDER ALTERNATIVES
.

71
* , I, I1, -AND III, AS OF JUNE 30

(In thoesandsj

6310;idar yikir

ffetii?ert workers and dependents, Survivors of deceased workers

Wives
apd

- Old oge husbands Children
.

Mothers- Widows
and u and

fathers chitdreft widowers Parents Total

Actual data:
1970.. 13,066 2, 561

... , 1971 .." 13,604 2,673
1972 14, 811 2, 706

.1973..
i 14, 880 2,756

1974 15, 589 2 , 806

1975 16,210 1, 836

1976 ). 16,789 2, pp
1977 __ , 17,380 2, 899

Alternative I:
-, 1980 ' 19,293 3,054

1985 22,100 3.306
25, 008 3,170

.., 26,664 3,114'
2000. 27, 549 3,040 '

. 2005. 29,004 2,920.

t:, , 201.0._ _,, 32, 109 2, 975
, 4 -,'
. i

,, ,,,,:-,: ' '

1990
1995:'

53 514 2, 673 3, 151 , 29. 22, 619

556 523 2,745 3,287 1,28 23,416

578 536 2, 847 - 3, 433 2 . 24, 308

602 548 2,887 1, 575 425. 25.273

619 565 .2,908 3,706 24 . 26, 217

633 568 2;905 3, 823, 22 .26,997
674 576 2,.876' 3,838 21 27, 741

655 57$ . 2, 859 4, 042 4.1,9 - 38, 427

708 595 2, 791 4, 440 15 30,596

751' 636 2,597 4, 970 10 34,174

505 527 2, 439 4,203- 7 35,859

363 606 2, 557 4, 103 7 37, 414

379 -662 2,749 4, 043 7 38, 429

431 679 L 2,850 3,851 7 39,'742

521 676 2, 875 3, 800 7 42,963 .:

'wt',
4..fro ,,,j

-10'

0
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TABLE 2.-0M1 BENEFICIARIES WITk MONTHLY BENEFITS IN CURRERTPAYMENT STATUS UNDER
fITF.RNATIVE3 1411, MD III, AS OF JUNE 30-Ciantinued

,
Ern thouunds]

V.

Retired workers and depandentt Survivors of diseased wor

k.,t; Mothers Widows
and and , an 't`"

Vile husbands Children fathers ChiVreri wIdoweri parents A Total;
"' .e

n.

Calendar year

. .

- Alternative 1-Coniinued. . .

2015 ... 37, 056 3;080 639
2020 43, 088 3, 203 760
2025 1. 49,022 3, 274 843
2030 52,828 3, 154 844
2035 54, 168 3, 058 807

7,71 ' 53,17 2, 854 768
53, 581 2, 825 777

ig55g ' 56, 674 3,13. 875
-, 5I 808 2, T 829.,..

le : .

19, 296 3, 054 708
22, 119 3,108 . 750
25, 024 3, 172 506
26,682 1, 115 364

Alternative II:
1980
1985
1990 a
1995 '

2000... ....

2010
2015 -It
2020
2025.
2030''
2035

, 678`h .2,899 ,3,602
687. 2,986 0,417
697 3,105 3, 280" NM, 3,200 ;:e

;MO e, -3. 3;118 '
744 ;."- .2,971
773 3;422 2.837

.195 3,535 2, 676
812 3.642 2,660

r 4 ,

7. 47, 961(
. 7 54, 148.

.7 :: 60 228 .
7 63, 940.

.65,"147/
0 -387

7, ;,.A4, 222
.

7 . 65, 622
7 67, 853

.:*, 51. .2, 7131,4- 4,440 :?-1§," 'SO,- NS
. 2,*59,11 7-, 4,970 '`, ' 10- .i.-- $4,186 A :

,..t., 525 2,414: . 4,203 ..".*" 7ff '15, 851 ,..-.
:IT 395 . 2;486* 4,103 ",;,, 7 37, 352

29: 029 .' 2; 919 . 412.' 't 651 -2,656 3, 851. - . ,,,...... Ili,: 39; 525 ....,
. f. '',', 640 2.613 4, 043 - -W , 38, 295... ., ..

32, 199' 2,976 . ` 499 .j.:7 ' ...645 ; 2.641 3.799.:" ', :7 ,,, 4:42,706:: "-*."
37, 090 3,082 600 -, ''' 643 , '2,626 3, 600". ..".'. .... 7 ,*. ,47,6411 .'
43, 127... ' 3, 207 . 700 642 -. 2,660 3,411 ', . '' , 7 -.." 13.'751.
49,063 3,287 762 641 2, 718 3;271: : ;," '7..".*i.,,,,..59;74s -, -
52.... 52, 867 3,190 . 762 ., 642 2,.755. 3, 189' .' - .7 *'" 7.63, 412 .-:+

. ., .ret:',7 % 54, 203 3.126 729 ,. 646 24771 64,
53, 750 12; 940

2, 889 ' 698 - ,. .

693 ". 656 2, 776 -..2, 955 i.. . ". .7. , ,Al 111'-:.' I

2, 964 ' *. 730 . . - 477 , 2: 860 . 2,15115 ..t.... . 7 ... ...978"-7;:-. -
3,100 '. ' 682 " ;2, 902 2;485. '.11 66419- *.

. .,
710 .95e.,
748 -;11

507

2045 ....... ................. 53, 458
2050 54,155
2055. . 55, 187.

.Alternative 7III:
19, 344

113111 .,.... 22, 134
1990

3,062
3, 110i 25,.041 3,112

1995 26,697 3,118 365
2000 ' 27, 581, 3, 045 371

29, D 2, 917 3844 2005

201 - ......... ..1:1:.... -37 129 . 3,081' 507
.' .32, 168 cr 2, 975 443

2020 49.172 219 519. 7 2, 055, ,

.595 2(790 4, 00-1/
636 2; 585 4, 1.70. t...^:

1517 2, 358` 4, 203' :_ir . ,.

.573 , '-, 2, 345 4, 103 ..., 2
595 , 2,342, , 4,043 4. *7 t' ,
593 Z 271 3, 851 7 ."; :391,07S7-Ps

": 582' Z 180 3, 7 7 e, 4 1 ... ..
571 ' 2, 1011 '''' 3,5 '1,

ST:
411028er. 49,108 631 . 531 215.,,:3,

203 z,
2030

1P,Cli; .1;1 1111%7: (1.1 19082 3, . ,... .3409
1 862: i- .2 9 1

204°.':777777177 '7 23711? '. Arlil g76'9 ,-*".. .:8911 1: 812 ,-,- 2:85 .

2056..J..1- ... . .. --.._ 52, 167 71; 93i* 566 , 465 ,,,, 1,743 ' 2,624
. . ,.. . -

-.' Nitii:Atiltefnafives 1, 11; and 111 ancrthe 3 sets of ern lc and demographic. 11 pumptions Used In heiI1978 0 t
an"lingoes Redact. Aiternat yes 1 and III may

t ..................... 52:209 216 573 .-, 478 ,1.; 778'. 2,690"...1

be respectiwV characterized aw.mote !optirg stIc41.01;ressIlV1S11*....2
alternatiVe II. r ,. , . ..., "'. -7 " '1,- 41.,',4 I

.. `:TABLE 3.-1)1 .13ENEFICIARI6SIVITH ,Atc1N7HLy.BENEF1TS IN CUR ..PAYMENT STATUS ,LIRDiligliERNATIVES
, : 4 ' . . ." ' . 1, tIAAND111; A1:..OF JUNE.* ; ,/ '4,':''''., , :.1 . 40:-.".. " -", . nin.' .ousa- ncisi. .;"!"- ,'

...
.

4 t a,` s aWivend: , ... ... , . ." ,'',

. '," :.9fornises . husbands '',',Chitdien, " total

861 . 2, 568
1 - 293 :934 '' - 2. 788,

;IL 1; 37`... I' . " 327 1,028 3,092
-.- 1,925 364 1(127 3, 416

2, 098 391 ' 1 203 3,692
'c 2, 363 429 1;333 . 4, 125 0

i'''741'.7 3:1"
468 -11462 4,532
482 I' 496 ' 4 733

t# 1' .3,248 . 535
.

4641 5, 424 '
4, 031 578 1 ;733 6,342
4, 696 732 ' 1,863 7,291
5,458

965 2; 109 .9,487 :
7,'457 1, 092 , 2, 362 , 10, 911

Ia,
10 1,192 2,661 12, 163

i3 . iiil i: i .i931,no : ii i i

f
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ES WITH MONTHLY. VENEFITS 114
.CORtIENT-PAYMENT STATUS UNDER

TIVES'I, II, AN AS OF,JU'NE30.;-ContInuiti

usinds1 4

Calendar Yeri

Wives id
Workers husbands Children

Alternetive 1-dontinued 13, 012 '
_,..., 2025...,.. .... 4

' 8, 612

* 2030.. ' ,...41. s 8, 341
1, 225

3, 093 12, 641

2
2050

.
'T

88 :, 544782 111:' 1225310147 3, 405,s 13, 983
3, 529 14, 438

... 000000 3, 097 . 12, 728
3,214 13,259

' 2055....
- 9, 68 1, 397 14, 670

1980
3, 249 535

3, 591

5, 425Alternative II:

1990 4.

1, 641
76,,

3!!1985
4, 040 , . 579'

1995.___
5,465 ,., ;

1,, 567387

4, 709. ,,,,, 734

2000
6,415

944 1, 935 8, 244

2010
2005 .. .8, 299

7, 455
056966 22,, 205578

2, 92 11, 966
10,798
9, 439

2020
-8,811

11; 210753 2, /00
1, 203 2,129

12, 653
2015 . r: 8050 12,843 .

2025
8, 523 2, 811 12, 522

r --,
8, 190 1,158

18853

2030
12,040

2045
2040'. __,.:.

8, 390
1,159

117589 2; 7088692.-i

8, 675

1122,, 7207;2035
11, 970

2050
8,792

1, 209 :.', 2; 819

2055
. 8,793

1, 22g* " , 2, 873 .12, 892'
1, 23r Sr 4.4877 "42, 302

'Alternative 111: 3, 273
0 ',Art' 1980 -6

53; ,.* 1;653 ',,5,61
44,, 702495 580 1,741 ,19, 370

1990
735 , 1, 869 7, 329

& 1995
2000

t 5.468
442 .

845- 1, 897 8,210

7, 447
965 1, 946 ,

2005___.___. 278 1, 142
1.070 2.043 10,560

,r
2015

.... 1, 151_ ,i 2, 234 '44 12,087
8, 702

2,154 11,574

22030025

-7- -- -.--.--1,,

7, 895 1, 065
2020

8,712 1,140" . 2,248 12,100

2035
1, 035 .

2,139
966139 i 10, 9268, 347 ,

2040
7, 625

1, 866 ,',"_ 10, 578j 7, 677

2045.
, --2'- 7,551

1, 009 , - 1, 835 ',al' '10, 469
990' - 1,833 , *.s,- 10, 374

2050
J 7, 350 966 1, 801; ,, 10, 117

2055_
7, 107 946 1, 748 9, 801

Note: Alternatives I:II, and III are the 3 sets of economicand demographic assumptions' used in the 1978 OASDI

Trustees Report. Allornatives I and. III may be respectively characterized as morn "optimistic'and "pessimistic" than

alternative H. i .1

Question. In your testimony earlier this year ,on extendingtheialileeAniaricans
Act, you endorsed a White Rouse Conference on Agingtin.19/itrk Vitri!'ot tite -'

very..challensing statement.you haVe mdde, do ygu thinV we should.maiaspojak
efforts to gather data and take 'other action steps to make this conference Mere.

than just a discussion about developing policy? Wouldit be wise to have working' :-

models in place of concepts to apply, on a larger. scale if the conferees and the

Administration cl; -the Congress thought them worthwhile? For- example, in

advance of the
a ilot of the; 1

sponse. e se the elderly are increasin both.in absolute numbers, an as I A

a ;proportion of the Nation's population, ste s are being .taken bow to meet the

. wide range of needs which,older persons lit Iv. ying Circumstancts will control"

the future. 7 .

The Administration on Aging has launched a new initiative which, When

implemented, will enable AoA to moreadequately address theneeds of the Mere

:,. : frig humbers of older. persons.: The development of foCal points in the community

".:. for the coordinated deliVery of bete y service's to the elderlY.is a major initiative
Within AhA.:These services' are desi ed to enable the eldetily to remain` h their

, own horciejkfOr asflontas.-possible t rough the developpent of a comprehensive
limg4erra: servicea.systere at 'the .community level. . i !--

, Thislatiative is reflected in the fiscal year 1978 guidelines ter research and

denionsfattion projects funded by AoA. These: projects willihromete the develot"

mentof compreheneive glInd coordinated community-based services with particular
:emphisis on services AO sustain older persolts in greatest economidio-,v social need

: . L

ference, could We not put in place, on a scale not yet achieved,
term tare system you so vividly described?



by reseenhers include:, the Niters which affect the selection of long-term alterna-
tives

k,.... -
In their own homes or In the least' restrictive setting. The issues 'to be addressed'

tives of care for older persons; the fillects of reimbursement methods on the supply
. and quality of commUnity-based services for older persons; and the cost-benefits

of alternative service, modalities for persons. Model projects will demonstratel
ways to improve community' care systems for older persons and to foster the
mutual reinforcement of community and family supports in living and service

ements for older persons. Increased emphasis will be placed on supporting
8 projects designed to meet the special needs of, and improve the delivery
of service, to, low income, nifuority, ,rural , and disabled older persons. .. ,

The problemslof the' chronically disabled aged are a ma or concern ta;the Defiart-

proposed'over the'nexi seiterai months tcPbetter meet e rneediintilizingmieting
meuCConsequently,, therewill be a complete staff revie nd a series of initiatives

availableAnanelal reseurces. The- White House Conference to be held in 1981 will
assesshere we stand in this Country on meeting the needs of Older Americans
,and to develop recommendations to improve the deliveryoof needed services and
other opportunities. . . r - . , -

:''The Health Care Financing Administration will be 'carrying' on a series of
demonstrations designed to' assess the cost and effectiveness of alternative ways
.

of meeting the long-term,riare' needs of the aged.
QUestion. If our Nation decides to abolish poverty for older Americans, what

would be the most effective way to approach this goal? For example,'should the
emphasis be dn gm sUpplemental security income, social security, a. combination
of these two pro so: or some other approach?

:Response .here . conflicting, needs that we face in any. effort to abolish

ter people whose income is inadequate.
mirertythat of in ;faint costs -under clol and of increasing beinifite

le

The earnings related 'BMA& security programs' should' remain the Xation'a

n w well - fa supplementation , by private pensions, savings, and other.FerimdeTtSe
means 'of, providingeconomic security, for older Americads. The system

individual and group efforts to provide economic security. We recognize that
social insurance cannot provide an adequate' income for those who have had little

no-wningeduring tobeitwOrking years. Thus, an effective means tested program
progide basic inecankfor people with low income ism necessary third nigredient

itb 'meet any need' A* cash inconle that ,social security and private' resources
cannot provide. Allik

. 4
The Advisory CouncilvellSocial Security that was appointed in Februaby 1978 )'

is currently studying all aspects of the social security program. The ouneil
will be ,focusing on selected issues dealing with the role of social security in the
future, including the issues raised by your questions. In addition, as you' know,-,
the Soeial.Security. Amendments of 1977 established, aNational Commission),
on Social Security, which will be jointly appointed by e President and the
Congress, to make a broad-scale comprehensive study of the social security '
program. Along with the financial status of the social security program, coverage,
and benefit adequacy, this Commission may study possible alternatives to current
program, including integrakn of the current program with private retirement

.. systems. - -1. ,

, ,,Further study mf this sort will be carried out by the.-Presidential Commission.
..Qn Pension Polley. Established under an Executive Order

'
the Commission will

:examine pension .sfstems around the ,,,country in an effort to develop national.
policies -for retiAment, survivor, and disability programs that can serve as -a
guidejor publie'and private programs. The Commission on Pension Policy will :

coordinate its work of the. Advisory Council and the N-ational. Commission. . ',.;: , -

/94,

Prim. 3: LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FR TA SENAT0HY .*HANE CHDigH To II oLD L.
SHEPPARD,I PH. D., DIRECTOR, CENTER ON WORK, AND 3.10ING, AMERICAN
1,NST'ITUTES FOR RESEARCH, WASHINGTON, D.C., ARTED.JULY 31, 1978 .,-,,,,

. ea ,DEnat HAL: nee again, the Senate Committeetoh Aging owes you an expression
-.., of appreciation riotoply for excellent testimony, but foryour willingness to shave 1

your expense and i hts. :Your Statement last Week. gave us tile ciact foeus I
we needed4 ileiretitl ties of major consequence.

in,, ,. ; '
Fieca ten** -, 44 :

:: :' 41'''4S

'4''



I have en
(1osed several other questions on which you may wish to coniMent.

I would like to have this additional material by September 5 for inclusion in out ,

hearing record: If it is.not possible to give Anal statements on any individual.,
matterkl, would be glad.to have aninterim response indicating whet/. thenddt
Monal information will bee me available.

' With best wishes, . .1..,.*, ,
,

Sincerely; i i.
v., ..." ,

liclostu)es.,
-,, QUESTIONS FOR DR. HAROLD:SHEPPARD

IP FRANK
Chan-n4)4 l',;.,, .. ;.'*,,

, ,
.

(1) You caution, Againk the "body count" method of arriving at a dependency
tittio.' Your book.g.tit.es examples of factOts, appareatly.inodest, which could alter

such ratios,dramaiOdly in varying combinations. Would you care to discuss some

.of thorn?; .ft 7.'t;;,' .
..

.:ihoreaSingly oldet, population may be offset significantlY by redu in public}: (2) Do yoU agree with thoeo who say that increased costs fors an

.:-,thip'enditures for a decreasing proportion of younger persons?' (3)-i-You diciliot,4vec time in your.testimony to discuss the growing number of
women in the Piciiit'':1:6f1::e. Secretary, Califano has spoke,} of the important role
of .the 'family in ptoviding Services to their ,elderly kin. But since women .are

probably the Moho:deliverers of services, to elderly, family members, do you see

a growing conflict of role here?
(4) .The new mnployinent and training report of the President, issued annually

in response to :n ... date of the 1973 CETA legislation, has a chapter this yeah

on'Ol r.ivorkers .pally am'glad to see that. this group,of workers is receiving
e Department of Labor and from HEW. .0, one point

pio ,attention,
(0;. 1: the repo a a thpt the senior community service employment program,.

'fun' el through! the f`l....et,Americans'Act, offered part4ime community service

.4.. jobs to 87 490tecolf mic,Ally disadvantaged persons aged 55 and over New author-

7 izatiotui nd ajapro riations.aro likely to raise that number significantly in the

n fUt r you sAtisfied with the rette or increase In these excellent
onontffae-aged and older,ftrkers still' have a disporportion-

in CETA. Where should the focus be: bigger and hotter'
ore rpcopti CETA?;Oy hoth,'aqpi RAO thatexcellent Est,

ent:begiresehig'thWilrfipe h HEW Eqkd
bor, ale h.the'"Conglles and the private sector, take
to,d9fol, p dpfinded pedgtam_sfor mid-career development.
vie oPlabor between;,,HEW and DOL? What should be::

ovt can the PtiVate sector be Made more aware of
etrain the older worker?

of
0437 rofssion tip make, as part of our hearing record,

), m4951-120 (Part-Time 'Work, New Work-Tithe Arrange-'
,, ,,, . -tructiii.ing), pp.. 121-140 (The Older Worker Woman), pp.r

,-. d -.1,,,I... nietit 1GrOup Workers); nd pp. 157-10 (Older Workers in
i. 114 7 0 report "Reshot and Developfnent Strategy on Em-

P eta-of:Older Wol rs'?? These pages provide very useful
a4e al ioli Would effectively supplement your.tcstimony.

.... . -....-
.

S4
4

shou t
ongreSsional

e_4rOW g need
ge, la

Ilk. &firm
mefits,
141-1

4" :4, Rural
04
an

.

DR. HAROLD L. $E14FP-ARD TO WILLIAM
A.DINO, DATED. AUGUST 7, 1978

ody :do
of. di di the num

efinl
I ,opulatio

alter Church asked me
ion on 'the "biomedical

oREPPARD.
k

epe: .eyratio c s

e, loopifintioiit
he nuiribea of,person tri4hat
ttA 4lAt'stical appto clr fails(
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Or factors that influence 11 more senal
these; actors are:

The niimbet of persons actually w
br part-time, regardlesh of age.

The detallea composition of the
osition of the pldet dependen

ends, if any in rates of early re
The 'cOsts" of the Working u Supporting the nonworking

'AXt On:
, XhiOnaltUrpurpose of any' dependent:: determine the u ort burden
on. thb working populatton: But the "bo an be misleading. For example,

lipossible to have relatively unt.-1- ,ratiO but for costs to decrease, or
,

. °tease. The conVentional ratio pro 'indication °Laic cost factor. An
!unchanging ratio, over timeodan also obscuipthe possibility of an "aging" of the

are experiencing now' -,-a growing ortion of the Inoreasing 65-plus population
..Q1d4 PopUlation which. itself heavier, support cost. And this is what, we

obnalsting of persons 80 and older. `T'

Fina4y, a dependency ratio ostensibly could increase, but the costs remain the
4.131. same if" for exaMple, ',the country's economic base (Including sharply increased

-product ivity) ` were to = improve sufficiently to compensate for an increase
dependency ratiort '

.4"Do` ' RESPONSE` TO QUESTION 2 '
Csi

There IS no doubt that if high fertility rates prevailed over tne next few decades,
the total support oosts'would be much greater than they might be under current-
and expected conditions of low fertility. But this does not mean that the low
fertility rates will be sufficient to offset, on a one-to-one basis, the growing costs
of supporting the inereashig retired older population. Furthermore, a smaller
nonworking, infant and yonef population does not necessarily result in an arlth-
inetioally leper public expenditure per child. In-additionto relatively fixed ospi
costs, suohlis for schools; it Ible that decisionewould be made to spend
per child for other purpcii n in the past. The total aggregate costs per chi id
might be less, but not eno to offset, on a one-to-one basis, the rising costs of
supporting thit.ged populationt

Oft RESPONSE TO QUESTION 3

4
Merit of dependtnoy: As.

etull -time, year
.

4!.g PopidatiOliespecially the

This question applieg more generally to the need to develoP programs and.pol- . --
ides in res ponse to 'the rapidly growing proportion of persons in late.adulthood ;;,-. -;',?)
(say; 60-04) with parents and older relatives still aliVe (e.gr, 80 and older)..-A-s- L'tj
pointed out in:inytestimony, this proportion is increasing by leaps and hotinds---?"
from 46 percent in 1970,' 63, percent by 1990, and 79 percent by 200VbasecL on
current data on population projections. n . ,

Even today,.we run across women in their young sixtiedcOricerifed-about whit
role to play in relationship to the needs of their parents acrd older relatives. Should
they continue to work for their 'own reasons, and for ;helping to Ray for soma of
the support of ,their hider relatiVes? Qaa.tileyaffdltd!to stop working in order to
provide some or all services to those relativee:' ". . , .'
.These comments and questions are primarily speculativeon may part, but the

rain point is that 1I have not seen any 'overt reccignitihn Or the trends I've de-";''
.scribed above-It Is plausible to believe that the rising labor force participation

: 4ftte Ofqwomen will put a strain on their Capacity and resciurces...(including time
- resources) for providing direct core for their older family. members. It might pos-

sibly red Ahig"supply of nOnWorkink:ifomen available for such services to those-
,..." memb n that event,, the need .f0".a.S'ystem of paid services, of wage and salary

V wo,r p vide:those serviee(4,-OutsIde of the informal ftmily networkmay
" .1bei:r ov the#Sexb several years than is now the ease. , .-- . :la 0-;- .

. .: Finally, we.iii t also recognizothat a very large proportion of the f`very.'004"

providers on Allipagi, inforMal basia-7-A-nd,7-if AU increasing portion of women-
much greater as .of .novf-will have no or. few childienoiNtpotential servisg, .7.-

in their. late 50's.arilnearly 60's -e in the futurelabor force, this means fewer of
them available to provide clime rvices for .their: lder 'relatives: Assuming that,
women be much more atta d to the labor force (for economic and psyc °log-
ical reatiOnsP than they are now;tWqlmay witness a growing "role conflict' among
thern.I also assume, in ifescribingwch a Keriiirio; that wee pp, much more than
men, will be expected to be the eiders of the bulk of s es required by the
elderly: Eut this, too, might undergo change.: '-
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r

..., ,..

I certainly agree that an increase In the'nu tier of Title IX participants is
important. At the same time, 'I am concerned that more equitable opportunities -
for participation in, the larger programs of .CETA be opened to persons 55 and.
older.'As long as the :Is an apparent "cliffej.ptial treatment" of older jobseekera,,,

such as the Title rogram, But this does .not preclude some .Congressisinait,in our communities &economy; we will continue to need earmarked programs:4,j'

mandate to proydde 'More opportunities in the Other titles of CETA, ineliidine
publia'serVice pyograms. More liberal eligibility standards might also be .applr d
such,,a8 allowing the,pciverty criterion to beextended to, 125.percent of the for
poVertY income out-off point,

A more critical question, as fOr as the long-term future is concerned), iss Will we
Continue to r,:ustain a pattern wherein older workers seem 'to be "flaked off"
(luring times ot.4conomio downturn or are retirlid early, only to be forced out of
econoride.hect to 'join a quasi-marginal workforce?,Once in this position, -

goVernment then', , . a it necessary to create such programs as those made possible
by Title IX ran h er temporary public,service job programs. We don't, know
too much about .the preVious employment experienced of participants in such.
programs, but I feel sure that a large portion of them had been victims of a lack
of mid-career training: and job redesign programs, during, economic downturns
This, in turn, brings me to your nett question.

. .
. .

RE8PONSN'TO CECtSTIoN 5

Mid-career development Obviously cuts across' departmental boundaries, and .
perhaps itahpuld.eveninclude the participation of the Department of Commerce
because of its, relationships with private employers. Our educational institutions,w,
Still within. the scope, of IIEW, and'the employment and training activities of
the Department of Labor, should develop, for example, aome consortia .dedicated

ii,,,, to, the stimulation and expansion of- mid-career development activities among
lF: employersfirst of all, for their current middle-age 'Workers. Much of this thrust

woul*hrequire greater outreech 'programs instead of merely using-4i. passive'
approach in recruitment of participants. 'Congress 'might consider,a, -range of
incentives to employers to expand or create such programs, perhaps with a higher

. emphasis on selective industries, depending op the:age profile of their current work
forces. .

, .

i RESPONSE TO QtrtaT Oisr 8
'..,"' ' 14 1..... . .

There is no need to obtain my permission t:Parts of my report I for the.

Department of Labor. It is pliblic property, aiiff- very pleased that the Com-
mittee believes the material, in the report can beiffrefuk ,. .

Senator Domenici also loquested further informkticina.on ..S.he "biomedical
dimension " - . -, ...

The new developments in the biomedical sphere; ', :new and as yet
unrecognized. factor adding to the "sanior boom'.i .:12 t t ,,,,, gt, Ithatil.xecently,
it would be:safer to say that the inWeiteedstZSr ation was the
result of,bigher fertilityzrates in the peat, rathg- '4.. , - , , . d longevity
{relatively speaking). But 'certainly since:1970.ii.. ri." ,..4, st year-

for which data are available. from tae. Nation* :,fe:1,7S _.
cslife

expectancy for old .Americans has increas:', ., Nvk,..,,..1 r`.. -i-c.,,n for the

0,4, previous 10_yearai, his change is a re.flectio. ',- ". ' 4.' ...:.,.t , tes, fir. older

, . Americaps. For fix e of g. men 65-69 . ' 4. pe' .0, I,. f ..: .1960
to 1965, and f -I pre viltua ly t e r But from. t %SM.;
the cleath,rilt4f :4-' , '' .deolined by more than11 percent....

i What -Akin, : , ,.. ';f:':. 'en .65,-6m recent years have a.far gietvr:9
chance; of sin;id A. 4''4,'t °A previous, ohorts of the same ag-r-T11._ e4:. it
increased nuttib .;., yr:. -,, .1-- .?-,. ': oif 80 and older, are therefore a restflt.of 44,

,:. . result of higher fertility rates around c . .

improved WS'
..;,--- . ... ,=,.. ; -

. - -
. : the turn of the ,

'. . The accornp ''"t'.." th9i7840,,of change in ageiadjusted isleath rates ,,h,

, .....-
..::P1 ':. eree:'54yeliv6periods, for males and females. ...

r 1

for the 65-phis
. , .. .

..*e item 5, p, 87:
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RATES OF CHANGE IN AGE-ADJUSTED DEATH RATE$ FOR THE 85-PLUS POPULATION,1960-65,1965 -70, AND 1970-75 .

On parcantl

o
1960-65 1965-70 1970-75

Malls
Females

.5+0 3 .2

. 2 . 8.1
.4

171.1 ,

Based on data 'from National Whir for Health Statistics.
, .

In brief, this tables shows that for. men, there was little, if any progress in
reducing mortality rates In the 1900,70' decade, but that over the next 5 years'
rather sharp decline. The same is,true forrmen 55-64 not shown in the table. For
women, there has been a steady and increasing rate of decline in death rates for

. each of the separate age groups in the 65-plus population to such an extent that
. the 1970-75 period witnessed a deelin,rhie . more Chas:11de that for the 1960-05

period.
...

'
These developments, to repeat, mean a greater life expectancy for the aged

population, and thus an increase in 'that populatiOn greater than had been preVi-
ously expected by most experts. . .

''

One major explanation of *the decline has to do ?Nth the progress being made in
the fight against. diseases. of the' heart. From 1970Ao 1975, death rates for this
cause declined from 1,558 to 1,324 (per 100000), formen.and women 65-74 years
old. From 1985 to:1970; the death rate for the same cause declined only slightly
from 1'898 to'1,558. ',,,

6r. Rix and I, have cointed out in our book on "The Graying of Working
Ame. Ica,'" much of the in this andzother death-causing diseases are no
dou t due:to. greater health-consciousness lb the population, bett nutrition,
exec ise, and new medical technology. It is our view that even great: rides will
be taken' against "premature" death when the resealfteesults' of .1. siologists
and chemists come to be applied to much of the genan'i population.' This, too,
Will mean an increase in the number of adults living to be 75 or 80 and older, thus
adding to. the "senior boom" now underway. ..--

ITEM 5. EXCERPTS. OF REPORT ENTITLED "RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

. STRATEGY ON EMPLOYMENT-RELATED PROBLEMS OF OLDER WORKERS,", BY ...,
Da.. HAROLD SHEPARD 1.

.
.

.

VI. PART-TIME WORK, NEW WORK -TIME ARRANGEMENTS, AND WORK
RESTRUCTURING

`.. Each of these concepts hOgeneral applicability to the total working or working-
.

'age population. Older workers arevi exception, and in the opinion of a variety of
experts and organizatiostirmay constitute a special target group for the concrete
'typed of .wOrk,suggestsiEby4hoee concepts. - .

In thil connvetion,'It domnogillr stressed too much that:snrvey research on the
...4. retirement decisions and intenfRes of middlh-aged arid'ciWrworkersvarely tocIses a

choice of pptions til the survey respondents.,They are asked, insteaNquelticals of....,,,,
an either or ,character regarding ,employe `full -time work or full-time nen-;',-:.,,,,,..;
worknothing in-between: The' failure .to;:uSf. an alternative' app reach- results in '4,-:. -
little useful knowledge regarding (1) ::,,i,-:.,-4.6., tial labor supp t'Al6r voluntary
parfirtime work; (2) for. occasional,. on-a .z,.. c plbyinerit". or (3 'the "market"
for a policy of .ered; orlfitual retire
work; it might 314;as we .con'ceptUaiff as part7time retirement). ''..x . e latter is.a i.ariftra Ofipart-time

Irt one study deagnecttoOvereome this 1 tation, Jacobsobn .(1970)..found that
British factory workers' nearingretirtinen gavedififereifieatspOnSes, 'depending

.. on the kind of question asked.. Whe'li asker er -or type, 55..,fereent preferred
'complete retirement: But when offered choice, o ly. 2F Percent chose "such 'com-;
plete withdrawal from work. , . # . , . .

..,

.
The proportion. citing a preference. for continued full-tithe work 'fell fram 44

. .
percept (when asked the either -or question) to Only.15 percent when the question
was re-phrased to include part-timq or-nccosional work. More.than th e-fifths of

ltogether,
ra the work.

... .
i

thein,, it ,turned oul.,,preferred part-tfrfilfi; or occasional. emplogpleto
then;..only 21-perc--not 55.percentrefer d total withdilifOr

. . .;,.0%;

7.;.I: .
1 See statement, p.

.. r.

r.

fdp.
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Reseirchiming aiimildr approach among American workers --6y typo of ocbu-
.

pation and industry, age, sex race, and other characteristicsis lacking, ant n -.
forriation on the empirical dimensions of the issues involved should be valuable
to employers and govermnerit, not to mention the individual pre-retiree who may
be otherwise forced to think in either-or terms regarding employment in the later
years:,_ . -trict

On 'she other hand, the advantages of part-time employmenton a voluntary
basismay be more obvious to the middle-aged and older worker than they are
for the 'organization or employer. There is little in the way of research-findings.

, consensus on th latter. Indeed, little, if 'any, of the research on the topic of part-
_ time employment focused on age differences via a els advantages to the employee

or employer. One study :(which makes no reference to age) did findthrough
personal interviews and mail questionnaires among users and non-users of perma-
vent part-time employees-4hat: (1) little net positive effect on the economic side
(from the standpoint of managerial measures ofperformance) ; (2) few types of tech- .
nologies affected these ratings; (3) the vast majority of such jobs 'consisted of
those-with discrete (and'primarily repetitive) job tasks, and with cyclical demands
for output; and (4) art-time jobs apparently are more 'acceptable to non-tra-
ditional, change-oriented managers, and in organizations with more informal'
"organizational dilate."

More in-depth, organizational case studies might be. necessary to gain further.
practical Insights Into how these and related dimeqsiwis. of the emplof
different age groups voluntary part-time workers on 'a pfermanent t.
differ betwaen and amongst each other.

Ad part dIf the need to assess the market for voluntary part-time emploYnatht,.
a first step should consist' of sophisticated analysis of the distribution of volun-
tary part -time employment by industry and occupation, with special attention
on the former as a starting point; In 1976, for example, voluntary part-time ern-

(growing

was disproportionately overrepresented in whblesale and retail trade: 40'''

ftrowing since 1966); and and other services. Unfortunately, Department
ollabof statistics report no information b agikiirr industry (see Erenburg, .
1970):

, ..,
From .1966 to 1976, the total number of pe '84:king part - time on a volun-

tarYpart-time basis increased by 41 percent. But theeinte of increase in the case.
of the 45-plus group was much lower, only 25 'pereeht. This 'fact, plus the addi-
tional onethat total numbers employed on 'n full-time birsis increased very little
(in the case of the 45-64 group) and actually decreased in the 65-plus in the dime
ten-year periodralaes the question of whether efforts must be increased to ex-

, pand opportunities for, voluntary part-time employment for older persons, ..jf it
is an agreed-upon olibY that such, employment is one of the positive sohlWns
to certain problerili of oldeakworkers. ,..

Thd facts indicate r,hatillbpportunitiesfor such employment increased at a
greater rate than opportunities for full-timelmnploYment, even omitting 'the.
65-plus. From 1966 to 1976, full-tithe jobs foi the 45-64 group expanded by only ,
2.6 percent, compared to a 26 percent expansion bf voluntary part-time jobs in
the same age group. , .

This type of discussion should also bear -in mind that between 1966 and 1976,
the 'number of persons 45-64 who usually worked full-tizot,,ibrit were working
part-time because of economic reasons (because of slack worlr and inability to

'find full; ime jobs), increased by 39 percent: That rate of increase should be com-
pa the mere 2.6 percent increase in full -time during the same
peri '1101.41111 .

These. statistics etakenfrom- the 1977 Employment' and Training Report) .

tell us nothing as to the reasons for-lower rates of increase in voluntary part-time
7'.A:7-employment for the older age groups ("moored. to younger ages) ; and -for the
.--.+-'grariter increases in such part-time employment than in full-time employment for.

the 45-64 group. or do they give us any clues es'to whether the ldtter phenome-:
non is a small .desirable koal or policy to pursue .(despite the label of "volun7

tarn "):
flow many the so-celled voluntarily tiartAime -employed olderersons would-

acce t a full- me if offered one?. Under what Conditions, etc.?
of th e questions require pin-pointed research inquiries and policy dis-

litrielatfa 'which, to our knowledge, are missing in the current scene.
-. s, . er specific research questions stimulated by these data, and whieh should

rogram and policy implications, include the following:
which industries; and areas, have,there,been the least and most increase in.
time employmentand by categqry (Voltintary and involuntary)?
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;males_What are'the trend, (keeping the above in consideration). e vs. females;
-Whites xs. minority grolips7

Howdo the differences in rates .of change in opportunities for full-time vs.
less than.full-time (eepeainlly on an involuntary basis) affect the "discouragement"
Videees? -'

Any research and. program focus'on part-time work shotAthowever, coneep-
,s, UMW* such work as only one type of pattern, Lion, available to older workers

(in 'this ease, say,-50 and older) .ranging fro . .
(1) Continued full-time employment in ea , coupation with same employer.
(2_
different

Continued full-time.employment but with same or different employer, LAO .

. In different occupation. ,
i8 Partrtiree employments with Same employer, same occupation.

,vPoarutttimariefy inwithtenneamitteenort different eemntp.loyer, but in different occupation.

" artAstime" itself as a term can be misleading, since it encompasses a broad
-smite= of number of hours and/orillays per week. Furthermore, at a certain
rpoirlt in the woitidife cycle, individuar kers may choose, or be encouraged to
choose. (depending on a number of con ns), a gradual tapering, down of total
working hours, or days per weelpor e eeks per year. .

Research in this area would requi an identification of factors and conditions .
:that are associated with different patterns of work-time distribution on the part

1°,14 older workers (with due recognition of the heterogeneous composition of that

sations, gani-by occupational groupings, family situation, etc.
Equally: important,- of course, is the extent to which employing or

bot public and private-roan actually function with such work-time patterns,s
the conditions under which such organizations can be induced to initiate such
personnel practices; the role of unions in facilitating or Metering the introduction

-of such patterns etc, .. .

Also, it is not clear how much of the desire for-Part-Tt(mtiwork On the part of
older workers is unmet because of their lack of job market information regarding,

nott, aeparad groin an .additional one, namely, the ree to which various
fothe

availability of such employment in different organiialits. This topic should
mil

f part-time employment, as an alternative to full withdrawal from the'
'labor me, are known to older workersor to employers whose "cake of custom"
blinds, illtem to e use of part-time employees even When this might be of ad-
vantaato them, ., in times of high demaniffor labor).
. Apart from th vious research efforts that can be carried out on these topics,

it may be more fruitful to conduct experimental and demonstration programs
.--designed for example to improve the match between older workers seeking vari-
ous forms of part-Ume employment and employers seeking such personsor who
could be persuaded to hire them.

, there is, at the present time, no comprehensive picture, based onpresent
tr. .research, of:

e distribution of and trends in work-time patterns by age, industry, and
ation; ., t
Workeland.employer evaluations of these patterns";

4 'A.:'erojectisrs,Of,employee and employer demand for such types of work-time
tributron :and , ,

__(.1Yaceet-bedeltkanalyses of these-types. .
Juanita KrEpi Z19/1) in commenting on needed research on the general topic,

of work-thintoptions for older workers, stresses the point that:
"[It] would be useful to business organizations, public employers, and union

officials in determining whether their employees and constituents would prefer a
second career' retirement,should such options be available. In the absence
of such evide desired work-leisure patterns, the free time generated by economic

.growth will be ad, in 'ways not necessarily compatible with preferences.' It it also
difficult to predict the degree to which firma could accommodate to worker preference
without some evaluation of the institutional constraints operating against reer
,ficrilnlisig." (emphasis added)

In eddition to.the position that holds that older workers shouki.be treat
same eaany other age group when it comes to the right to engage in all t

bcelipational employment an. n ulltfiiie basis, we need also to recognize that
manyVider workens-z-es, peel I in e upper age groups (say, 65- .1)seek
only fairt-thne or in intermittent full-time work. ,4,,.. .c.,.

-the t of work ther are already capable of perfo (wOhout any extensive 1r
The :research need 'is to determine (1) the slisi4"-such a population; (2) .,..

or in ve trainin ,: and (3) the "market" for such-voluntarily 1 than-full-
'time d activity demand side).
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None of tirthoosat.there is or should be such a thing as part-time typos of

emplOyment , older workers onl " thou any programs or program
Pro_Mals'iliarilind tOadhere-t .

Furthermore; oblitypexperini ntal 'deb) ttation side, pilot efforts might be

designed and carried efizt to expand on e types of jobs that could be performed on

apart-time basis,' (1) a varsity of jobseekers (again on a voluntary basie) ,
,',iincludIng older :w.or and (2-) for older workers only. This would first recpike a,

i survey of employer given local areas to determine the possibility, or feasibility

."' of creating suoh po (or locatingThem, if already existing but not filled), and

the numbers omit involved; second, an active job development effort coupled
with an orientation and reoruitment activity.

Some of.these jobs might be traditionally viewed as full-time jobs, buiteuld he
the Source of work...haring design. Needless to say,nuch an FAD suggestion would

also entail an examination of the legal and institutional bafflers to its effective
impleMentation; and how, if at all, other, previous similarefforts overcame such

1 ,

barriers. . ' . ,.

v.: 1::-r In additicrikto, and perhaps as a' prelude to this type of Earn project, research
Might be needed on previous and current programs .to provicio part-time ,ancl

Msintermittent to older workers, with a focus on: ,.:..1.111M , .

Types orjobir and. industries.- '''.
Typet of olde;workers.gDegree to w ,4::h nature ,of the local community and the local labor market

, - affects the p ets for part -4Me employment activity.
Previous orience with regard to bafflers; recruitment of interest among

employers and older workeri themselves.
Costs to the employer.
Degree to which such employment facilitates the "adjustment" to full-tide

retirement: .
.

Research on the topic of part-time employment should also concentrate on some
specificcissues including the following: .

(1) What proportion is truly voluntary?
(2) What isIthe "universe of need" for such voluntary,part-time empayment

by specific subgroups of -older persons (type of area; previous occupation; current

s total inegmerrace-sex differences, etc.)? .

(3).-Whiit is the current -fifid-potential structure of irportunities for such em-
..,

"':-2!',e1)10,7.menet(hrdlek.to. industry? '
(4)-,'Whattlire 'the obstacles and. facilitators affect that opportunity structure

(e.g; government, company, and union rules and customs)?
(5).W,11ht arer_lhe3radeoffs involved, as far as &Teets on other groups' employ- i

ment Status is concerned? ',
What effect does sue eiPloyrnent have on such programs as transfer

payment ms? Ow commirnity services? .
' .

(7) To hat extent would t e:'already-ratired (and who among them) take

i projects might be expanded or developed, in order to obtain answers to the ce4e43.s..:,-;.,...4
advan ge of such opportunitie r part-time work?

On' ach of ,these items, an related ones, experimental and demonstratin/ ...
-

tions and to determine who? other effects'are fotfiltlt of an utexpected nitt:pre;-:-.:

and how obstaelea,were overceime,.or facilitators were improved. .

- -If-voluntary,part-time employment is to be accepted as a positive public policy,

it would then seem appropriate fo'r the federal governinertt at least to-serve as a

model.
A report by the General Accounting Office (1976) on part-time employment in.

federal spelled out the. advantages and disadvantages cited by federal
agency' anigers on the use of part-time employees.trrefers to the age distribu-
tiOn of4he tWif,numbers involved in 21 agencies, but nothing on the constraints,

adirmitages iincrdisadvantageOecording,to age. Nearly 28 perceat of the overall
nurnbers*05,000) were 41 and older; 401, percent, under 25. "''

_,

.-4,_F veinniefut agencies at the .Federal state, and local leVelsas well as for

private' dust ies employing_pasbns in similar occupations (typically whiter ....

collar) --itiali 4e;.vidhab162"to aO.certain whether the following examples of ad-

2.::, van dv ntagetralsVallply to older groups:

'Adva
,

_ . , .

,s, ., ,.

, ...
ccess to.e'pool of talent not nseded or avaihible on a full-time basis.

agencylexfiAlity in meeting temporary demandduring seasonal work:,

G = ter turoduCt(repoltl only from some agencreli) than' by fulltime
leyees. '

new and valuable se ventually full - time periannCi.



Disadvantages
.'''Aieess training and administrative coati
'.'Problems of work -'time accommodation.

Lack:of lob dontittuity and' completion.
'High..turnover.
Poor Morale 'among'parttim.en because of feweror no,.fringe benefits.
In additicin'tO research into the applicability of these' and other advantages and

disadvantagerregarding the use of older persons as part-time employees, similar
efforts should be direeted---of research and demonstration naturetoward othel
%vela bf government, and in the private sector.

But is part 9-;i employment worth pursuing as a .national goal or policy?
Furthermore -

.(1) Daretith emplgyment patternsiukgest that it is a sign that the nstreatri
of thet1Mr force iating towards a genelal pattern of reduced work g hours?

(2) if 'the cattatryWere to adopt an oppbsite policy, namely, a restriction' On tile e
number'of part7time jobs, would that policy increase full -time opportipitieV-T4ad

. for which grbUte In the populittioni' if at all? 4,,

(8)- DOataployers--and in-Which industriesrespond to major changed IR 'a
In Mich away as to infiuencte demand for persons availdb14 for I t n
time einployinent?lhat is, do the Isupply" of such persons increas
for part-time employment?

14) 'To what extent, can part-time employment'Serve. (and under whet;
ditions) 'ken gransition for various adult and older groups to full -time retirementr

This ..iinssion so far, and the research and policy questions ralsot have dealt
plinieriteL.With the topic of part-time employment from the standpoints of the in-
dividual'and the emiirciArt*t'What about the "topli economy" 'Side? We only
nnswer thie'impotitantlitteirtionyiitIt'queer

For example do'auch tinpatyMent pat rtuly'afteet opportunities; aiid'itithat
;extent,. tbi full time' efiiploy th fringe benefitS, etc., not t Ty

,0!ittect part:time%-employment)? In which particular sectors ',Of; Tthe

ithot*Silliah employment)Ould there be a deterioration in the numbers and
ds of Ifircric'eadesired anreqUired by the community, and consumers?

These and eimilar questions have been treated at length recently by Owen (1976);
but th tudy does not include attention to the age factor. .

Wot haring,,flexi-tinge (on less that a full-week basis), and similar concepts
should be considered as Variants of the basic part-time employment topic, and the
issues, research and demonstration prospectsas far as older Workers are con-
cernedshouleknot be too different, if at all. (State of Wisconsin, 1977; Glickman
and Brown) 1974; Evans', 19; Baum and Young; 1974, Kimzey and Prince, 1974):..

"However, few; if any, of, the many.reports and research studies include considera-
tioni of the age factor.

Tapered, or "part- time" retirement, ilso is another variant (the other side of
the coin), but .because °fits special character, warrantsmore attention in this
report, It is discussed in other sections of this report.
" :These' separate topics can be conceptualized as specific. examples and facets
of a more general, perhaps more basic, approach concentrating on the lifelong
allocation:''of timeor the lifetime distribution of work, leisure, and education.
,That approac htEithe issue of how society and econbrnies "decide" on Who
ttliall (and wh VIrlefirn; work, and -not work over the:totallifespan, and

lifespan (Sheppark BestEt and Stern, '1976; -Chalendar,. afWirtz,-1975;
`the value of ''rediMributing, , intermittently, each of these acit.imi over that .;

Kreps, 1971); Air ,

Ikpay, be too s'obn for the Department of Labor to devote its research ifitt.
dam trat .,resources to this intriguing subject which is issue'-laden: For, the
imm t.e tUre, however, the sub-topic of mid.career change and development
cann e ignored now. That dimension the lifespan approach is treated in a
**kr section: of this report. . :

and'ibork environment restructuring. Separate and . t..from the topic
arid, *Sue .of thne-allocation of work; is another.. cap) '' ative work*
patterns;:gentirallY found in research and policy diScussi satiisf tietIon;
J.613 redesignjah enrichment and "quality Of :work,-" t years,; this
topic jias rea*ed a stage virtually of a rnovement in les, in many
countries.

One of the ways in which it bears upon th breIated problerris of middle-
aged' and older workers is with respect to the re ent. phenomenon. Jacobsoha
(1972) -found that woOkers' acceptance of their comodniee''-retireaien agegwas
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Ielearly related to the level of job strain, and of worker autonomy in job perform-
ance (e.g., machine-paced vs, bench work). Sheppard, in,lis simple cross-cinssi-
libation analysis of NLS data (1970), found that level of 1960 job satisfaction
predicted for early retirement rates, but only among unhealthy whites, with no
analysis by age. The fact that, no relationship prevailed in the ease of unhealthy
'blacks raises tholseue as to whether these mon,are in any economic position
despite their poor healthto leave Abe labor market:1f dissatisfied with their

, jobs. .
However, Andress:II (1970) found, through a more sophisticated analysis of the

:same data, that for both whites and blacks (regardless., of health status) early
'retirement was a function ,of job slIssatIsfaction. ,. .

What be one of. the most interesting research and policy champs is the fact
', that whimAyle the economicerewards of the. NLS sample of middle-age and older men

.... 'increased, on the average; over the 1900-71 period, job saiisfactioliracttialiy de-
clined in this same period. While the hitter has been found to be generally asso-
ciated positively with income levelin cross-sectional researchthis does. not
automatically mean that the components and roots ot. job satisfaction are ex-
elusively economic in neire (Sheppard, 1970). Because eitehis, improvements over
time in economic statn ,IFNas measured by real income changes) are not necessarily
accompanied by improvements in satisfaction with other dimensions of a person'i
work fife and its environment. .

The analysis of quality of task levels among white male blue collar workersI.e.,
degree of verlety, autonomy, and responsibilityby Sheppard (1972) found that
the lower the task - quality leyel, holding ago constant, ,the greater the propoiltion
of such workers indicating that if assured of adequate income, they would retire
immediately important, UAW data for 1972-73 indicate that among,
workers ell e for "30-and-outnaretteetnent, actual retire heat rates varied a0 '--
cording to s ill-level:the higherAtio !;kill, the lower the rate. ,.

The analysis of the Survey of Working Conditions survey by Quinn showed that
low autonomy was associated with early retirementfor .men but not women.
Why should this be? Does it mean that work itself:at least in the past and con-
temporary scenes is of a greater central life focus for men, that men are so much
Identified with their jobs that negative features are more salient to them? Will
this change, as women become more regularly attached to the !ober force.ovcr a
greater portion of their lives?

.

Andrisani's. multi = variate analysis (1976) of the NLS data (for all age-sex-rice
sub-samples) found tha

(1) Regardless of tale of the economy, dissatilfied middle-aged males
were more likely th 'satisfied ones to ob.nnge jobs .thiluntnril y.

(2) Black middle-a males-,,--but not' whiteswho were dissatisfied with
their jobs and who changed voluntarily made higher advances (in terms of job
status and earnings) in subsequent years. , .

(3) With the exception of blacks, job satisfaction among the middle-aged
declined, from 196010 1972.

The reasons fcir,these relationships and trends should provide some basic policy
guidelines for approaching .the qualitative dimensiok of job-related problems of
middle-aged and older workers. +,

The decline in job satisfaction among the non-ehtinge in the NLS sample i& a-

,. case, in point.' Policy thinking regarding labor turnover, nct mobility which are
partly a funetion of level 'Of-job satisfactionis chars° ized 'by contradictory
values. On the one hand, there is a concern about turnover, ac a cost' itemespe-
cially at the organisational level. On the other handthereis also a great emphasis

on the virtues of mobility for the sake of a highly rational and fruitful functioning
of the economy. If 'WY satisfaction amo job-stayers does declineeven among
middle-aged and older workers who con ntionally are deemed as having become
"satisfied" over tIniethis Might lead sous kinds of,diseconomies and costs

to the d. hus indirectly to the to conomy.
Finally; e i amore intriguing clime ii of the various 'efforts for,impro*gg

thenuality w kfliteAf. it ,ie'eorrect that .yob attitudes, 'and early retirement ,.
;(coUpied with q ality, of job performance itself), ,,are in part ,m function .of ue,h '..

criteria t as 'de of task atitonoiny,,:wli4Vis happenieg. in 'the many, Or ia-,-
,tioneTin bot e rivate and public dectoisnoie'exAeriteenting wit - or
institutionalizing, sue notions as job redesign, job enrichment, atitopomnanlvork
groups,,ete?

,

r,,,t ...,, For example, to the degree that such notions hae been put in tnal prictlee
''''' ..on.a.ptlot or regularizedbasis-i--Is ,there a change in early retirement intengons?

actual retirement rates? I; de these measures in.suehldleuations compare ivith ;
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In workplaces prodtItalithe same product or eetviee but which have Mtsmarp=dna ripe for4esearoluOn these questions. which may be of import to .

kers, or sotto , ecquOmY, - ..; . , :' .

Job redesign has, o ; . ikl,iegifeeandimended as One of the solutions to
iteleeteel Problems of ol leinicineithidlY in response to presumed physleal and

,.tatetttal clean aseocia kir AM/timing ago, as a way of coping with their
inability to Maintain. performance In their regular jobs. Such a not onsisti3O.

. Jehangiatitioae'resillai joke in such a way as to make the Jobe mitt 0.4xiskitti.
Capacity '01. kern gro old as opposed to transferring t "easiO"
jaha(frecin *Ulan . 14 pay and lossof status). (0E4 ,, . This,. '-'x-particular -me g of Jo , owevirei is not the same nerthat I. dettlyy
other reeearche and 'oonsultizi 'using the san*term (e.g., Dav sigar, .

1973). .
4,.... ,111;,iNI

According tdk Department of hither report:6907), few of the 1,Mtlargest
American industrial Corporations have specifically redesignedijobs 1 Icier workers
for pumosesOf =Itching the job to the presumed decline in older perform-
'anee. There le 'no compelling reason to think that much has changed is regard
In recent years' (although the "quality of work life" projects may coincidentally
include older persons). Corporation% generally have tended to exercise two op4
tiersgranefse.olcler workers to less physically demanding jobs under the pre-
gumption olderworkers ebuldnot,continue in iheirpresent jobs, or persuade older'
workers to retire early.: ....

Insteadof resorting to either, of these eoureee of action, corporations cowls! ben& .

fit from job redesign based on task analysis by creating newyobs that tap the skills
and experience of older workers, and retrace the odds for increased jolt dissatisfac-
tion. Such efforts might be, encouraged. by Departmental experlYnental and
demonstration prograths. .

Whether ortiOt an older worker will like sjob is no more important than whether Ai*..,.,
or not he or shScan do a job. An experiniental program may involve the cleatkellt '','$,,
of new jobs by new combinations of tasks fie given industry. .. 'r

; Does combining so mall' demanding tasks together. make a 'job "undoable"
;t:

'Does combining many lbw level take lsks together make for a high error rate clue to
boredom? . -I, . :. . ,

Does 'the "right" combination of tasks ("right" from the Standpoint of°:joh.
enrichment proponents) make a, positive difference for all age groups.? '

It is recommended that tasks that make up several jobs be considered in the
experimentel'effort to alloy latitude for innovative new job-quality creation.
Ittisultil from such a studyteduld be considered in relationship to other expert-
menial j redetigns such as re-clustering of tasks from a single existing job into .,,,

higher" d "lower" task7quality groupings. .

No predictiohsand no comforting prescriptions should be mede on the
potent outcomes of improving the quality of worklife (as defined mothes
standpoint of experts on the subject) on the job behavior and retiremen
among older workers. In the first place, there is no such animal as th 'older
worker," as we have tried to make clear throughout this report (and despite our

° Town frequent violations of that percept) :here are varieties. The response to chang-
ing the nature of job tasks will be influenced by the nature of the individual older
worker --and of yotinger ones whose retirernentdesires Mao' maybe affected by
the natio of the job. .1% ' .: .' . ,

ExpMs on 'the topic of work values-)tral personality types via a via quality of
Wliek(Yankelovich., 1972, for example) suggest that the ydung workers of today--7,
theinlder workers of tomorrowwill tolerate less the task quality of many. ,,

,,, it. assignments; that many, if not most of themb greater extent than in .
'; '.... a case of today's older workerswill require job t. s of a higher quality to.
4 them productive,:in- the future. . 7 .

. eimore, the tray in whi such changes are introduced play a role*. wor
..4 tion. ?Oman and, Johns 4), for example, found that retirement de

as among auto workers were y affected by job chnliges not Undated by the
orkers themselves. It is not.c ear from their study, however, which of the Jobs

. the workers were traneferred to were if at all, of a more positive:el:IA-level quality.
The tritieal qdestions stemming fromth at reAarch and from the,general theory

(and expectation) concerning the virtues of job redesign, job enrichment, and
otherlorms Of work-quality improvement involve the extent to which changes in'

!-: thasardifttions are made with the participation of the workers themselves, .and
,a .r.... not merkly. itlitiateik by management. Ns wprkers grow older in jobs already

7.-

or stressful?

o,
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-flonrichediv auttitelijOhperformance and rettreMent behavior any different (and
in what waqY from their age peers not In such jobs? These and related questions
should bariert,cif aresearch agenda in,this arena of job-related prciblems of middle-
aged. and 'older workers

ielL, TEE OLDER WORKING WOMAN
.

. As women have Become a, more significant 'segment of the labor force, and with
:Aheirpart4cipation ratekiriareaalng i the topic;of older working .women and.the?-.

,,! Issues; and 'problMs,,,typOolt}tetl with these ,phenomena gather in. nripotanee.
Chief :among these problems arelthe fallowing 1not neoesUrili in order of
lerPortanqe): .,;

(1) Once unemployed, average duration of jobleisnese for women is higher than
for men of the same, older ages.

(2) , The older, the discouraged woman worker, the greater the length of time
between last job and the "decision" to drop out of the labor force ( Moser, 1974).

.;( 3) Compared tdcilscouraged older males, the length. of time is also greater.
(4) The chaiicet0Of adequate retirement income are more severe for women

thanformeliAnd, while the future may see improvements over the present, these .
ohanceg"will remain lower than-for men (Bernstein, 1974).

.( 5) ,unceitainty,.regarding.the shift toward "male" occupations which
typicallynavehIgher status, and which affecte employment and retirement status

. in the later, ears may characterize the employment world of adult wonien.
!:,( 6) Even. with-,improvements=in vesting provisions, due to ERISA, women

: face more serious problems than men, given their shorter tenure in any-given job,
and their, high representation among the part-time employed (who typically. do
not enjoy,fringe benefits such Of pension coverge). However, taking women of
all ages, the pro_portiori of theetotal population of` women workingnn a yeayfround,

les,rstiztMs proportion legreater.than, in the Toun er, groups. of womln.
fall-tim:e.beela has risen over the past decades; and in the middle -frge gOups, at

1(7)-0Piensthetentrat-patteinnf no survivors' eneats in; private pension plaps,
ihe higher survivorship., of wives be of husband's .tirrie4of 'death ris

. 'serious' problems for them, unless they themselves .have gained adequate work
experience with private pension ooverage as well. Frequently, this.element.plays
a role in the work-nonwork decisions of married women.

(8) This point also may:prompt decisions to re-enter-111e labor force, or enter
for the first time, at a late stage in life, with many attendant problems.

9) Among these problems are the need for training re-trainingps well as for
"occupational socialization" in the world of work after many years of nonwork.

10), But such Investments in training can be stymied to the degree that both
lexism" and "ageism" together persist eis barriers . to the employment status

f old& women.
(11).- Mature women seeking employment in part-time professional. jobs and:,

those with high levels of responsibility encounter obstacles in that seareh.
:112) Refired older, women have lowermorale than..thope -einployed.' (with the

exception of the higher income groups): Those who never worked have the lowest
morale (Jaslow, 1976). .

- (13) Laok of training in the early,years produces a "retrogression" in ece
sektubetWeen tke first and current jabs -(Parnes, et al., 1975).

(14)._,Nbantartied older women (58-63) .tend to have !the lowest pro rtkonti
covered by privItte pensions prior t6 retirement. . .

(15) Because they are typically in lower-paying jobs, w: less conti uous
attachment to thelabor force, and with wager below the taxable wage cell' for
Skiela1.Security.purposes,women are affected more than men by the' regressivity"

'''OfithestraterifspayrollIax..
(16) f old eogugh, they are more likely to "opt" for early retirement (with

-' severely reduced-benefits) than men, in times of unemplrikment (Sommers, 1975).
, (17), On the other hand; if under the age of 62, they run the -risk of being "too ;
old.to.work, and too young " i.e., little work experiencefor adequate unemploy-
Merit ineurnnee1SOmniers, 1975).

(18) . Because of many of the above problems, and others, mantiatory retire-
ment age arequirementsand not-completely voluntary early 'retirementcan
mean even greater problems in the later years for women than for men.

Ldbor force partscipcdipn. The topic of, and problemi related to, labor force
participation among 'older women (and the longitudinal dimensions of such par-
ticipation) is important fRr.t number of reasons; including (1) those stemming from
the cultural shUt.arrionig women themselves regarding thei roles in the society;
(2) the relevance of such particiPationat what scale, i. part-Or full-timeto

, .
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the breader, issue regarding. the need tb d "Offeets'i Lo the ejltedly -growing
problem ',of i the ;!',dependency. Burden, . of supporting larger" um ens and pro-
portiptia:NIf, older nonworking. persons; ,an (3$ the possibil y that work itself
is becoming a more salient dimension.of w men's. lives than the 'past.: , .

In 0 onneatien,_we find it of tabre_thanpassing kite tuft that preliminalir
!India spill,a ourtent AIR:study of a national sample of ,000.men and women
48 tq,, 2 years old, indiettte that out of 15 faiitorls assooitt ed with the quality of

' life, work among women was the, most important influenc 'Among men, however,
,...: it Was only the 'thirds . *st important. This is a fitudy (by naganand RuSet.Pft, .

sponsored 1pysponsored Adini tration on Aging) ,which has n yet been fully'explored,
'of the jobs ; and work e erientes or this middle -aged grpup which explain "the

Iiigh.influenee-rank of Work for women in this age grout, and the reasons whk it is ,
higher In rank:for women than foi men. Othe stud es (e.g., Lowenthid,',1975),r `

hdwever, Indicate 'that work as &source of sti is eaterla the lives Of middle-
aged men -than for women. "1, . ' ' .

In Oany event, work as a =got.' elerrnt sin t lives of women, especially as p,

reflected in the experiences of those. kith con nuing tittachment to the:labor
force, seems to be on the upswing.' This deve opment may ,even influence euch
spheres as the telirement decision,. early retirement .rates, and degree. of .aocept- "'
ewe of mandatory age -at-re rement fractices. . 44.

doeuinents.la a st y of Bri sh semi-skilled. factory workers, Jacobsohn (1970) '
Attention to is rare in, the research lherathre and is policy

found that. among the women 59-59 years old, MiestiVitas. a greater reluctance to
retire thannmong men of the same age; they were Ism positive about the prospects

'. of rdtti4ag than the men. ..
Is this type of contrast a;matterr of cultural diff noes, i.e., .not to be found..

among American women ip similar circumstances?
.18,Aregardless of culttfrea portent Of any ivergent tendencies among women

as oposed to men regarding the trade-off between work continuity and nonworktbetween
1,or. "leisure" (retirement)? .

. Is it a speelfle manifestation of the jgenekal -Boole-cultural shift in the lifi and .

work ethos of women (in it' most
the

form, a result of the "Women's liberti-

world of work as a more Osirable ternativn to/the unpaid work-role of jfome- 10
tion'-' Moveinent 'That iS, are tod;ity's women .}3ecciming attracted more to theme .

maker, which is What, 47ttirement! more typically xpeans for worqen than for
menat least, so-far? , . .

'These andmany. other. uestions can be translated into hypotheses for hely resgarch
efforts suppOrted. by /the DepartMent of Labor. Theempirical facets .of euchre -
search rria_y have policy ,aati program implications regarding, for example, demands %
of working .Women for improved status' in' he labor .force as they grow older,.

,, including rights to'training and promotion opportunities; tailor-Made provisions
gegarding retirement optic s, instead of universal policies.

' $ ' Therisin participation) rates of women accompanied by an'.opposite trend for
men especially in the mi tile- and older age groupsis a phenomeno , that has
both fascinating research. and policy-problem nuances. In What ways;1 at all, are
these two opposite trends-related to each other? Or are .they, to so se nt,

. unrelatedor fortuitoUs? The relationship has onlybee0 asserted, and descriptively..
reported with: statistics ishdiving each of the two separate trends.' But; to' our .

... knowledge, there has Wan little research as to any presUmed causal relationship.
- Arb women actually taking the place of older men--qn a job -by -job, occupation- ..

by-occupation, industry-byinduskry basis?
Does the current EEO emphasis on the employment rights of women regardless,
ageresult in thd reduction of opportunities for older men? . ... '
i is the process'essentially due to 'the growth of occupations "traditionally"

bel by women, and: the simultaneous decline of. those traditionally filled; by ..... men? As Oppenheimer (1973). has pointed n afid'Women have beta"used"

labor has usually' been sex .specifle;" that is,:_ tai growing 'partibipation rate of
.interchatigeably some occupations over re nt, ecades, but "most demand fen.

women ie to a h onsiderable extent a furtetioa,Aso far, of the pattern of eronomie
development iiihichhas characteristically:MOved: the .demand, for labor A.rd

. those service/ occupations and iisclustries' historically associated with "women's
work.", The/ usual explanation5, such as -i'educbd fertility; higher' education,
urbanization, etc., '(which increase supply) all may be releirant, but the'economic

' ... .. ' . , .. .

. On the olicy side, hoW feasible would it be 'to break the gineral pattern of '
"male" ersus-Pfeinale'tyrietr" female " -to. maintain .or to:increase
the participation opportunities of older men? ;.

. .. ...
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hrthe °arra 11406rbto thane 'the "sox identity" of certain occupations priMarily
onedriecl, 'directed .toward, placing: women in traditionally male positions,
lindamirdireoted withoutregard to sex? On this latter point, internal labor market

Esieb- tneesetLa_Les portiob of the 45+ group in the, labor
situatiorts might be.the, best sites in.-which to study the question.

foree....ettithwend of Wcirld percent of women 48-7.54 weid-fiFthe work
foree,,A little Mare than a' quarter of a' century later, the percent for women of;
tte'same ages, as lirpercent. The correspondIngfigures for the 55 -84 age group.'
are 21 peree 7),atid 41 percent (1974)nearly a 100 percent rate of increase.
During the , riod,lhe rates for men in both age groups declined.
,:The .65+ . p's:particltiation rate. has by and large remained the same
about .1:3' percent, with-slightly 'higher percentages from about 1955 to--1965.. ,

Even among just the 65-69year 'olds; the rate has remained basipally.unchanged.
1111947, women Made up only 23 percent of-the 45+ wOrk forcei'but by 1978,

/-" this proportionhad, increased substantially, to nearly 39 percent;
The!greatest,rateoof increase in labor force participatidn has been taking

place amdng married women. Commitmentbr attachmentAo work among married
women may be becoming increasingly like that of t husbands; kpossibility .

which deserves. greater research attention. '4

From 1959 to 1974, the. percentage of wome In the age group's, 4,45-54;
5549; and 60-64. who worked on a year-eipota d, full-time basis (Y14.FT) has
pls-d'increased sharplywith the greatett re of increase occurritig in the 55-59
age group. .

Contrary to what has been happening to men in the 62-94 age group there
has been little decline in the percent of womenof the same ages with some kind of
Work. experience, and/or working on, a year-ro4d, full-time basisthis despite
eligibility/for retired worker benefits at age 62.1!' .

r If opportunities for year-round, full-time employthent are viewed as a desirable
goal ,(since, for exam means a higher income), then it is important. 'to see
how' such factors ab. e (scab ".affect those opportunities for older women workers.

.,The prOportions of each. age oup working .YRVT In 1974 show a clear relationship
to amount, of schooling. / '

,PERcirraFAvOM WORKING YEAR ROUND, FULL TIME BY AGE AND EDUCATION, 1,974

. Lips than-lIfiears sc lintkor

25-M ,

47.

loll yam .

. sehoolog2 ye 7.
4 ."

t;Pliti4,TYNt 5

,35-44 45-54.
55-64 66.plut.\,

44 48 37

30 331 27 2
40 42 34 3
45 52 . 42 . 5
46, 49 43

a60 56 5,

r Arnim*: sus Bureau, Current elation Reqprts, p. 60, No. 101, "Mnney income In 1974 of Families and Parsons

. ,f In the Uni estates," ism TWO , ,
ile the proporti' n working YRFT in each level of schooling peaks in the

4 'age group, the mportant point is that within each agegrotirp, including the
ke 'AS-64 group of omen, the higher the eduCational levalk-the greater the pro,-
P rtion of warpen, orking on a year.roundtfull-time bsggs: N

It is' equally he ortant that in each ofth,d levels of schooling, the median income '-
f thtt bider wo n esPeCially those 45-64, is equal to 'tar' greater than the income

6tyotingerwO
tf1nally; al ugh the prop'or n of older women wering year-round, full-time

is,igenerally'l er than the pro Portion for men of the same age group, that pro-
portion, Ai depending on le el of .schooling, The greater the schooling, the
greater the reportien working YRFT:-..... .

' ,The rtancegii3f marital eta us of older women regarding labor force partici- ..
,. pation,ra artly be seen a the 1969 Retirement Histbry Study of the

Social unity" istration Despite the eligibility-for refired worker benefite. --,....

atrage, one-h" if of the nontrirrie women were still in the labor force, If they ° .0°
were to 1.151: the proportion was only 42percentm contrast to 62 percent of
those er married. UnfortIrtiately, the Study did not incluafikmarned wives
With resiiciP6 or 'current attachment to the labor force. In an ent, trends in ..

part' ipaileri (or retirefrient) rata warrant monitoring on asystematic basis ovet' A.

' he ort4 an0 lOng-run, including the rates of married women hire age group.

di
...

.



1!0.611bol6pr iiiiitloated'rebeardi l'eliiiilldr'blia' include consideration of .'eduoatioluil
alekWatWitfalllevelti.!thiltiltatlequaky.With marital statusaa'faetors associated
Virililictieltda,killabbr lotte_partiOlpation tates.of this older female age groMPrfor -la
example, similar to the 1900-1960 alaalyels,by Darien 1972)....' - ,..,,,;,1,;.H.1-....2*Ifo

... '.'",,tat Jtedzalrgatly,4be-partielliattion4ate-of7woznaw,Aila-beca--InplelellitirO.Ver_th
peet:sevetralAleatidet.''The greatest iate-of Wore , -,ea:ObellireciAti the case of
marLie4_weinenalmoat by 40110100, since thei,oitles" of pallticipation among

. "'roman of other inailtalitatusetreo already high, iripiniiten approximation to a
trii.4301tudITI61..filetbedf:Iinalyelis of the -data` indicate that from 1988' to 1976,
:the:ra o increase (badd, op. thy. _4.48touffetAlfeth64" '1) in.participation of married
women 5-84Wears olon wae&biouilioFoogic-,:b3,thd time this cohort was 35-44
In;197674 Oyer.82 'pereenteThfir was.eltertban for other women of the Same
'41 in 1964-greeter fOr1480'544 in I and 45=54 in 1976, end for those 46-54
)0,),$§6fi.nd,5544,In;,X916--,r Oilibus optharital status. .,',,;;;;4.

- Nevertheleshommarrie . er wozrien do have the highest 'participation rates.
One niajlii reseatbh end. Ol eY-telated question hero is, to 'what degree do un-
tnairiedtvpiden:In the.labor forec,remain in it, and thereby--,as they grow older'
en.IOY.41.Verateeproipecti.'folo',upgiard mobility than married women who typically ...

eritec4-(Or.ye,enterPttie labor/00e at'a later ago? This possibility thereby places the .
older married. female reentranlI (or new entrant) in whit may come to be a dis- ..

advantsgebteilmeitiOpt4, ''' .,
, Furthermore,,Itt . ;IittleinforrnationVin. the "job adjustment problems,"
if anyof the mitld ', &boil wife who, fo(a.variety of reasons, enters the labor

- facill' td.gie, ee0blishment and acquisition of now substantive and adaptive
for064ad finds ertip oynient., r those previously employed, does this experience,

skple,''esconip d to those iiithaut previous job experlence, andc,to those women
of..the same, but With.long years, of uninterrupted employment?
...' The'Aigher, odunational Ikvol, the smaller the gap between labor force patio-

. 4atcon,rates f older married and other ,dromen. How far this development will
"...4 is St' 'i Okelear, and reqiiirei regular 'research Monitoring. This "gap-narrow-
-. ng" ' the general view tilat there is less economic need for upper socio

groups,eqoar a groups, (one .,proxy fat...Which is years of schooling) of older married
WoralM to seek employment. ,,..'
,,,IsipFt,ot% the exajanation,due*Ahe differences in opportunity structures ac;.
cicirdinglo trdneatIM? .

,,,..Is.# because higher etlucation fs1 associated with having fewer children,. thus
making such Wooten more. availablelor employment?

!!..° 14.il. there other socioroultUral valhes involved7-such has careerismr-that die -
tInguish the upper soolo-economic grbgps.of married women?. .
- In .What .ways do 01.04 these, and,pther factors interact .to produce the higher

... Participation tate. of married worpenVith.greater educatioff;whieh, in turn, nar-
rows the gap Cited above? ' , . '71,

Finally, what are the average retirement ages of such married women relatil,c
to all otbersancito then as well? We. annot accept, Vithout empirical researob
the aegumptioO that parity between the sexes specially' holding, education Con-

.

atant=7.will produce parallel retirement plans Mid decision-making.
Comparisons between 1964 and 1974 data reveal that among married' 'women

`55-64 years Old,, participation ratep in each ascending level of schooling achieved
hadilsen; with the exception of those with four or more years of college comPleted.3
For this latter grOup, the drop' aa quite marked (from 59 down to 50 percent,
ividletthe rate for 'other women re ained, relatively unchangedthuWereasing
the.gaP0 , .

. .
. Finally, it maybe critical to explore he reasons for, and the implications, of the ,

. general .znerease, in 'participation rates or married middle -aged women (45-64),
accompanied, by a eral decrease ins rates among widowed, divorced, and sep-

. arated.viome
Ipmoveethe

pat' dozen years, even in the higher-educated groups.
Because the greatest rate of change in female labor force participation has been

oCeurring:among,married women, it is important to determine the extent of 'their .
, .

' ;- -;'-'1...4- nierourcisevelopee .byr,Bamuel atoutteron aio volumes anThe American Soldier, ......:
. ., . . . .

that .accounts for the fact that an increase. from one level of percentage to 'some :maxi-
mum percentage' (such as 100 percent) will be.affeeted by the sine of the base percentage.
,It, is amore sensitive measure, and more relevant than the one that takes a percentage at
one time:Lind uses the absolute percentage points between that one and the succeeding one

. as roportion of the original percentage, i.e., Difference in ercentage points, fr time A
to e B,divided by erence between 100 percent and me A. . , .

IS r Reports on Educational Attainment of Workers, for 1904 and 1974: %

By 19176, the p rticipation rate for this group rose, 'install, to 58 percent.
, . ' '

:14,k8-79--=.41
is:::.'74 ee

le
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workexperiencee 04. ,the percentage forking part-tithe, or less than year-round
f ell- flute. From,1971"to 1975,, according to work experience. tables of the Depart-
nient.of Labor, the prop tlrons of married women, by age, *1th any work' expel.,
ienoewho were e ployeci less than 27 weeks, were as follows:

,
1971 1975

,,,.- All iv osilip;1641in

Married, spivs. prsiont.
25-44
45-54.:.

5-54
.59199.4

t

5., 23.7 2047

.
22.8
24.
15.0

21:3

19.5
21.5
12.9
12.1
25.9

Source: Special labor Force Reports for 1971 and 1975; Department of LOW BUteali ofLabor Sionsfloo.
.,.

. ?
.

Since these percentages are based only on those with work, experiencerit is
not clear whether' the downward changes are a function of an increase in full-time
job opportunitieS4 or of 'a decrease "in opportunities in general due to cyclical
changes, etc. This clearly ifi an untapped research topic.

Mao, to our knowledge; little; if anything, is known about the relationship
between "(1) Changes in the Tabor force participation rates of different age groups
of .married,women (and/or proportions working or seeking'full-time employment,
ota); and (2). the employment status of their husbands. While it is generally
accepted that the use in such rates must be associated with such factors as a
rising educational level of women, decline in size of family, eta., we do not know
the, extent tewhich husband's employment status is also influential in this changing
phenomenon; We should add, too, the influence of rates of change in inflation,

-insofar as'efforts to maintain a given'family standard of living requires the .wife
,te:aenk,.emitloymont. or--if.alreaily,employed part-time7---to seek full-time. work.

. .-' -itkeVotirrentilditgittidlital.ProjaiWiby,SheppardAand..*Rix.with sapport4rova the
Administration 'on .Aging)-fotitising on persons 40=69 in two large labor areas'.
with :widely contrasting rates of unemployzaent:is .partry designed to test the
hypothesis that the husband's employment status may influence the labor force
status of other family members. ..,

._
.,In any type of research on older women in the workforce, it may not be sufficient

merely:to refer to statistics on ':labor force participants, " 'since such figures do
t actually to us hoW many wOrnen actually worked in any given year, .i.e.;,

-work experieno This is .especially. true of middle-aged and older women. For
.eicamnfie, In 197 ;;the female "labor force" figure was reported as roughly 37 .

millidff (all 'le andiolder), but work experience tables for the same,year indicate
that nearly 49 million worked for some period of time, a difference. of.nearly16

'pOrtierit. . .. _

.More important, the older the woman (starting at ago 60), the greater the
discrepancy between the labor force size and the size of the female population
*ith any work experience.. The same is true in the case-of men, incidentally, but
thndiserepanoyis of :a smaller magnitude, reflecting the sex difference in propor-*
tiOntwOrking year-round and /or. on a full-time bags .Fttrtherniore, comparisons .

between 1970 and 1975 dataNsuggest A declining discrepancy in the case of women,
.
whick"maY reflect the grffilang proportion of women working on more than a

..partiime, or,part-year basis. . . . ,

To repeat, labor force participation rates of women, by age, marital status and .,

rice, are one, phenomenon: They should not be confused with data on wont ,.
, expersenee. More important?, froth the standpoint of-eventual retirement incorne,
: are years of full.. and/or part-:time employment.,-But thereialittle systematic or

die information on this to pie.
he' National Longitudinar Study of women ---if .supported. long enough and ,...i

. With' little tritionHoould 'become wig major source of such information. The . ',..

type, of i ..dearch required, howevel., must ideally include women currently not',,

in the lobar fOrcie,"-or,chfrently not erriployed;iind must also bidesignedlo reckon °- :.'

with_ the possibility of .intermittent participation and employment (full- and ,-

part4ime), .iiviuture y ,- prior. to full and permanent retirement,'
-.. Thereare'Other (lets of the older woman worker topic which red research
and-foolicy attentio , and which:May contain the, roots of. potential Problems. ,.

Themajor conceptual point. regarding one of those aspects is that thirelationsliiP
between Marital status and labor forcestatuS arfiong women as they beconieolder .

.. may dot be uni-directiOnal. V. cannot, the possible impact of mplOymen0
..... --u^. .7, .

0
°
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enfilynniefiiipcalthelt,MarltalAtatlas; an their eventual moderation° io :status.
in later llfe.,Manvidngle wnin /obtain s ying employment and part cause .

''Pft$14SPreMaltViingle,for,,,0, nub r .0r.yeart than otherwise o may even
rentiln einglelthroughoUtithe veg.-- 'Igloo partly 'because of the n re of their

,:work ev_Perlence.:m ' " - ,-..-, I .... .

,,:..,,. ually,IMPOrtent,;*no rik , many ntarrisii.wothew may ob ern and keep
. n(0at lig t ,,of,ent .ld lent d this fact itss(tmight, increase the odds for

. . 0; . ..a, thentl'unmattrieciit.for therest of their lives.
'' IT cholera a i biota IproWeiri few:Individuals and

jo et il liale
. . ....1.'-+

4, I . : {

alliollorhiiplioat ottisignificanee7
$,,, Alte.:Wardf htlitaigned explicitly to ,test the ...

.,..... hypothesis that , tore' etatus.is itself' an "independent" variable In marital
pattorncandftran ,,, inel dingthelphOnomenon of divorce and separation. One
research model lnight t of longitudinal analyses of cohorts of young adults

'7 and Middle-aged des. emp loyed wives, concentrating on relative changes
in marital': status, o an extended number of , years. Data of a cress-sectional
naturealready,exist ii the bor.force status of divorced and sepa?ated women,

:',but'theyd0:tot:oo tart information regarding the relative time position of entry
' intothelsbort . . and of change in matitaletatus. .

S

FinaJlz ..with . to labor force participation, 'no .attempt to natty opt
.,projectleal. of icipation rates of middle-aged and older women should ignore .,

'those factors. at may.funotion' over time, as possible deterrents (or conversely/
.. jacilltatorsY their continued Participation in the workforce, with Apecial regard °

',..,tOsocio-ets..oMie differenCes among such women. In d6scuesions of .this 'nature,
. . the 'obsery ions .of ,Tatittber (1976) on projection. efforts in general should be

%

..' /. ,heeded: . , . .
"To c ehdgiin 'of forecasters and other seers and to the'thtlight ot the human

spirit, ., e .future cannot be foretold. . . . No single manpower projection, no
matter' how careful 'and sophisticated, caning claim to much confidence that it
'portrays tlysfuture path. Policies. need to be adjusted to changing circumstances,

-!:.anflitio; do /jprojeetirons: 1V1tei activity, of'prdietition'ishOuhl..be:_tinuous.nnil 4
ehatilti,haNstfted , nni the -,delbleation ;of finiatiple altstattivisa ,The7iiiernittilies .

shOuld represent varying perspectives on what is likely to happen and on what
.

vniay,,happen as' a result of, various deliberate policy interventions." . '
To be sure, . Moo force projectors cannot . be expected to know about .1111 the

_various developments. "and problems that other social sciences may include in
scenarios of alternative futures. but they should make use Of. some of those're ...

sources to Identify the important, more plausible sets of alternative possibilities; -A.

and to work out the major indirect effects. ,

'. For example in professional and technical claymore middle-aged or older hue-'v '.
band-wife, family may have to make a trade - t! between dual employinent and
higher taxesrequired by the. higher joint incotne okthe two. In such cases, where
the couple decI des the marginal returnV3 not sufficient to warrant a seconderson :,

..working (both of ,theira on a. year-round, full-time. basis),,who !shall. stay in .the .
IttbotfOrcerVirlio Shall drop out? Or might we not also see a new pattern emerging,
one in which' the two take turns participating_ in the labor force, as another vane-

".tion of .the notion of, alternative. work schedules? ..
As another example among the .older married working women. in the ,fyture,

will it be as safe stlat time as it appatentirwaenearly ten years ago, rofassert \
.that retirement for them will be defined in terms of 'their husbands' witharawaV
,from the labor force? This Wise, a major reason given, by the Social Secufity Ad-
ministration for excluding married wonted from their. Retirement History. Study,
pegun in 1968. - , . ..

.
.

.

.,Ai (:)t 41969,. in the NiS sample of middle-aged, males, nearly "one -half of t .

whites 4idnearli, three4Iths,of- the blears reported working wives. This stwe
. beeausja.of its lengitudjeal nature, should. be .a valuable source of findings on ( ;
. yelativ'ely,recent.patterns regarding such an, assertibn, And for (2). stiggeiting'new

. . avenues andhipotheses for research' on future cohorts of middle-aged husband-
Wife labor,forcemembers: . ,. . . . . . ... , .

F,'.Older4entale.-r.heads.,of,fainilies,Marital status whether , married, ,divor'ied;
separatwidowed,. or never. marriedis an important factor,in the labor force

ci ation.of women, but...among .the^non-harried, there are fejnale family
,..,;,:., e , dd./a-aged and lder. women in this classification Way have een exper-,

..:Anging different Witte. f labor, force participationand special problems mob-
:s.k..;iatatedt,withothosy.patte °Mitered to others, From 1970 to 1975, the labor

force .pertiCi alien rates, f 45-64 ear-old- feniale heads of fan/Theis declined=-4o ..

r, contrisst to.t ose of ma d and all other vfbmen (McEaddy, 1976; Employment
-,and,Training-Repoit 1977), , , , ,,
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'Equally impOrtaot,.igeobglatally heads only, this decline occurred only in 46.
and older age groups'. -,.... . ... : . , ,

There are lio definitive eiplariaticine for these contrasting trends and patterns, .

nor anythlag,that tells .us. much abouiCthe problerhs, if any, acdompanying the
trendevandpiktteem_Whrit is *Arai about outahmithilemard_and older female family
heads and.their eirouznataneesAheVexplitins their d °lining participation rates,
relative to jyoungir femelo'headktand to other. women of the same ages? Is the ,

decline, indicative of special .diiiiquItles (aced by 'them and their families? Once
such - Information Is obtalnitif throUghOareful reseiieffortii,epecial programs and
policies could then berdavelopect to. meet thiaaNdl !ties, 'if indeed they exist. . -

.(ftiemplovnient iduratunt i and !'diecankragenient.- ce 'unemployed' middle-aged
and older women remain, unemplOyedlongerthen their younger peers; just as in
thel ease of men. ,From=1971,tir4976,, the .proportion of older women unemployed .

for 15 lir irtOre weekaincreasediat a Venter rate' than for other age groups but ,

0 atillslightlyless4han tor older mon. Mtby 1976, for both older Wolten and men, ;
the long-term .employed' were id' leist '42. percent of all older unemployed-1h !

..pontract to Approximately 80 percent 'for all other`(. . ; ,) : .

, Becathienf theirgenerally -lower number of UI eligibility weeks, bidet *ripen!
are ..also disproportionately among the. UI exhaustees, and thus perhaps 'more
-10Felptobecomn"discouraged workers," i.e., labor force "drop-outer" .. '.,
7.- --Inthe older studies-of workers shbjected to plant-shutdowns and mass lay si
ikiteigi -generally found that older women . were much more likely than older men
to7c,ease jobseeking activities altogether, or to persist at a lower level than in the

.
case ofnuM. There-havtubeen few studies of such situations in the past five.yeare
or so,bilt one:hypothesis. would be that the extent 'of . continued job seeking per-
sistence among older women in similar ,eituations would be greater than in -the I

past. Thistypothesis is:based orfthe assuMption that today's female labor force-4-
including die elder segmenthas: titer attachment, Mr economic and social-
pshologlestreason_s to the 'fiber f 0 than in thepast.
,; . -The bit entrant. We bave- al ,..' stressed the importance of continued; and
well-paying, employment in for the ultimate retirement status, level of

,-, Americans. The principle applied' more directly in the case of womenjnnd for
disadvantaged= Ority -groups, too). Even with the improved mortality rates

.. of elder 'lien, womerneantitilt count on" outliving theirouees, and thus exposed
to higher. rusks of.16* status in their retirement years. The longer a'pereon 'lives,
in other mords the greater the unmet needs. We should add' to this, factor the
implications of an apparent trend toward' never-married and divorced wornen a
phenomenon which portends new job-related problems for women:

Apart from the general issneof sex-Wes -in the occupational structure of the
labor force which exacerbates the current and future job-related problem's of
middle-aged-and older-women, another source of thee' problems lies in the large

A number of women whopin middle-age, enter the labor force for the first time, or
if4P. after many years of only ;shortie - making" experience.

, The extent to which.women enter the labor force at relatively young ages, and
remqin employed, should, of bourse, tend to reduce this problem. It is incumbent,
therefore, that research on trends in proportions who are long-term employed by .
different age groups, be a regular component of the Department's activities. This
does notrtile put, nowerver, the strong possibility. that for many women over the .

long -term future, first -time entry (or entry. after an extended period of non-.
attachment- to the- abor force) will continue to warrant strong researchland pro.:
gram attention. The fact that the general educational level of women has been
improYing, and will continue to improve, constitutes (1) an ameliorative factor in
improVing the job chances of such new entrants; and (2) a challenge, in that such
higher- educated women -mauface problems of muter-employmenti.e., employ--

. , meat in typesOflo.bs not commensurate with their level, of education..and the
`expectations that such education usually create. a.

1
. But for some time to Come, we will still be faced with the "displacedhoinemaker" .

problem,and that- of a --middle-aged and older women re-entering er entering for
the first time, the labor rce. They may frequently need special training becalise

' of tbeir'llinited wor erlence. ,- -- .- . .

On the research side, t ere may be a need to identify the types of " ficlenciee"
for which such special training would be designedincluding trai g. more
than the substantive skills. ,

Congr , in recent years, een coneidefing legislation '( §C ilar to that
alreadYisiis in some states) hich vi6uld provide special- as tanee to what
has been-called e !kluiplaced homemaker" population, 1.e.,women whol.4becatise
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;101 head at an early age, or divorce and separationdesiKe and needeAtilOy.
-,,ment. .,astistaltea'reotIN Wallet. of,,, among other things, special, counseling,
...Isilkdngv,11.11d, jobi.deualOPtaaati,..., . _ .' . a t

.... :.: 'iWBAasitk..traitint for sUeb.'natianal legislation to be passed, the Department
",---aettlIkaatitepresentAimaolupperrproittets-designed-to-evaluataauch-few-ongein
' \'' ip as deexist, for. example, In Vailfornia,-and Maryland, in order to learn

%, cri eel lessons from such experiences as a means of being better prepared to design
, more effective nationally legislated programs, once. passed:

, ,..Social Security.- Another fob-related problem of women Is that they are treated
.',tetlaalle With.mea- as far as "years of forgiveness" for interrupted work experience
4W low:earninge years are concerned; n calculating retirement benefits. Women'a

7 righteadvtleites point out, that thefthiaximum of five years lowest earnings may
.bOtibeen reasonable in the ,caserof men, but that the special labor force status 1

f,'womea iesuoli'as.tb'reaultin many more years'of such earnings levels.. -
As..*.".:wamen enter thnlabor force on more than an intermittent level, this problem, .'

will me somewhat attenuated,. but will proportions of women ivith such regular. force attachment and employment reachat. least In the intermediate
tutu those for men? .

.,''"'Here ton, is a topic research attention. While the problems facing the Social
unity Systenvare not directly those the Department of Labor, some typet

f cooperative policy research analyses (with an aim at alternatlye, solution'S) ,.

.'. might be carried out. , .

. ..

, 'Middle -aged and older women in-7,or seekitig,tein ter-the labor force not only ,

. ',face the obstacles encountered by their' age peers among men, such as stereotypes
regerdingwork performance. In addition to the "agelsni" hindering their chances
In the labotmarket, they fiee.also the "sexism" encounterecl.by women in general.
Othencomplaints registered by.adOocates for the job, rights of women include the

.. apparent penalty paid by married women as far ae cntitiemerit to retired worker
benefits are enncerned, under Social Securitya refiectibn of .the "cultural .lag"
.surviving.froin the time of the .passage of the Social Security Act-when it was
taken forgranted that few married women would work.for extended numbers of
years, and that the only, they needed was as widows or wives of retired
males. Thus, today,.aceordIng to these critics, they do not accrue, upoiretirement,.

:?. their fUll.benefitt as retired worfters. ,
"On the other hand, even with an intermittent work career; her benefits as a wife

can'be larger than-ii she had never worked at all, oven though her earnings were
subject' ta deductions' for Social Security contributions.' .

Much of the problem is rooted in the original and basically still prevalent
principle .(and financing) of Social Security7-namely, that it is tt form of "insur-

.ance" defined as 'a payment (a transfer payment, and . not an annuity) to a
previously employed person after a certain age (now 62) in the eventthe contin-
gency of no employment.

Defendeit of the current Social Security system point out that "it is not correct,
: to argue. f9r ...-changes on' the ground 011,4 women workers as" group get less for
..;,i. their contributions than do men worleers as a group." I This rides not address the

issue of ' tether some women -- especially working wiveshave alegitimate
',,.. complaint; As a research topic, his issue is important. if only to delve into the

. r degree. to !Mai' such inequities, if they exist, function as disincentives among
,4;... women to enter the labor forcninAny meaningful way.

. ,

i ..

.rotes.

topic it thus related also to the adequady'or accuracy of, projections (and
the 'assumptions used: n such 'projections) concerning labor force participation

. totes among women, especially !tarried middle-aged and older ones. The Social ,..:

.'. Security Beard of Trustees report of 1975. projects. that "ultimately" (no date. 4, .,

.
specified) the-feinale participation rate will be about 73 percent of the male rate. .

l .Snoh'proJections call for regular assessment and re-examination, as already sug-
gested. , ,.. . . ,

. . .01rtst -.,minority women. Currently, the occupational structure of middle-aged,
.. . and older female blacks.shoWs a much lower socio-econantic-profile thaethe struc-'

.:ture of comparable white worsen. The critical research topic here is to determine,
' I". 'Oireti-'thireitialitirda; the degree--and: direction of changes absolutely-anci-

., ,relatively,'' as the current "fitrakgeneration" of female blacks (andsome other
.." minority ,women) with their -Dtproved educatiodal achievements, reduced

....1).'. .fertility rates;-.etc:=MOve into their older years.
/1

1 U.S: Senate Specia1_,,gommitter ,oti. Aging, Women and Social Security: Ad
to a New Era, October, inn. . .

. - i,....,; ,
.

. .

k

1 U4
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(,
We do know, for example, that much . Smaller proportions of young female

blacks, compared to their older rank*, are in such low status jobs as domestic:.
servant and that' their edudatiouai ablilevements are far superior to thos0,.(if
older black women.-all of which suggests the possibility of an improved status
in--the-future.-But llere-Is--a-neecl-to-clistingilLot between imprnvornenta nvrr a

4 previous generation of women, of the same race, and improvements relative to
women of Ctlior raw. .

4-

ti

VIII. 01.1311 tnNonITY (moor Wo8KICR9

In the past, little attention as paid. to the special and unique job-related
problems of older blacks and other minority groups partly because it was
assorted that they 'were preponderantly in rurtrand farm areas where unman -

,,
ploymont svits little studied (aport.from problems of low income from rural-farm,
pursuits); pitrtly because the civil rights mover/lent had not yet succeeded tarthe
point of raising `the consciousness lend conscience), of the majority 800
Another extended viewpoint was that since so few blao s survived into the up
ages, there was no problem worth considering'

Current facts and projections for the futdre no ger justify each neglect. For
example, In 1975, there were nearly 2.0 millioo nonwhites 62 andbillbr; more than
1 million 55 to 89; and nearly(4 million, 40-54 (2.3 million; over 900,000, and 3.5
million blacks respectively). 1/

By 19904 slightly more than one decade from now, these figures will rise to about:

/In millions'

All nonwhites Blacks only

nue

40-54
11

3.1 3.2
1.3 . 1.1 .
5.5 4.5

. The rate of increase in such numbers is ectually rejected to be higher than for
whites or similar ages, These figures assume no marked improvement in mortality
rates, an assumption which can no loriger be accepE6d with as much sanguinity as
in the past. The median age of the black population.in 1975 was only 23.4 (com-
pared to 29.6 for.whites), but the.projected median, ago for 19901st 28,5 for blacks
(compared to 33.6 for whites)--reflecting declines in fertility rateil, but with no.
account taken of possible improvements in mortality rates for middle-aged and
older persons.

Just the increase of roughly 1 million additional blacks 40-54 between 1975 and
1990 will present a special challenge to the country's genera problems of employ-
merit of its middle-aged workers. At the very least, it suggests the importance of
spheial research, policy and program attention directed net to those blocks and
other minority group members who ar in their 301s and 40'sthe future 40-54
year olds of a decade from now.

Preventive measures, unfortunately, recoi. a lower priority than those measures
designed to cure and alleviate the job-reluf d problems of today's older persons,
regarcilesit of ethnicity. But for such minority groups, the generalization is especially -

pertinent. The current emphasis on the "welfare population" can be interpreted
partly as.a cost of past failures to cope-with the job-related problems of such
persons at earlier ages.,The magnitude of the future welfare population problem
will depend in part on what is done with and for current critical segments of the
"young middle-aged" in minority groups. ,

It is difficult to accept the explanation that voluntary retirement, for instance,.
is the critical factor ihvolved In the far greater decline in labor fbrce participation
rates'among nonwhite malescompared to whitesfrom the time they were 35-44
in 1956 to the time they were 55-64 twenty years later, in 1976.
= This is apart from the. greater mortality rate among nonwhite males over.these
two decadesitself partly due to job-related problems. The latter phenomenon
is also a critical research, pliogram, and policy matter.1

1970. the total, 55-64 nonwhite male population was only 77.5 percent ofrthe.
corresponding 1956 35-44 population, as contrasted to 80.1 percent of the whites, an
indication of-the lower survivorship rate of the nonwhites.
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I' bythil,NatiOnalbenter On Bleak' Aged.(1976) highlights the special
h1Per problem* Offoktor WWI* including the following: ,s`
i' il-Higher Libor feral
, :theater jnvolUntary timb"et41.empleyment.

grams As Title IX
, pros/ram.; , ,, .,, 0. c.

iduoh,of ithat dogs:neat Is.tkervoted specifically to the issue of participation by
older blaclurintabilprOgrame, a. to_pio of a separate section in this report. '

` ' "Doubh) jeoperdy"'is'thaterm frequently applied to the situation of older black
WorIthre. An one example', while' white worlce 55-64 experienced an increase inr(v
labor force participation in the 1975-76 "reco y," the opposite-a decrease-
OccurnxFamong blacks and Othere.(tb° BLS table in the Employment and Train-
ing,Report dolnot eiparateuther rectal groups from blacks, but the latter constitute
the vast majority. of that categorY).

Actually, the decree*e took piece among black 'males, not females. The 55-64
year oldnonWhite male Participation rate fell by three full percentage points from
1975 to 1976-In contrast to a mere 0.4 decline pointior blackfemale* of the name

females. ,. , . , ,

age roupra'decline of 1.1 point for white males; and, only 0.1, point for white

Thad reeeona for such differentials still need exploration and warrant continued
research. , '

41 `RAtesof unemployment iiso aro critical, and as the accompanying table reveals,.
only'the nonwhites in' the 55-64' age group-in contrast to their white peers --

\ experienced an increase ins unemployment from 1975 to 1976, otherwise a period
\ of job'"recovery." .' 4

\ Persons 65 and older are excluded from this table because of the age-hetero-
geneity of that category ---a point which' needs correction in futtlre statistical
reportAag series, since it should be useful to ascertain rates for such' age groups as.
5-69, 'and 70-74, but especially the 65-69 group. Furthermore, since men and
omen can retire as early as age 62 under'Social Security, even the 55-64 °WM-

Bon should be' broken down into 55-59; 60 and 61; and 62-64-Just as the
D artment's work experience tables have done for some years. (By 1990, there

be at least a 36 percent Increase over 1975 In the number of nonwhites 60-69
old.)

ADULT UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY RACE, SEX AND AGE, 1970-76

A1118- us \

Wblt,f 5.4

1970

to 4. 0

Black call
B lack and CM& . 7. 3

9.3

White males.
\ 1 3.1

25-34:

White females.
Mack and athataralas 6. 1

5.3

Black and Obit Isamu 7.9

Whit,to males 4
\

2.3
Whits females _. 1.3
B lack and other mai 3.9

4541womm:
4.8Black and at* fame

Whits ftmales
2.3
3. 4

and other females 4. 0
yack and other males. . 3.3

5544?
Yttlts moles- t 2.7
Whits females 2.6
Black and °that males 3.4
B lack and allw ffallas 3.2

1971 1972 1973 1924- 1975 1976

4.9
6.3
9. 1

10.8

4. 0
6.3
7. 4

10.7

2.9
4. 9
4.9

` 6. 9

2.8
3. 9
4.5
442

124. ty
9.

4.5
5.9
8.9

11.3

3. 4
5.5
6. 8

10. 2

2. 5
4. 5
X 8
7.2

2. 5
3. 5
3.8
4. 7

3. 0
3.3
4.6
4.0

.

3.7
5.3
7.6 .

10.5

3. 0
5.1
5. 8
9.7

1. 8
3. 7
4.0
5.3

2. 0
3. 1
3.2
3. 7

2. 4
Ls
3.1
3.2

4.3
6.1
9.1

10.7

3. 3 ,5.7
7. 2
8.6

2. 4
4. 3
4.1
6.7

2.2
3. 6
4.0
4. 3

2.5
3.3
3.6
3.3

7.2
& 6

13.7
14.0

6.3
8. 5

11. 9
12.9

4. 5
6.6
8.3
8. 6

4.4
5. 8
9. 0
6. 7

4.1
5.1
6.1
5.3

6. 4 )
7. 9 J '

12, r
13.6

5.6
7.6

11. 0
13.0

3. 7
5. 9
7.1
& 1

3.7
5. 0
7. 2
6. 1

4.0
4.8
6.2
5.5

'.-- 7 ' 7ioiiiiii*06iniiliiiiiii iiiiniiii iiOcrtof La PruldiaL 1977,i' table K-20.
1

More irnportant in this context,, however hi the fact that from 1973 to 1975'
the: ,start, and end of the' recent "recession"), black males in each of -the age

.',., which were already:high 0(.1973; for the 55-64.gup the 1976 rate (which in. groups' in the '25-64 ran experienced S. doubling' el their unemployment rates

rellitles.a!' Age and recall:um combine to produce the double jeopardy. .

, ',deelined) was even er than 1975. The same was 'true, too, of black

r, .

\ 7,
4

1 0 '6 .

;



at& jobrelated prObletial older minority groups may be further aggravated
, by possibility of thus hay more de ote than whites. Among the 53-

old black 1* L8 tam for example, nearly 19 percent still
'balsa* or mobs children under 18 in 1 -stIll living with them, In marked

irzrtas only 4.1 pestaat in the ease of whit* males of the SNOW ages. A Ong
spealdng and other minorities, the proportion ay be oven nigher.

. To bta tome white 26-6.4 also experienoed a mbling of unemplpyment
tetea!mrilaM to 197 but the Mee were lower I% with, and more linter.

from 107 to 1976. Furthermore, the * or white males 115-64 did
O1tb"1"14.1,.."Uullke the case of black males, f 73-5, and they experienced a

to Unemployment after 1975
Iq0 of. crucial dimensions

sen setna In the fact tit 0 even for the sample of " healthy" middle-
instils of older minorityof the double too

aged bleak* 5-87 In 1965), unemployment In that year
sample

a greater statistical
relationahlp nonpmtielpation (Le., withdrawal from the labor oroe) seven years
later than In tioonding group of whites. In both oaaes,for bothwhites
end malls, the relatip held, but more so for this blacks.

1.,,,In both eases, the finding points to the need to consider "exogenous" influences
on the "decision to retire" and also the need to cope, when"conducting research
on the impact otunemployment, with the "law" factor which suggests that a
process is involved which eannotibe ckptured 'through arose-sectibnal .kindi of
,research. It be noted that labor force withdrawal in this particular analysis
(Sheppard, 197 refers to withdraival before the age of 65 (EWR). The older the *

unemployed. vidual, furthermore, the higher the early withdrawal rateeven
forthose only 45-47 years old in 1968. Again, the relationship swag greater in the
ease of black malesA

Health and ass tent status as of 1966, (when added to the rate variable,
clearly shows the disadvantaged position of black males, as demonstrated by the
following siibir showingearly withdrawal rates (Including death before Oh age

Ian unployessitt, rocs, and health plague -

Rank: __,, - KWh by MN

1. Employed healthy whiteh ., , 19. 1
2. Employed healthy. blacks 22. 5
3.t healthy whites 29. 5

.5: nemployed healthy blacks
4. ployed unhealthy whites 33. 9

37.5
'11:- ployed unhealthy blacks 39.2
'7. Unemployed unhealthy whites: 40. 0
8. Unemployed unhealthy blacks 83.2

Presenthig the findings in another Neap, (1) among the weriserg. employed when
interviewed in 1968, and (2) among those unemployedthat year, thej973 EWIts
were as follows: ,

104 7-"\

Rex sad bad* status In WIZ 1,;lirs,1111 .

healthy whites. 19.1 29.5

=gylacle
Mita .

Uslwa1thy blacks. 39.2 13.2

The higher rates of unemployment and of poor health status (as measured by
elf reported estimittes. of 'work-limitjng capabilities) among black middle-aged

knd older males are reflected in,this table, and call for special research analyses
and appropriate program reeponses to cope with the special problems of that
groupincluding measures designed to intervene before such men reach their 40's
and 50's. The fact that the early withdrawal rate of employed healthy blacks is not
much below that of eoutparable whites reinforces the importance of both health
and employment status.

Relatively good health status, among older blacks, however does not neces-
sarily mean that their..labor force participation rates will be similar to that of
whites..Their poor health status may be offset by a 'greater economic, need to
remain lathe labor force.

The NLS data file contains a rich source of information concerning some aspects
of the factors processes Involved, that is, the experience and attitudinal changes
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.aarsthirsnitil WA:fatter.= P should:)erlennrnofr and other mlnorttles
the work-oapaolty

as contrasted SO that of *bites.
rabffire eati.TIlven the matted Improvemenk oecupatIonal gains

,qt Young blacks la resent years. It la its rtapt to earrY dui gitudinal studies to
,Ilelleenstste whether suet gains are not on sustained, but to certain the extent to
WItlelksuokpbenomena as pharisee In withdrawal re odour --and in which

long mlnorlt gmupa, relative e to whites, by sex. The NLS,
samples of won3on, if continued to be survey I, would ajar contribution to
thiA effort.

, Furthermore, a new sample survey of mon 45-59, heel no later than 1979
or 1080, would provide Inforpiatlon of an important natu quality concerning rn,
"generational" differences, If any, in the labor force and lif us of blackarolative

, to white middle-aged and older woricereAn other words, I at respects arc the
.4544eohbrds of, NO, 1980, different from those of 1906?

Part-Time Ns. Full-Time. The work experleace data , lable throual the
Department of Labor (BLS) have not, to our knowledge, as fully iexploited
for research and policy purposes as they might be, a point ein other parts of
this report. In the case of minority groups for example, In nearly 10 percent

, of nonwhite males 46-84 years old workeielther in Tull-ti forless than 27
'weeks or at pat.-time jobs, compared to 1 pereent of whit a, lee. Corresponding
Agures for females were 89 percent in the cafe of nonwhitesi 'sus 30 percent fort,
whites: For both male and female nonwhites, the proporti orking only part -
time wile greater then among whites. Compared to the 4 ago groups, the .1
part-time proportion was greater for the older persons, elpeclally among non-
white females.

Unfortunately, these age dbirpings ate too broad for any Imefulpollcy.reeelarch
and furthermore, rmation Is lacking regarding the degree to whch

such work expeOence on less than a year-round, full-time basis is voluntary vs.,
involuntari.

Furthermore, the percentages reported hero are based on pnly those with any
,wqrk experience at all. Perhaps a more sensitive measure would be derli,ed from
using as the basis the total population in each race and ago group (with and without
work experience). Thiii failure to use a total population base may sei've to obscure
the discouraged worker phenomenon in such age groups, especially when trend
analysts included cyclical changes in the general level of employment oppdrtunities.

Uridennispkwneal. Anecdotal literature is replete with calm studies of iblack
,males who achieved higher education degrees in the 1940's and '50's, but remained

- victims of race discrimination in the world of employment; they thereby became
"underemployed." No study of a systematic nature has been carried out to find

- out if, the recent progress in equal employment opportunities has produced any .
marked effect oh their current employment status levels.

-their older age become the new barrier for any upward mobility?
a e they become "locked in" (becauso of pension rights and other equities

. r built p ovenhime), and thus reluctant to emir upwanly mobile 'opportunities?
Has the .long -term experience with such underemployment produced an

"adaptation" on their pad, of a forrq of resignation?
To what extent does.the same phenomegen occur even today, and with what

, different Implications-tor the future?
Each of these questions needs to be examined within epecific fedustrles,.0equpa-

tions, and reglens. The NLS occupational nioWlity items would be one general .
source, In both the 30444 female sample; and the 45-59 male sample, for explorp-

tor?.htnellngs.,NLS sample should be analysed to seek answers to these and related ,

questions. The 1974 report (Parnes, et et.,,".,;1974) on the 1900-41 data does not
'shed any direct light on the issue, but the material on voluntary job-chag
-11uriliff those five years (with no, 'White -Black comparisons) may provide

Lions for further research on the questions, fon example:,
11 ,11ar Bducatioh seas positively associated with voluntary job-changing; Pension-

Terlirisgatively aseoclated,
eb. satisfaction with new 'job among Black voluntary job-changers in-

creased over satisfaction with _previous jobs, much mare than among White

1Po icy sliOsensioni of li eipectancy differences. One of the issues among researcher
and advocates con problems df the minority aged emanates from the
kiwer life expectancy at 13 rth of 'racial groups such as Meeks. Accordingly, such
persons'argue that special provision'bhould be made in the Social Security system

j 8 "



rectify this disadvantageteitheLln, the form of even /Ofoser retirement ages for
such Igriv:Arc.'and/or.-higiier heriefith.for those persons retiring at the same lige
as the.

, Apart from, the !ii,dminietrative:anil cost problems. entaileal" in .such proPosals,
4,here:reixiainittheiissize of 'whet'hex not among the 0%i:black woriers'0
those:Who survive into the uriperdges), such cinferences in life expectancy y,

as-great as implied. According to lijic,Isintionail Center -fir .113
Statistidat he expectancy at, 50 'and... of 1973-,-ffor white and no

-males.and.females.wat as follows: ; "/'
Whit. Isctist",1

arc'
Age 50 r.

aie
. ,(iaar ;.A11816-1z

A18.60'
419 65-

Fi$E#Ifibilc:,;

isiitabig,-
eeiatehtAiltlit dmohg,women, the life expectancy for whites is greater. But

ae:0!ifih*,pinpoilits'''the .specifics of life: expectancy 'among workers-nr, those'
.7froin.-the Iiibtor..force-'-by race, sex, and age.' As long 'as' the try-

pcou on mix ...,*.1a,pp "equal," factors such as mortality .and health' ( iffeCted
y; e natureat,the job;-for example), aiid"retirement resources" (as ected by
ension eligipility,xaniaber of dependerita, etc.), may,also continue to be unevenly

7.-IdiStributed:: Regardless- of the legal and financing dimensions of the issue of
differential benefits and retirement ages under social security, Black'"caucuses" ...,
of/and for the'afted can be expected to keep the issue alive. ..'

:Ali?of these' and related facets raise the queStion of the degree to which EEO , -1.
laWs,'replations, and enforcement will move minority groups into industries and
occupation/1 which fl) iniprove.their pension-coverage status; f2) raise their total
life work exPerienne and wage levAs; (3) impact on their health status as a function
of thknature of the joband thus their life expectancy, etc. Current research
should" make this one 6f its major focuses, and simulation models mighttibecon-
structed- to project future'conditions relarding these phenomena.

,
data), among men 48,--5g.yearS old, (1) only 15.7 percent of the blacks were crafts-

. rfien and foremen,: comp hto 26.3 per.cent of whites. (2) Their "health" rate
was lower than for white's. ) On the other handrtheir death rate by 1973 was no
different--perhaps even better-'-compared to whites. (4) Among -those still alive
in 1973 (5-59,,years=old), their "unable to work" proportion was about the same
as for whites

, - 4
13.7

30.3
18.1

%. 74'

114-
- 27.5

17.5

firr uteri!, Stamm, vital Statistics RePorevol. 28, No 11 aupptrmint February 1577, iable4'

tir that by 'age 65, Whit&monwhite " lipamong Mares is non-,

. As an eininlisle of the "inequality" imension in 1966..(accOrding to the'NLS

But,.to repeat, a much smallernroportion-of black males was in'this occupation,
As a reault, for all blacks 48-52.m 1966, compared to their white age peers, their
early withdrawal rate (including deaths) by 1973 was much higher than for whites..
And among those still alive in 1973, their "unable to work" proportion was higher

All an -for whites. In gefieral, such .data'imply 'the difference it...makes-10 have an
equal white-nonwhite occupational distribution. It should also. be noted that .as,
of 1966, few blacksif anyin the 48-52 age group were in managerial, official,
or proprietor, sales and clerical occupations.

. Another inequality dimension can be seen in (1) the relation pension coverage
. .of whites. and blacks in the NLS data on 0-59 year old males;. in 1971,12 percent

of the white, but only 59 percent of the blacks, were employed in establishments
with pension programs. (2) In 1973, 70 percent of whites 62 -64 were retired-with
a pension; compared to only 52 percent of blacks of the same age.

Many of the research and program 'recommendations of a general nature dis-
cussed throughout this report should be.applied, naturally, to the special subgroups
in the population. For example:

(1) 'Trends in proportions affected by mandatory retirement. age policies.
(2) Similarly, measures regarding other forms of involuntary retirement, before

any mandatory retirement age..
(3) Extent of voluntary vs. involuntary part-time employmentand the "uni-

verse of need" for voluntary, part-time employment.

ro
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elements of theminority :tildet:WoOiet taiiiewhielicontiiilireeitich,ialicy,
laYliniggest:4OnifiiitilndelAt'6#:: , ,;.Y.,.,,,:.12',.'.,- .- 1 ;.... .....:. :::' :;:; . 'in ; ::... :,( ....

impactfokinili**truitiinariMiernbership:Onir.studY .(Parnes; et al.:104)..
teetkaVailddloaitetibldtlet' titres who are iiot:union members earn 'at
_25i.ipticeiifi,1*;thini-Cnin rviliitte while the differential between blaCk...,

.:.b-ite:".:'ilnicidtMeiribeic,F44eriiti :hi much lets (about '10 i percent). 'But this
tftr:differe thaitielf*arrants.:.diiiielal attention. - ,. - . .::
ilWeim of tatiariiiiirkettnforsiciliam-Yor example; inOst jobseeking studies ..,
'dictate -thes,i'Mpattluiteat jOh4Openings-Through friends and .relatives orother

-'informal_ ixteifininisinsicislly&; -whites are More-familiar about such knowledge, ..

4-int1:40'c'halliingel)fere atesr.-tnho*'sueh information can be .improved among
',Ismidinityltddtiltsagnefond!OldeNobseekers..: ,' : i. . : . . ' :447'

::Effeets.Of,workPl4m..Poiitinigratioh"i from ..antral. cities: .T6 the degree that re-
, Strictions:on*Ceseta.hOusig,in suburbs andin urban areas to which industries

ntight-telocate continue be' greater for minority groups: the.drift iii,therdireation
tf:.-gfeiittr lind.'gre i;mineentratiOns : of older persons in the;,,eerfrcill cities con-
stitutesAitUteknot Only; a' rians 'problem:for older -minority 'jobseekert,-but even.for the
central eitY:g enteas welk New trends, if any, in the migration patterns and
apnoitunities, require research attention. , ...y: r: -,

Vl!ariges,ilk'ge-squetry=occupation position of iniddli=aged'an4 older minority
.-worker&-independently,ofqhs...ehar nstics of.suclt per6ons, 'the dynamics of
::change' -Nation's induttrY.:occupation mix will serve both to improve and to I

damage b- related Problemstef minority, groups,especially the middle-aged.
f such changes 14 this regard should lie a major focns of empirical

''..iiiict.projectionstudies;
indicate

,.

.,7".' Gmater; ttntmt' Maria eoverage f The NLS data indicate that, contrary to .some
tiinectations;:nbigherPropertion of middle-aged and older blacks: are covered by

k:: ,...Colletivebarta g contraCts. If this is so; and these contracts providefor some

'beriChheitid,fOr` Eisenikkers, not available to whites in general. The facts-do' not
form And'degr of seniority rights,' such contract. coverage becomeS a valuable ' .

contradict; -. owever, that among only whites and blacks covered by contracts,
theloriner, may have higher seniority (including-senority restricted to more desir-
Able'Jobeand-deperttirentt): . .

-.Hovi.will blacks fare, . in the future, relative to other non- unionized black!, .
inihe same 6Coupatiniand in other occupations? What will be the trends via a ms

: :unionization and:its presumed benefits among todat s younger blacks (and other
: ; Minorities, too),"., as. they', themselves become middle-aged or older?
'. ' -.47fitictVotAidinge.. on Seniority: Coverage. In recent years; in the steel industry ,

for exampfe-erestrictione- of seniority. rights within only departments (e.g., in
foundries) have been abolished` by i court action. What.have been the effects of
treater companii-widesenioritfrights in the internal labor market experiences 'of .
minority ,,workers?. HoVf.'widatipread is the pattern of company -wide seniority ,

.- -. rights; an in.what ways' are -minority grOup middle -aged and older .workers bone-
7. .. -fitting; from such a pattern?

- Relationship of; type of job to health 'status: While work environment attributes'
contribute toithe health status.of all workers, in what ways is that status among
minority middle -aged workers any better or- worse, given their current lower

'i..Positions in general;with.vegard to their location in types of .industries and work-.
"places characterized by greater risks regarding safety and health? Are .0SHA's
activities having) any effect on this phenomenon? :.. . .

Other minority groups.The fiet that this report devotes little space to minority
other than blacks should not be interpreted as a reflection of any intent to pTace .

.: .a.: lower priority on their job-rated moblems. Blacks, however, are the dominant
. minority group in fhis,Lcountry, and have been the, most politically effective in
., expressfng theii.tinmeteecis in the 'employment area. But even for this groups,
"gtention to_ the middle -aged and older segments' job - related problems has been

, :only -recent: :Detailed, systematic statistical reporting for blacks only as .con , .

trasted to "nonivhitee as a statistical category) is only beginning to improve.
.,.. Departmental research should be systematic in disaggregating such data, even
if this reciuiree over - weighting of Their representation in samples (such ,as in the
case of the National Longitudinal Survey). In special local areas, where itisknown

..', .that 'other, minority groups are concentrated more. than in other areas (such as
Filipinas;.American`Indians,- and Spanish-speaking persons), the same principle

° should be applied: 7 / _



...
ortunitely; national data, at a 'detailed nature, byage, are looking regarding
teais'asipartiCipation rates of other Minority-groups (e:g, those of Spanish
),.4.aciordingto itise, and education, for example. As a case in point, the;1974 ,..

:repoiColi:':,idficalsorial.:44flaintainif 'of-Worfers,, X97.4,,providetla participation'.
ritte:tahle,jorilPitseanott Spanish.Origirilising the broad age span of 25-54,' by sex

,...:and.adtleationirithieh, thereby. obscures age differences, if any, within that span.
_This'- makes itiniiiiiiisible to makeimeimingful coMparisoils- between specific age;

sex-eiltoatIO .u.groxijoa.via...apie,,whites and blacks. Furthermore, the samples
for theilipper' ups!(5544,':.-and65-plusl are too small for any reporting piiri-
poseapart of W olierotedurse, is a refieation of the very lity, educational achieve:
ments.:ofithesaage,gratips. , 1, ,:: , -,

i. . 4.

.....-- .''
'r.±:-7. OLDER WORKERS ,IN RURAL' AREAS

- .

-iiiiilly,..ruial areas are characterized by work forces older than those in the
lniger,uilian areas-,r.-attribiitable Partly to the greater likelihood of young pet-Bons ..
to entigrate7'frorn. thein becainie of restricted job opportunities: The range of
severity of.ruralAderwOrker problems is affected by the latter, too, but also by

.of rural: area le.g., the midwest :Wheat belt vs. Appalachia, and the rural
uth),,Generalizatiotua on'this topic nre.not too secure. 6

, ,.
:... Nevertheless;lit may be :Safe:: to say that in most instances, the traditional
structure sipd.'Oynamies of job .opportuniteis in rural areas are such as to increase
Phe.oticis,fot *addle...aged and older ;workers in those' areas to move into a poverty
statua,by Abe time they reach,65 or more. This may 00,Sopecially trtiemin the'dase
Of 'rural nonfarm population. ,''' ..,,'''. '. :,,..: .

.; Departinefithl and 'other governmental concern wi44 tne,rural older worker
Shoiild Probably: concentrate more on programs, .and demonstration projects,

demoaarration projects, including eyal ion. ,than research-except U.) the degree is required as part of programs and

,Given the limited: opportunities i , any,. if not most, rural areas for employ-
,p2ent'in,.the private sector for persons of all ages, emphasis should be placed on

.greater involvement of the local rural public Sector agencies, especially wit
regard the older worker. Limited experience with Title 'IX programs in su
areaasusuggests that pubfic sector opportunities might be, expanded: ....

In on effott, carried out in several counties (by
might American Associat n of

Retired ReilionaL jobs were developed for persons Vand older as School trons,
teacher ai ; hospital and library aides; assistant school bus drivers d even

assistan and commodity distributors. . .

m n n ce. mechanics. Other examples include welfare agency : worker

'... The benefits for the individual perFons-employed, the agencies ploying them;
d the: families of such persons should be obvious. But there is also a. community
efits side that requires consideration and perhaps evaluation. For example, as

&result of employing elderly persons as pickup truck drivers to bring children to
county health clinics, the number of children and of clinic visits'increased_pre
sumably ;with positive effects on the health status of the children. Even the Food
and Drug Administration:improved its rural consumer education program by
enlisting the plder persons as part-time employees.

... On a more 'general policy level, serious consideration should be given to rela -
tively 'proton/int: rural community service employment programs for older men
and women. For middle-aged rural workers, public works programs- -might also. /
be giyen greater emphasis. Without any additional public works programs in such
sreas (when truly needed, of,course), there may be a tendency to disregard that
age group in. favor of younger persons still remaining in the rural areas.

In any event, all of these kinds of programs should be studied, with &focus
income effects; migration rates and patterns of program participants' and their
Younger family members. .

i
Censiis reports 'suggest that starting in the early 1970's, the rate of growth in

metropolitan areas declined and, that izonmetropolitan areas continued ,to gain
populations from ,the former, (Bureau of Census, January, 1977). Man 'rural'
counties, particularly those with s large State university or an:especi recrea-
tion area," show a new inmigration from other parts of the country.

To our knowledge no special-focus...boa been dirbected to the impact of this
phenomenon on the socio-economic ittatus of the older age groups the native,
nonmigrant population. of 'those riiial areas. Ostensibly, such a as should be
experiencing a growths,t least a stabilizationof employment portunities, to
the benefit of middle-aged slid older persons, as well as to that younger ones. .

I



t no attempt has yet been Made to-, verify this hypothesis. At the vel7 least,
suchihiformation should help in the fine-tuning of policies and programs Iteiiigned
to assist7rural7drea.iiiifidle7aged and older persons in their job-related s.

Contrary to stereotypes; older peqsons do nevertheless migrate--especi y if
iinempleyed.-Therefore;iii addition to the Phenomenon of older rural nonmigrants

theirzelated job problemS; there remains the equally significant phenomenon
of older rural Migrants tbOrban labor markets, and the differences over time
persona' !!age'!) betwien migrants and 'Immigrants in places:of destination. It
should be,obvious,thit, an, integral part of a systematic effort to ease 'the rfroblems
Of lurid persons in general is the -facilitation of adjustment AO. the urbad labor
"Market among, those who' do not stay. in rural aresse but rather migrate to the
former. (Peterson et ai; 1977).. :

In this connection, little reseirch attention has beeiigiven to the-characteristics
of the4.1ace of destination of migrants from rural affias. Sheppard--4971) has
'repotted on the labor force status and experienbe of young and older,rural migrant
femalei (wikita and blae,,k)",. according to siztt of SMSA,tusing the 1967 Survey
of 'EconomitOpportunity data sources. He found, for example, that among white
females, the larger the SMSA the greater theAppportunities for yeaf-round
tilde work for those 45-plus. The same was true for blacks of the sine age group.
At the same time, the proportions of older black rural migrants working no weeks

...at 'all .increased; according to SMSA size: This was not true in the case of white
:Tarsi migrants 45 and older.

Zqually, if not more important, the occupational structure in 1966 among older
black rural migrants reveals greater opportunities in the largest SMSAs (over
750,000). This, is dramatically illustrated by the fact that the proportion of older
black women employed as domestic servants was m less in the largest SMSA's,
compared to those with populations under 250,00' d 250-750,1W. Furthermore,
.while the proportion of older rural migrants emp oyed in this 11110:slatiis occupa-

;::tion was higher thalifor older "native urbanites" (those born in the SMSA where
interviewed) in. the smaller SMSA's, tkis difference disappears in the largest
.SMSA"V;

Finally, as a single index sof family socio-economic status, the-;8poverty rate"
..anaolig white older rural migrants, the: poverty rate was higher than for white
native migrants, regardless of sex of SMSA (although the rate is lowest for both
migrants and native urbanites in the largest SMSA's).

But for black females, the pattern is the exact opposite: older rural migrants,
''especially to SMSA's over 250,000, had lower poverty rates than their counter-
Parts who had always lived in the urban area where interviewed.

The reasons for this latter finding still need to be explored. Education may be
..a factor, given, given the finding by SheppardirAhat both black and white rural

migrants reported More years of schooling than native urb i es,
In addition, this type of research focus requires up , given the fact that

-these findings are at least ten years old, and economic es, as well as changes
in the composition of the populations, have taken place, will continue to do so.
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